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AN APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR VORTEX-LIFT AND CENTER OF

PRESSURE ON THE SLENDER WING

Yin Xieyuan
(.The Science and Technology University of China)

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a simplified analytical method

for estimating the vortex-lift at the leading edge and

the side edges as well as the center of pressure. It

also provides two empirical correction functions. In

comparison with other methods and the experimental data,

this method offers good accuracy and is suitable for

the needs of engineering design work.

During recent years, more and more people are interested in

the nonlinear aerodynamics at high angle of attack. It mainly

studies the nonlinear effects of the flow which is primarily char-

acterized by detached vortex separation. It studies the formation,

development and disintegration of a Ietacniea vortex a.; wiell a. t±c

effect of a detached vortex on the aerodynamic properties of the

flying vehicle. Furthermore, it also studies the effective con-

trol and usage of a detached vortex, etc. It is a very important

and active research area in the aeronautic circle at the present

time.

At the present moment, there have been several theories already

developed to calculate the aerodynamic characteristics of the front

fringe vortex separation of the wing. However, they must probably

require the aid of a high speed electronic computer. The purpose

of this paper is to find an approximate analytical solution for

the fast estimation of the aerodynamic characteristics of various

shapes of wings. This is very convenient and useful to the design

department, especially in the preliminary design stage. The author

has reported a simplified method [1] several years ago to calculate
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the vortex-lift at the leading edge. On the basis of the theor-

etical results mentioned above in [1], this paper derives the

equations for the vortex-lift and the center of pressure. In

addition, in order to perform engineering estimations, this paper

also offers two empirical correction equations on the basis of

the theoretical considerations as mentioned above. Recently,

Purvis [2] proposed an analytical solution. The author discovered

that the method used in this paper gave very similar results as

the ones obtained in [2]. Furthermore, this method is more con-

venient.

I. ANALYSIS

The theory of "leading edge suction analogy" by Polhamus [3]

coincides very well with experimental results. It has already

been widely used in engineering. Based on that theory

CL, ,Kv rfsin a coq a /cos A

K,, - 4 (.1)

where K and Kv, are the derivatives of the potential flow 112t

coefficient and the leading edge propulsion coefficient, respect-

ively. A is the sw.reep angle of the leading edge. The most

important advantage of this theory is that all the nonlinear terms

can be obtained using the potential flow theory. In practice, it

has been proven that Equation (1) is simple and reliable. However,

it can only be used to calculate the total lift and it cannot give

a distribution of the vortex-lift unless the distribution of the

leading edge suction force is calculated based on the calculation

of finite basic solution which is not within the limits of dis-

cussion in this paper. For the simple estimation of the distribu-

tion of the vortex-lift and the center of pressure, we assume, as

shown in Figure 1, that the vortex-lift on the inner side wing iV,,/

is equal to the vortex-lift of a single wing when it is considered

to be the inner side wing. In other words, it is assumed that the

"leading edge suction analogy" is not only applicable to the entire

2
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wing but also suitable for each inner side wing sections.

Therefore:

('.,.L 't Y ) =C;,', ,,,( Y )S' ( Y' )/.S, C "2 )

I( YV )' .OS UiAJY ) S (3)

where all the values with ," correspond to the inner side

wing E1oE and S'(y) and Sw are the area of the inner side wing

and that of the entire wing surface, respectively.

Figure 1. Schematic 0 .
diagrams of the geometric
relations and the calcu- /I\
lation of the side edge
vortex-lift.

I I I .- ,. v 1

c, F i

0

S(y)

F,

In order to calculate the side edge vortex lift, it can be

assumed further that the side edges AB and A1 B1 extend outward at

an angle E and the side edges AB and A B1 become a part of the

front edge. Using the "suction analogy" for the entire wing and
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the inner side wing separately, the total propulsion and the

propulsive force of the inner side wing can be determined. When

e approaches zero, the side edge vortex lift can be obtained

(see Figure 1).
C,.,.,,, 1%:.1,,,. sin: 2 UI s at (5 )

K ,, =lin( K ...r/tg 8 ),,,ej,,' ( 6)
E -0

In addition, based on the definition of the distribution of

the vortex lift

CLVL,(Y)' c (Y)c,,(Y)dy (7)

where c(y) is the partial string length and clv(Y) is the cross-

sectional vortex lift coefficient. Substituting Equations (2)

and (3) into the above, we get

C (Y )Cv( Y)= K
2 d

Substituting into Equations (5) and (6) to obtain the side edge

vortex lift, we get

d K1y)S'( y)/tj c )dysinacosa 1 (C4.,, lt2 ) [-S- b/2

or

[dK, r K _ dS" sinsa eost ulO

tie + S---I, de L .= o

where b is the extending length of the wing and ct is string length

of the string sandwiched by the wing. Equation (10) was derived

in [2]. Similarly, the centers of pressure of the vortex lifts

at the front and side edges are

o sc, x,. (K.(Y)S' (y)/co,\ Idy

and
i o X1• d C.'(Y)S'(Y)/tf d '

S1.,

4t



respectively. Where c. is the string length of the wing root;
XA is the string distance of the front edge measured from the

apex of the wing; x,.,_x-x,., is the distance in the string direct-

ion measured from the apex of the side edge. Equations (9), (10),

(ii) and (12) are the general expressions of the vortex lift of

the side edge and the center of pressure. From these we can see

that they are functions of the potential flow lift force and the

geometric shape of the wing.

As for a slender wing, on the basis of the theory on slender

bodies by Jones, there are relations such as KP=----A. K,= A.

Substituting them into Equation (8), we get

c(y)j,(Y)-iry/coAsin'acosa (I )

From the above equation, we can see that the vortex lift dis-

tribution is a linear distribution within the limits of the theory

for slender bodies which agrees with the conical flow assumption.

Figure 2 shows the comparison between the cross-sectional vortex

lift and the vortex lift on the inner side wing derived based on

the assumptions used in this work and those reported in [2]. It

demonstrates that the two are extremely close.

By substituting K, and KY.7 into Equations (9) or (10), we

get

C.,x',,3 c A(-j)in'a co

or

CL.8 *4 c K, r'a cos a ( 1)bII

Although Equation (14) is obtained under the assumption of the

slender body theory, even better results can be obtained if more

accurate values of K can be determined. Based on the above equa-

tion, for a rectangular wing, we have Kv.,i-11 when the string

extension is extremely small which is in agreement with Lamar [4].



Figure 3 is a comparison of the results obtained using Equation
(14) with those obtained using the methods of Lamar [4] and

Purvis [2] correspondingly. During the calculation, we took

K, 2A From this figure, we can see that the results, - 4 + •

of this work coincide with those of Lamar. The results obtained

by Purvis are slightly higher.

,m 2. 3.,Kv :q,

3.46 N

1.0 1. - N.1 , -\ "

01 3.2L
0.5 2.

1.5 .

.5 1." ,i 0 - 0.--4 -. i l . ,; ?.A 4 . 3.2 .4

Figure 2. The distribution Figure 3. Comparison of",.
of the vortex lift : A corn- for a rectangular wing
parison of this work and [2J.
H(,1): Equation (28) in
reference E2)
Key: 1--this work; 2--reference [2] 3--reference C4];

4--Equation (52) of reference []
5--this work and reference [4]
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When substituting , and h., into Equations (11)

and (12) respectively, we get

-,,t = 2 (for triangular wing) (15)
C, 3

S, 2 (for trapezoidal wing) (16)
C, 3

xV _ . (17)

c, 2

where c' is the corresponding root string length at the leading
b

edge of the trapezoidal wing, c,=- ---tgA . From Equations (15),

(16) and (17), we can see that the front fringe vortex lift and

the pressure center of the side fringe obtained within the theoret-

ical limits of the slender body theory are in agreement with those

obtained by other workers. In the meantime, we also discovered

that the centers of pressure of the leading edge vortex lift and

the side edge vortex lift for a trapezoidal wing can be obtained

separately, thus providing the theoretical basis for the following

empirical correction equations.

II. EMPIRICAL CORRECTIONS

Experimental results indicate that the "suction analogy"

theory is only applicable within a range of ratio between the attack

angle and string expansion. In order to extend the applicable

range of that theory and to raise its accuracy, there have been

many researchers who introduced various empirical or semi-empiri-

cal correction factors. For example, in [5], the correction fac-

tor K'%v. for the front edge vortex lift for triangular wings and

the side edge vortex lift optimization factor kv,,, in [6] are

among them. This paper also introduces two correction equations

as follows:

1. Center of pressure correction: From Equation (15) we

know that under the conical flow assumption the center of pressure

7-



of the front edge should be located at the 2/3 root string posi-

tion. However, in reality, the strength of the vortex is not

totally distributed conically especially near the rear fringe.

In addition, when the attack angle increases the core of the

vortex moves towards the inner side of the wing. Based on the

experimental data, there is the following relation for the cen-

ter of pressure of the vortex lift for a triangular wing:

x , i*'= 2 _-0.3729/tgA
C, 3

If we further consider the effect of the attack angle on

the drifting of the center of pressure, we can further use the

following step:

c, , Y , 2 - 0,3729/t A A sin(3.6 a) lu
C, C, 1C,/ 3 .

where -#- is the corresponding center of pressure of the Doten-

tial flow. The above equation can be used when 11 25'.

2. Improvement of the vortex lift: Experimental results

indicate that because of the added induction reaction of the

leading edge vortex on the side edge and the latter half of the

wing surface, the experimental value of the vortex lift for a

sharp triangular wing is higher than that obtained based on the

calculation. Reference [7] gave a correction factor

k, -1.77f I-n-- -sin Irk + 1

to express this type of constructive interference. Considering

the effect of the glancing angle of the rear trailing edge, the

final correction of the above equation becomes

k, =1.77( 1 -sin 2 )sin -!- + 11 'L (-' I

2 8



-~0 ~ (04 NASA TR R- 4.1

0.66

0 20 2
(b)

Figure 4. The variation of the Figure 5. The improvement of
center-of pressure of vortex the vortex lift for sharply
lift for triangular wings with carved triangular wings [7]
string expansion ratio and
attack angle
Key: 1--Equation (18); 2--experimental values; 3--Equation (19)

C. C. C1
0. 10.2-0.

-020.2 0.-

-*)t 2 .- , E-4- I6

011 - -~ -. 4-

0.61A .0. 0.31

0.-0.4.-f.~

0.2-

21 z4- 0

24r

2.2Z 1.4 0 0.2 0.4 0.s 0.8 1.0 1! 1. 0 I ~ LI

CL CL

(4)?

Figure 6. The comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics
of a series of sharply carved trapezoidal wings
Key: 1--Reference [14]; 2--this work



where X is the sharpness ratio X= ,' and X' is the sharp-
C,C

ness ratio of the basic sharp triangular wing, X'= -- ,c,+ bt NA

The above mentioned Equations (19) and (20) are shown in

Figures 4 and 5 respectively.

In summary, we can conclude based on the above discussion

that for a trapezoidal wing the total vortex lift and the center

of pressure can be expressed in a unified manner as

Cl, K sin' a cus a

K,,,.,-ekvCK ,LK,,Z/cos A +K.,s, (23)

(X~.vK.~ K,,?/coe A X-±L (2+

GC." C' cA
Key: 1--rear surface center

where rear surface center represents the face center of the wing

area with the exception of the front fringe triangular area.

Based on Equation (17), the center of pressure of the side edge

vortex lift is located near the center of the side edge. But

after considering the effect of the glancing angle of the trail-

ing edge, it can be approximately assumed that the center of

pressure of the side edge is located near the face of the rear

wing surface.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The results obtained using the above method on a series of

trapezoidal wings indicate that this method agrees with the exper-

imental results very well (see Figure 6).

The method used in this paper can be expected to be extended

to the calculation of the vortex and the center of pressure of a

combined body. It is also not difficult to apply this method in

the situation that the leading edge has turns such as a side stripe

wing.

10



From the Prandtl-Goetbert similarity law, we can consider

the effect of compressibility.

The equations in this paper indicate that it is possible to

obtain an optimal match for the maximum vortex lift for various

rear glacing angle, sharpness ratio and string expansion ratio.

This would be beneficial to the design department for shape

selection.

This paper has been highly supported by Professor Tung Ping

Kang who also proof-read the manuscript. The author wishes to

express his thanks here.
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Abstract

This paper presents a simplified approximate analytical method for
predicting ortex-lift and centre of pressure on the slender wing at high
angle of attack, and proposes two empirical correlations as well. In compa-
rison with other methods and experimental data, this method provides good
accuracy aud suits for preliminary aerodynamic design.
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A PENALTY FUNCTION METHOD FOR THE STRUCTURAL OPTIMUM DESIGN
WITH AEROELASTIC CONSTRAINTS

Wang Xianxiu
(Aerodynamic Research and Development Center of China)

ABSTRACT

In this paper an interior penalty function method is used

to obtain the minimum weight of a wing structure under the con-

straints of flutter, strength and minimum gage. In the paper

three unconstrained optimization methods, viz., the steepest

descent method, the DFP variable metric algorithm and the BFGS

variable metric algorithm, are compared with one another. The

quadratic interpolation method with the constraints approximated

by quadratic polynomials is used to carry out the one-dimensional

search. The convergent criterions used in the interior penalty

function method are given. It also discusses several ways to

reduce the computer time.

The results of the calculations indicate that the penalty

function method is an effective method for the optimization of

complicated structural design with aeroeleastic constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the design of an aerospace vehicle, it is of practical

importance to consider the aeroelastic constraints (mainly the velo-

city at which the structure begins to flutter) and strength con-

straints in order to reduce the weight of the structure. However,

there are many difficulties involved in solving this problem.

This is because the analysis of the aeroelastic properties of the

structure is not only related to the structural dynamics but also

to the unsteady aerodynamics which is even more complicated than

the usual structural analysis. The traditional way is to choose

the structural plan empirically and the aeroelastic analysis is

12
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only for safety purposes and cannot be used as the design cal-

culation method to select the optimal plan. In the last 20

years, due to the rapid development in electronic computers and

the technology in the optimization of the structural design, it

is then possible to solve the problem of the optimization of

structural design which takes aeroelastic contraints into consi-

deration. Currently, the analytical methods are divided into the

optimization principle method and the mathematical method. This

paper adopts the nonlinear mathematical penalty function method

(also called the SUMT method) [1]. On the basis of [1] and

through the experience of the use of the penalty function method

numerically in the actual calculation and verification of aero-

elastic constraints, we are presenting several improvement proce-

dures in the actual realization of using the penalty function in

the optimization of structural design with constraints in order to

save more time in the calculation. The penalty function method

transforms a multi-constraint problem into a series of easy to

process unconstrained problems. It has the advantages of high

adaptability, quickness, high reliability and high quality in the

design optimization.

II. THE TREATMENT OF MULTI-CONSTRAINTS

The multi-constraint problem of the optimization of flutter

and strength can be changed into unconstrained problems through the

use of the interior penalty method. The interior penalty function

is

where 1l'G() is the target function which is the weight of the

structure, $),e represents the three non-parametric form con-

straints which the design variable must satisfy, rk is called the

penalty factors, k 1, 2,..N,, r..,=r/Ar, and r*>r*.>..>rN, 0

13



To use this series of rk values to determine mw,,P; C, r.) is to

carry out a series of unconstrained optimization analyses. The

advantage of using the interior penalty function method is that

all the intermediate designs given in the process of searching

for the optimal solution are all workable. The search can be

stopped at any time and an adoptable design can always be obtained.

The three non-parametric (no coordinate systems) constraint

functions are:
(2)

which represents the constraint of flutter. V,,, is the given

velocity value, Vf is the velocity at a given altitude the struc-

ture begins to flutter which can be given automatically by the

computer by solving the flutter characteristics equation

))(3)IfY ci, ##

which expresses the constraint of strength. A is the area of the

wing. acr is the allowable stress of the material. a(x,y) is the

Von Mises stress produced under the designed load condition at

(x,y) on the wing

9,(e)/ dxdy

which represents the constraint of minimum gage. t(x,y) is the

thickness distribution of the thin plate and tmn is the given

minimum value of the thin plate.

On the basis of the size of the computer (DJS-8), the model

for structural analysis is selected either using upper and lower

thin plated to form an all-directional laminated plate or solid

tidn plates with the front and rear fringes sharply carved as shown

in Figure 1. The relation between the design variables and the

thickness distribution t(x,y) is

14



(5)

or rn-0 4:1
1 S

(, Y)= .,.+ c -)

W.o 6.- (6)

Equation (6) has been presented in [l. In Equations (5)

and (6) i=(xL-2x+x)/(xj.-xr), j = i - Y/s. .. xY,

are shown in Figure 1. Of course, when y=S, there is t-tmin*

Furthermore, when x=x I or XT, Equation (6) also makes t=tmin .

Thus, the numbers of the design variable ;={C,..j are 12 and
6 respectively.

Figure 1. The model
used in the calcula- /

tion of wing struc-
ture/ A

Key: 1--or; 2--fuel; 3-- XI.
hollow; 4--solid;

f(S. Y)

~A

In Equation (1), the rI initial value of rk should be

selected so that the value of the penalty term
(0) 3

PF(Z) -r,,bjgi'(Z ° )

,-f (7)

at the initial point C!"' is close to that of the target func-

tion WG(;FV)) . If the value of rI is too large, then the entire

calculation time is too long. If it is too small, then the pro-

perty of P is not good and it becomes difficult to find the true
minimum. Generally, Ar should be chosen so that 46 times of

unconstrained optimization analyses can be carried out. If the

15



number of analyses is too small, it may show some false con-

vergence. The b i in Equation (1) is a constraint factor. Its

given value can be used to control the relative weight of the

constraints.

III. UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION AND ONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH

In the k-tb attempt of the unconstrained search cycles, the

motion from V' to E'+ is given by the following equation

et" "=14"+S"'" (8)

In this paper, three methods to determine ,' are com-

pared:

(1) the steepest descent method. Taking the negative

gradient direction of the function as the search direction.

(2) DFP variable metric algorithm [3]

(3) BFGS variable metric algorithm [3].

All three methods require the calculation of the gradient

of P=WG-PF. Because WG(e) and have a linear relation, a&V/.

can be expressed analytically. The partial derivatives of PF

with respect to the design variables are calculated using the

finite difference quotient method. The increment of the diff-

erence quotient is given in advance. Its magnitude should be

proper so that half of the significant figures are lost in the

difference quotient calculation.

Figure 2 shows the variations of the penalty function P, tar-

get function WG and penalty term PF in the onconstrained optimiza-

tion analysis for r-1.33. It can be seen that the steepest des-

cent method did not descend in the steepest way. Its approach

to the minimum of the target function is in a jigsaw shape with

a 3low convergence process. The DFP variable metric algorithm

and especially the BFGS variable metric algorithm are all very



effective. In general, Nc design variables only require Nc

number of searches. Because some rounding-off error exists in

the calculation, it may appear very infrequently that it does

not totally converge after Nc searches. At this time, we can

renew the search in the steepest descent direction. Figure 3

canpares the structural weights and the shield thickness distri-

butions of the final designs obtained using these three methods.

s.2 P 2.5

WG

- .01

1 12.0

o 2 3
4.1 2

V- . 1.5

3.* \ Q

1 3 T 9 1 3 5

Figure 2. The comparison of the three unconstrained optimiza-

tion methods.

1--steepest descent method 2--DFP method 3--BFGS method

Key: 1--P and WG (KgxlO3 ); 2--PF (penalty term)(kgxlO
2);

3--number of analyses

The S" in Equation (8) can be obtained from a one-dimen-

sional search. In order to determine S'" , we let

min P (S"') - min P ( +QS!' t ,) (9

From Figure 4, we can see that when the step length S=SI, the

constraint gl=O (in the figure g3=) and the value of the function

P(S1 ) is -. Furthermore, the variation of the derivative near

the minimum is very large. It is not possible to use a poly-

nominal of S to approach the function P. But the variation of the

constraint function gi(s) with S is very smooth; it can be easily

17
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g~*(~~)U 0.051

.3,.36.06

0.0.71

Figure 3. The shield thickness distributions obtained from
the three unconstrained optimization methods

Key: 1--weight of the structural design (kg); 2--initial design;
3--this work; 4--steepest descent method; 5--DFP method; 6--
BFGS method; 7--reference [5]; 8--constraints; 9--(m/sec);
10--(kg/m2 ); ll--(cm); 12--13--mm; 14--steepest descent method;
15--l-DFP method; 2-BFGS method

Figure 4. The process
of one-dimensional
search carried out by
using the quadratic . .
interpolation method. , , s3s i so' 'IS ..-.

Key: l--Vf(m/sec) 1 4S '2. s I-
2--P and WG(kgxlO) . 0.3
3--unfeasible zone

64I - -------

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 OAS" '-0)$

approximated using a polynominal. By adding the linear analyti-

cal expression of the target function to it, we can use that

expression to approximate the penalty function P(S) in order to

save lots of time spent in the precise calculation of gi. In

this paper we used quadratic polynomials of S to approximate con-

straints g2, g3 and the flutter velocity Vfo which forms gl.
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IV. CONVERGENT CRITERIONS

The convergent criterions of the iterations are given under

three conditions:

1. In one-dimensional searches, if Sj happens to satisfy

both equations which follow when trie search is terminated:

ldP.(S) < dP(S,) (10)

S . is taken as the step length S" . In the equations SI=Q and

the subscript a represents the approximate value obtained using

the polynominal form in the calculation. In this paper, we took

e-0.2. I-O.02,

Equation (11) is an auxiliary condition. In this paper we

only considered flutter.

2. Uncontrained optimization analysis: In the k-th uncon-

strained optimization analysis, the convergence is judged by the

following four conditions:

(1) vector gradient criterion: when the design variable

" satisfies
rflVP(lIVP(¢,. raI (12)

this unconstrained analysis is terminated. We took E 3=0.05 in

this paper.

(2) quadratic convergence criterion: if when I>,V,(N,

(N is the number of design variables) Equation (121 is still not
c

satisfied, then we calculate the quadratic convergence

- 2 -LVP(t!". r#)J H"')4VP(V#", r,) /P c ', r.)

where (H'" is the matrix H(81 in the variable metric algo-

rithm. When o <QOe, (13)
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we can consider that it is convergent, If Q<O then it indi-

cates that (H"') is not orthogonal and we should renew the

searches using the steepest descent method. If Q > E4 ' then

the DFP or the BFGS methods can still be used in the iterations.

In this paper, we use e,-0.02.

(3) Constraint criterion: when Q>e, , if we continue

going forward by a little step AS in the steepest descent direct-

ion either the constraint is broken or even the constraint is not
broken the function P does not decrease any further. In that
case, this point can be used as the minimum of this unconstrained

analysis and the search can be terminated. AS is generally

taken as 0.5xlO"'-O.5x10 4 .

(4) Limitation of the numbers of directional search. In

a one-dimensional unconstrained optimization analysis of the

accumulated number of the directional searches N,>iV.+ 3 , then
we use this point as the optimal point to terminate this analysis.

3. Convergence criterion of the entire constraint problem.

In [4], the absolute upper lnd lower limits of the true min-
inum value of the targe function WIG(C"7 in the penalty function
method using the corresponding coupling equation of the minimiza-

tion problem as

(14)

and

PF,.=r, h,; '( ) (15)
3=I

Ck is the minimum point obtained from the unconstrained optimiza-

tion analysis with r=rk. From Figure 5 in this paper, it shows
that Equation (14) is reliable. In the figure Equation (14) is

not satisfied for the steepest descent method. This is because
that in the calculation the number of iterations was used to con-
trol the convergence and a false convergence was produced. We

are going to transform Equation (14) in this paper and define a
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convergence determination quantity CF

1-u(c,)_ IG(') PF_,6p( C: , p ~- C 16)

when

CXC6(17)

LU(;( :) has already been approaching IVG(Z') and the optimization

process for the entire constraint problem can be terminated. In

this paper, :,=0.02.

V. WAYS TO REDUCE COMPUTER TIME

When the DFP or BFGS variable metric algorithm is used and

the first order derivatives are calculated from the finite differ-

ence quotient method, the required calculation can be estimated

using the following equation:

Tu=KiV,N,N.(2N.+N.+ )t,/N,, (18)

In the equation K is an empirical coefficient determined by the

values of ;( 1.2...., 5) in the convergent criterions. In this

paper, it is approximately 1.15. N is the total number of the
gs

constraints. N is the number of constraints considered in the
g

calculation. Nr is the number of the penalty factors. No is the

average number of function calculation in the one-dimensional

search. t is the time required to calculate the function P once.

This equation shows several ways to reduce the calculation time:

(1) To use extrapolation method to reduce the value of Nr

In the actual calculation we can see that if we plot the minimum

point of constraint j!(r) as a function of r, the curve is very

smooth as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, after obtaining Z*tr,)

and e'(r.) by carrying out unconstrained optimization analyses

with respect to ri and r2, it is possible to obtain a better
"initial point" using a proper extrapolation equation directly for

r,0O and then carry out another unconstrained optimization

analysis. Thus the value of Nr drops from the usual 4".6times to

r1



three times. The calculation load can be reduced by more than

20%. From numerical examples, this paper gives the following

extrapolation equation:

Z'( r ) = '(r, )r 2  (Rf-r) (19)

a = 0.4. The extrapolation curves approximate very well as shown

in Figure 6. Even if there are some differences, it is still all

right because it is merely an "initial point" used in the itera-

tive analysis. If the extrapolation point does not satisfy the

constraints, we can increase a to 0.1 and then extrapolate again

using Equation (19) until the constraints are satisfied. If when

8 = 1 and the feasible extrapolation point can still not be found,

then we should use the value of r3 to carry out a new series of

unconstrained optimization analyses.

(2) To choose the proper number of design variables Nc

The increase of N can improve the optimized design as shown in

Figure 7. But it also greatly increases the calculation time. When

N changes from 6 to 12, the weight of the structure only decreases

by 2.5% but the calculation time increases by 2.4 times. For

that we adopted the method which gradual increases of design

variables to reduce the calculation time. That is to use the

optimal point with six variables as the initial point for the

final unconstrained optimization analysis when the number of

design variables is 12. Thus, the calculation time can be saved

by 46%.

In addition, the use of an effective one-dimensional search

method to reduce the value of N and the use of cuadratic poly-

nominals of the design variable to partially approximate gi(*)

and then to provide the approximate vector gradient of the penalty

function and the second order derivatives in matrix form analyti-

cally can further reduce calculation time.
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Figure 7. Shield thickness distributions of final designs
obtained using various number of design variables.

Key: 1--weight of the structural design (kg); 2--number of
design variables; 3--DFP method; 4--BFGS method; 5--reference
[5]; 6--calculated results with 16 design variables; 7--con-
straints; 8-- (m/sec); 9--(kg/m2 ); 10--(cm); II--DFP method;
12--BFGS method; 13--mm; 14--mn; 15--6 design variables;
16--12 design variables

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The computation programming has been compiled using the

FORTRAN language on the DJS-8 computer in this work. This program

carried out an optimization calculation for a titanium alloy super-

sonic plane wing structure [5] with respect to flutter (or

strength). The major calculated results have already been shown

in Figures 2, 3 and 7, respectively. Figure 8 also shows the cal-

culated based on six design variables considering flutter alone,

strength alone and the combination of flutter and strength (all

with minimum gage constraint). We can inferthat the final struc-

tural designs are not quite the same.
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Figure 8. The distribution of shield thickness of the final
designs obtained under three design conditions:
Key: 1--weight of structural design (kg); 2--design condition;
3--flutter design; 4--strength design; 5--flutter and strength
design; 6--DFP method; 7--BFGS method; 8--reference [5]; 9--
constraints; 10--m/sec; 11--k g/n 2; 12--cm; 13--rn-; 14--flutter
and strength design; 15--DFP method; 16--BFGS method; 17I--mm;
18--mm; 19--flutter design; 20--strength design
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For this type of structural design optimization problems

with aeroelastic constraints, the use of the penalty function

method is successful. It can significantly reduce the design

weight of the wing structure and greatly improve the quality of

the design. The method and program used in this work will be

further examined and perfected in the actual design of aerospace

vehicles.
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Abstract

In this paper an interior penalty function method is applied to mini-

mize the weight of a wing structure under the constraints of flutter, stren-

gth and minimum gage. Three unconstrained optimization methods:steepect

descent method, DFP variable metric algorithm and 3F(;S variahle metric

algorithm, are compared with each other. The quadratic interpolation

method with the constraints approximated by qiidratic polynomials i,

used in the one-dimensional search. Respectiv cnnvergent criterions us-d

in the interior penalty function are presented. Several ways to rtduve

computer time are pointed out and discussed here.



AN AERONAUTICAL STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SYSTEM FOR

STATIC ANALYSIS(HAJIF-)

(The team for developfng HAJIF-f

Penned by Fang Zhongyue)

Abstract

This aeronautical structural analysis system for static analysis(HAJIF-l)

is the first large software system developed by the Chinese Aeronautical

Establishment(CAE).By using multilevel substructure analysis and finite

element displacement method, this system is suitable for various linear st-

atic analysis of aeronautical structures. The maximum capacity of the

system is as follows, 3000 nodal DOF of each substructure. 99 substruct-

ures. 10 levels of substructures. The system provides some statements for

autoniatic data generation, so the initial data necessary for computation can

be generated automatically. There are also several special statements for

structural analysis, thus enabling user to organize his own computation flow.

The system offers two solvers for high order sparse matrix, i. e. a modi-

fied variable bandwidth method and a hyper-matrix method. One of these

methods will be chosen by users according to computer capacity and str-

uctural characteristics.The system consists of a sequence of functional modu-

les which are independent of each other, so it can be modified and extended

easily.There are approximately 30,000 source statements in the system and

most of them were written in FORTRAN IV. At the end of this paper.

a user's specification for stress analysis of an aircraft is presented as an

example to demoustrate that the system is easy to handle.
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AN AERONAUTICAL STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR STATIC ANALYSIS

(HAJIF-I)

Tbe Team for Developing HAJIF-I

Feng Zhongyue

ABSTRACT

The aeronautical structural analysis system for

.static analysis is the largest software programming

system ever developed by the aeronautical industry. This

system uses the multilevel substructural analysis tech-

nique which is suitable for various linear static anal-

ysis of all types of aeronautical structures. It is

capable of solving 99 substructures and the nodal point

degree of freedom for each substructure is 3000. This

system provides specific statements for automatic data

generation and structural analysis. It has a stronger

original data generation capability as well as the flex-

ibility for the user to organize his own computation flow.

The system offers two ways to solve the high order sparse

matrix problems, viz., a modified variable bandwidth

method and the hypermatrix method. The user can choose one

of the two methods based on the characteristics of the

structure and the capacity of the computer. The program

organization adopts a two level module structure for each

of modification and gradual expansion of the capacility of

the system. The entire system contains approximately 30000

source statements and most of them were written in FORTRAN

IV which can be easily transferred into different computers.

Finally in this paper, we used the user manual for a parti-

cular airplane which used this system to perform a stress

analysis as an example to indicate that this system is very

convenient.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of a general, flexible and large structural

analysis computer program system is now imminent. Electronic com-

puters were used to carry out structural analysis in our country
in the late 50's. In the late 50's, the design department in the

aeronautical industry used matrix displacement methods and matrix
force methods to compile the program for the stress analysis of
wing structures. In the early 60's, they used direct strength
methods and the substructure analysis technique to compile programs
to obtain the design and actually applied such results to the design
of new airplanes. From the 70's on, because of the fast advance
in the development of the finite element method and the computation
technique, there have been many special and general computer pro-

grams being compiled by various researchers in the country for
static structural analysis, dynamic analysis and optimization pur-

poses. The magnitude of problem solving capability has exceeded ten

thousand degrees of freedom. But due to the limitation of the hard-

ware of the computer and the lack of emphasis on the software work,

the development and advancement of computer programming system is

always slower in our country as compared to foreign countries. It
is the common feeling among many engineering technical people work-
ing on structural analysis and computation that we must concentrate
our efforts to develop our own large and general structural analysis
system as soon as possible based on the experience acquired over
the past years so that it can provide us a flexible and effective
tool in the development of new airplanes and in scientific research
work.

In the late 70's. the aeronautic authority held meetings on
the exchange of finite element study and the research on structural
strength. After considering the developmental trend both home and
abroad as well as the urgent needs from various fields, we believe-d
that we had already had the basic conditions needed to develop a
large and general structural analysis system. Therefore, the
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Aeronautical Research Institute of China concentrated all the

relevant technical personnel from four research institutions to

form a development team. After checking the needs of various users
in the country and studying the information on similar types of

program systems abroad, this development team began the development

of the static analysis part of the system on the basis of the

conditions presently available in our country. It is named as the

I model of the aeronautical structural system and an abbreviation

ILJIF-I is adopted based on the spelling in Chinese.

II. DESIGN CONCEPTS

From the survey of users, we found that it is necessary to

improve the automation and flexibility of the programs developed

recently in our country because of the limitations of computer capa-

city and operating system. Therefore, when we determined the empha-

ses of our developmental work,, we placed our attention on three

areas which are the automatic formation of original data, the esta-
blishment of specific statements of structural analysis for the

user and the efficient solution of high order sparse matrix problems.

The purpose was to minimize to the extent possible the work load of

data preparation by people and also to increase the efficiency and

flexibility of the system. The actual design concepts are

1. Generality. A large program system must be able to be

applicable to various types and sizes of structures. Therefore,

this system adopted the multi-substructural analysis technique.

Actually any large complicated structure of various shapes can be

divided into substructures of the proper size. By putting these

substructures together by different classes, it is possible to make
the solution seeking process not too large for all the substructures

of various levels so that it can be conveniently handled using the

computer.

Received in October 1979
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2. Flexibility. The system provides specific statements for

the users in structure analysis. The words In these statements are

formed by the abbreviations of the spelling in Chinese. The users

can use these statements to realize the 15 fixed flow routes.

Furthermore, they can write their particular computation process

based on their needs.

3. Automation. In order to minimize the amount of labor

Involved In the preparation of initial data, the system provides

specific statements to generate data. The users can use these

statements to carry out an effective displacement under load, the

division of the structural lattice and the formation of' the nodal

position.

4. High efficiency. In solving for high order sparse matrix,

the system provides a modified variable bandwidth method and a

hypermatrix method which are suitable for the third generation com-

puters. The user can choose a suitable and efficient method based

on structural characteristics and the computer to solve the problem.

5. Expansion capability and ease of modification. In the

program organization area the system adopts a modular structure.

Each module completes a particular function. They are all mutually

independent. Therefore, when the system requires expansion or mod-

ification, it is only necessary to supplement with new modules or

to modify relevant modules without changing the other modules. Th-1s

enables the system to gradually develop further and continually

improve.

6. Interruption and diagnosis capabilities. The system has

the capability of interruption processing. It can obtain the sol-

ution in steps. After the occurrence of pre-arranged interruptions,

it can be restarted. This is very important when the computation

time is long and under the conditions that accidents may happen.

The system must also have some diagnositic capability. On the

basis of the characteristics of the error, it should eit~her iss~ue

warnings or terminate the computation.
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7. Ease of computer transfer. For the convenience of future

transfer of computer, FORTRAN-IV was used in the compilation of

the program for the most part with the exception of a few pro-

grams. By doing so, it is naturally unavoidable to suffer some

losses in computation efficiency.

III. FUNCTION'S

HAJIF-I can complete the stress and distortion analyses of

various types of thin-wall structures and structure frames under

external loads. As for the system itself, there is no limit to the

magnitude of the problem it can handle. But because during its

development the loading equipment only had 256K In internal memory

and the average speed of double accuracy floating point calculation

was less than ten thousand times an hour plus the stability time

was short (about 3-4 hours), thus we limited the total number of
degrees of freedom for each nodal point of every substructure to be

less than 3000. The number of substructures is less than 99 and

the level of substructure is less than 10. Considering that the

system is going to be mainly used for thin wall structures,, thus

the degree of freedom for each nodal point is limited to six.

Based on the basic requirements of structural static analysis,

the two methods in the system fix the 15 most commonly seen analysis

flow routes using the specific statements for the user in structur-

al analysis. The user only has to choose the proper statements in

the source program based on his need. The control module will dis-

patch the corresponding functional module to sequentially execute

the entire computation included by a statement. The modified var-

iable bandwidth offers 11 fixed flow routes. The hypermatrix

method offers four fixed flow routes and the details are shown in

Table 1.

The element warehouse in the system can compute the strength

matrix of an element and the effective nodal load of distribubed
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load and temperature. It can also calculate the nodal force of

the element according to the nodal displacement, stress of a given

inner point of an element and the residual strength. The element

warehouse has 18 displacement coordinated types of elements for the

users to choose from and details are shown in Table 2.

The material warehouse of this system contains seven types of

material. They are LY12 aluminum alloy plates and preforms, high

strength aluminum alloy LC4 plates and preforms, high strength

steel 30CrMnSiA, super high strength steel 30 CrMnSiNi2 A, and

stainless 1 Crl8Ni9Ti.

IV. MECHANICAL PLAN

HAJIF-I adopted the finite displacement method to solve the

static problem of elastic structures which is widely used both at

home and abroad. The equilibrium relations of the structure can be

expressed by a series of linear algebraic equations which can be

written in the matrix form as

(K)(S 'Pt(1)

The following is a brief introduction on the establishment of this

series of equations and the methods of calculating stress analysis

and the influencing coefficients.
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TABLE 1. FIXED FLOW ROUTES

Sequence
Number Statement NAME

modified variable
bandwidth method

1 JLFX01 assembly from stiffness
matrix to trigonometric
analysis

2 JLFX02 boundary stiffness matrix
to trigonometric anal-
ysis

3 JLFX03 assembly from stiffness
matrix to displacement
substitution

4 JLFX04 assembly from stiffness
matrix to stress calcu-
Jlation

JLFX05 assembly from stiffness
matrix to influencing
coefficient computation

6 JLFX06 superposition of boundary
stiffness matrix to dis-
placement substitution

7 JLFX07 superposition of boundaryl
stiffness matrix to stress
calculation a

8 JLFX08 superposition of boundary
stiffness matrix to
influencing coefficient
calculation
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TABLE 1 (continued)

ISequence eetlNM

Number Statement1  NAME

9 JLFX09 Idisplacement substitution

10 JLFX10 stress calculation

11 JLFXll influencing coefficient
calculation

12 JLFX51 assembly from substructural
stiffness matrix to equi-
valent load

13 JLFX52 superposition of substruc-
tural boundary stiffness
matrix to equivalent load

14 JLFX53 substitution from substruc-
tural displacement to
stress calculation

15 JLFX54 complete static analysis
flow process
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TABLE 2. WAREHOUSE OF ELEMENTS

Symbol for
Number element Name of element

1 Gol spatial variable cross-sectional pole element

2 G02 through symmetric surface pole element

3 L01 spatial equi-cross-sectional beam element

4 L02 planar equi-cross-sectional beam element

5 L03 planar three-point equi-cross-sectional beam element

6 L04 planar-two-point equi-cross-sectional transition
beam element

7 L05 planar equi-cross-sectional oblique beam element

8 L06 planar equi-cross-sectional curved beam element

9 JO1 trapezoidal shearing plate element

10 J02 through symmetrical surface trapezoidal shearing
plate element

J03 general quadrilateral shearing plate element

12 J04 equi-planar general quadrilateral shearing plate
element

13 MO1 three-point triangular thin film element

14 M04 planar rectangular thin film element

15 M05 general quadrilateral thin film element

16 W02 rectangular curved plate element

17 Y02 linear stiffness element

18 Y04 body stiffness element
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TABLE 2 (continued)

t\o.of iorder of'
nodal istiffness
pointsimatrix
2

1. 3
2 12

2 12

3 12

2 9
2 12

2 12

4I 12

216
4 112

4I 12

3 9
4I 12

4I 12
14 24
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1. The assignment of degree of freedom

There are five types of structural nodal DOF in the ideal

structural mechanical model:

(1) internal degree of freedom of the substructure (I) which is

the degrees of freedom of all the internal nodal points

in the substructure

(2) boundary degree of freedom of the substructure (B) which

is the degree of freedom of all the nodal points on the

boundary of the substructure

(3) motion boundary degree of freedom (V) which is the

degree of freedom when the distortion of a nodal point in

the direction of a degree of freedom is a given value (it

can be zero)

(4) symmetric surface degree of freedom (S) which is the degree

of freedom of the nodal points on the symmetric surface

of the structure. It is again divided into symmetric (d)

and asymmetric (f) types

(5) permanent sustaining degree of freedom (K) which is the

corresponding degree of freedom provided by the constraints

needed to eliminate solid body motion of the structure.

2. Coordinate system

For the convenience of problem description, this system offers

five orthogonal coordinate systems. They are mutually related

through transformation matrices formed by directional cosines:

(1) substructural coordinate system (Z). It is used in the

analysis of the substructure itself

(2) element coordinate system (Y). It is established with

respect to each element according to the characteristics of

each element to form the stiffness matrix for each element

(3) nodal point coordinate system (J). At some nodal ooints,

when the supporting reaction force exists or there
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are parts which are connected to the main structure with
planar force exerting on them, then it is necessary to

establish coordinate systems for these nodal points. The

use of this method can eliminate the symptom which may

appear in the stiffness matrix which Is formed according
to another coordinate system because the stiffness compo-
nent in the direction perpendicular to the planar force

exerting object is zero. Thus, the solution seeking pro-

cess of the structural equilibrium equations is not necess-

arily carried out under a unified coordinate system
(4) geometric part coordinate system (H). It is established

according to the characteristics of each geometric part in
the substructure. It provides the typical parameters of

the geometric parts and the lattice of the formation cal-

culation

(5) complete structure coordinate system (Q). It is used as
the common reference system for all the substructures.

3. Treatment of constraints

The nodal degrees of freedom corresponding to the structural

stiffness matrix assembled from the stiffness matrices of the ele-

ments may be linearly related to one another. Therefore, we must
carry out constraint treatment in order to eliminate non-independent

degrees of freedom.

(1) Multi-point constraint

The initial substructural equilibrium equation set obtained

can be expressed as
C K' U),(2)

6 9can be divided into 86 independent degrees of freedom and 6 ynon-

independent degrees of freedom. This equation (2) can be divided

as:
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rc~[ ,, K,jI , -ip (3)

6n and 6y have the following linear relation

,,}" = rG') 1 ' (14)

Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (3) and eliminating the

non-independent degrees of freedom 6y, we get

(K..) (5)
where

CK.) = K.. + K.,G, + GK,. + GKG,

- P. G-

multi-point constraint is primarily used to simulated very

stiff elements.

(2) Single point constraint

If there are forced distortions Y V along certain degrees of

freedom, then the independent degrees of freedom 6 n can be divided

into forced distortions 6 v and unconstrained degrees of freedom 6z1

i .e ., I M = (y .)

(&} {68 (6)

Thus Equation (5) can be divided into:

-- vn K.,1 '"1 1P. + I V(7)

where qv is the constraint force in the 6v direction. Substituting

Equation (6) into (7) and eliminating the forced distortions 6v, we

get
UK.,) {6, - ( (8 )

where [K ] is the same as Kzz in Equation (7). Then
zz

(P,) - i. - K.K,

and we can obtain the constraint force
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q.--.+K.6.+~b,(9)

All the constraint treatments are carried out under the nodal

point coordinate system.

4. Substructural analysis

After constraint treatment, the substructural equilibrium

Equation (3) can be divided according to the internal degree of

freedom 6 and boundary degree of freedom 6b as

£K: Z::J ::1 : I (10)
Cancelling out 6, we get K11)

where the boundary stiffness:

(K)]-K"-KItK,7IKKi

and the boundary equi-effective load:

R~Pb- ,.K-IP,

5. Treatment of extending structure r-

There are several extending struc- I
tures connected to the main structure

r and they are numbered as r = 1,2,...

n as shown in Figure 1.. For each extend- Figure 1, Schematic

ing structure, it is possible to obtain diagram of extending

its boundary stiffness and boundary structures

equivalent load according to substructural analysis. Then, they

can be added to the corresponding nodal points of the basic struc-

ture connecting to the extending structures. From these we obtain

the stiffness and load on internal nodal points of the new basic

structure which takes the contributions of the extending structures

into consideration. Extending structures can also be treated as

first level substructures.
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6. Treatment of symmetry

Symmetry is frequently encountered in aeronautical structures.

It may be symmetric for whole structures or for part of the struc-

ture. For example, a substructure itself or two substructures

mutually may be symmetric. At this time, through symmetry treat-

ment, we can only calculate balf of the symmetric structure and

the calculated results of the other half can be obtained through

reflection or other methods. It can significantly reduce the com-

putation time.

(1) Using load analysis to treat the symmetry properties

Under the condition that the complete structure is symmetric,

if the load is symmetric or asymmetric, it is possible to calculate

half of it. If the load is not symmetric, then we should first

decompose the load into a symmetric and an asymmetric group. The

nodal degree of freedom on the symmetric plane of the structure is

treated based on the single point constraint treatment. Therefore,

under symmetric load, the distortion of' the nodal points on the

symmetry plane and that corresponding to the asymmetric degree of

freedom are zero. Under asymmetric load, the nodal distortion on

the symmetry plane and that corresponding to the symmetric degree

of freedom are zero. First, we calculate half of the structure and

then obtain the symmetric results for the other half by combining

the displacements under the two sets of loads.

(2) Using substructure substitution method to treat the

symmetry properties

For two substructures I and IT under different loads and symm-

etric, we can calculate substructure I and then reflect the load on

substructure II to substructure I to obtain the results of substruc-

ture I under the load condition of substructure II. Then through
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another reflection, we can obtain the results for substructure II.

This method is called substructure substitution method. By using

this method, it is not necessary to separate an unsymmetric load

into symmetric and asymmetric parts.

7. Connection of substructures and analysis of multi-level

substructures

The boundary stiffness and boundary equivalent load obtained

from substructural analysis are assembled according to the struc-

tural relations into the first level substructure. By eliminating

the degrees of freedom 61of the internal points of the first order

substructures, we can calculate the boundary stiffness and boundary

equivalent load of the first level substructure. Using the boundary

stiffness and boundary equivalent load of the first level substruc-

tures, we can assemble them into second level substructures. Simi-

larly, it moves on to the highest level, i.e., the entire structure.

The above process of the gradual disappearance of the degrees

of freedom is approximately shown in Figure 2. Finally, the equili-

brium equation of the entire structure is

CK4, jh = p,)(12)

After determining 6 k' we can substitute it backwards by the

level to obtain 6 1and 6 1*Then, based on the actual displacement

of the nodal point, the internal force and stress of the element can

be determined using the equilibrium equation of the element.

8. Calculation of the influencing coefficient

The system can calculate the influencing coefficient of the wing

structure with the consideration of the elasticity of the frame of'

the aircraft. During the calculation, we add unit load onto the

points at which the influencing coefficients are computed. By
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repeating the displacement calculation in the structural analysis,

we can obtain the displacement of every point under unit load con-

ditions. These displacements can be used too from the influencing

coefficient matrix C From Cz we can take out elements in the

tangential and normal directions. From the displacement, we can

use a five point interpolation method to calculate the turning

angle and then obtain C
e z and COz

-V 4E 'i PF 3W 11 -r 1fIt.M-4

Figure 2. Gradual elimination of nodal DOF

Key: 1--elimination of 6 by multi-point constraint treatment;
2--elimination of 6y by single point constraint treatment;
3--elimination of 6v by 0th level substructural analysis;
4--elimination of 6 by multi-level substructural analysis

V. PREPARATION OF DATA

When carrying out large complex structural analysis on the

computer, the preparation of the original data is very complicated.

The time required to prepare the original data very frequently ex-

ceeds the time used to carry out the operation on the computer. In

order to simplify the data preparation work, HAJIF-I is equipped

with an external load calculation module and a structural data for-

mation module for the user.

1. Calculation of external load

The load calculation module provided by the system can place

the aerodynamic force distribution of the wing, tail and body of

the aircraft obtained from the wind tunnel experiments or calculated

based on the strength specifications on the nodal points of the aero-

dynamic lattice. The mass distribution of the structure can
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similarly be concentrated on each structural nodal points using

the load computation module. With the aerodynamic load and mass

distributions, it is possible to calculate the linear and angular

accelerations of the entire aircraft. Therefore, the moment of

inertia is obtained. The moment of inertia calculated this way is

naturally in equilibrium with the aerodynamic load.

2. Formation of structural data

The formation and organization of data use an assembly type

of technique. Each substructure can be divided into several geomet-

ric parts and structural data ara generated on the basis of geometric

parts. In order for the users to easily control the system, it

provides data formation statements for the users. The users use

statements to provide the original data and the data formation

module can automatically generate the relevant structural datat

according to the needs of the users.

(1) External load equivalent displacement statement

The aerodynamic load calculated using the load computation

module is distributed onto the nodal points of the aerodynamic com-

putational lattice. These nodal points are generally different from

those of the idealized structure. Therefore, it is necessary to

move these loads equivalently to the structural nodal points.

Using statement DYLX01 can transfer the aerodynamic load on

the wing from aerodynamic nodal points equivalently to the structur-

al nodal points on the wing.

Using statement DYLX02 can transfer the aerodynamic load on

the body from the aerodynamic nodal points to the structural nodal

points on the body.

For loads that these two statements cannot be used, a statement

can be provided manually.



(2) Geometric part shape statement

For geometric parts with regular geometric shape, we can use

the geometric part shape statement to automatically carry out the

lattice distribution of this part and simultaneously generate the

nodal numbering and coordinate systems. The only original data

provided by the user are the coordinate systems of the control

points and the parameters used in the distribution of the lattice.

The system has 13 geometric part shape statements as shown In Table

3.

(3) Elemental position formation statement

Which nodal points are connected to an element can be auto-

matically provided by the elemental position formation statement.

The system is equipped with five elemental position formation state-

ments as shown in Table 4.

(4) Repetition statement

In the data describing an idealized mechanical model, some of

them have a repetitive and cumulative nature, Using the repeti-

tion statement to describe such data can drastically reduce the

work load. The equl-difference repetition statement DC can be used

to provide data formed by an algebraic series. If a certain cumu-

lative law exists between a few DC statements, then it is also

possible to use a second level repetition statement DCF to write a

single statement.

Identical repetition statement DTF can be used to provide a

series of identical data.
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TABLE 3. GEOMETRIC PART SHAPE STATEMENT

Part shape
Number statement

1 JH-LX01

2 JHLX02

3 JHLX03

4 JHLxo14

5 JHLX05

6 JHLXo6

7 JHLX07

8 JHLX08

9 JHLX09

10 JHLX10

11 JHLX80

12 JHLX81

13 JHLX82
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TABLSE 3 (continued)

Function

dividing a segment of a straight line at a ratio
dividing a segment of an arc at a ratio
dividing a segment of a parabola at a ratio
dividing a segment of a simple curve according to a fixed law
dividing a segment of a compositional curve according to a fixed law
dividing a triangular lattice
dividing a quadrilateral lattice
dividing a right conical lattice formed on the basis of a
computational curve
dividing a right cross-sectional conical lattice f'o-rmed
on the basis of two composition curves
dividing the parabolic cross-sectional conical lattice formed
on the basis of' three compositional curves
geometric part types with irregular nodal points

dividing the planer quadrilateral lattice surrounded by four
compositional curves
dividing the curved lattice formed on the basis of several
parallel compositional curves which also are compositional
curves in the longitudinal direction
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TABLE 4. ELEMENTAL POSITION FORMATION STATEME1NTS

Elemental
Number position

_____statement Function

1 YSWZO1 spatial line formed by linear elements

2 YSWZ02 spatial plane formed by linear and planar elements. Two
parameters are used to determine the transverse and lo'ng-
Itudinal dividing segments

3 IYSWZ03 spatial plane formed by linear and planar elements. One
parameter is used to determine the dividing number of'
segments on three sides

YSWZ04 A tube formed by linear and planar elements. Two para-
meters are used to determine the number of segments along
the long axis and the radial direction

5 YSWZ06 spatial plane formed by linear and planar elements. One
parameter is used to determine the number of segments in
one direction while another parameter is used to determine
the number of segments in the other two directions
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VI. DECOMPOSITION O7 HIGHER ORDER MATRIX

HAJIF-I reeuires that the limitations to the bandwidth and

the order of thA stiffness matrix must be minimized for the matrix

decomposition method used. This type of requirement is often in

contradiction to the high efficiency of computation. Therefore, in

the development of the system, we developed two methods so that

higher efficiency can be achieved under the conditions that these

requirements are satisfied. There are two ways to increase the

efficiency:

(1) Minimize the number of multiplication and addition of

the inner level in the matrix decomposition to avoid computations

which are not going to alter the results of the computation;

(2) minimize the amount of data exchanged between the inter-

nal and external memories of the computer because the speed of data

transmission between the internal and external memories is several

orders of magnitude slower than that of internal memory operations.

1. Modified variable bandwidth methnd

For a series of linear algebraic equations such as shown in

Equation (1)

where [K] is symmetrically orthogonal. It can be decomposed trigo-

nometrically as the following:

CK>=UDU (13)

Therefore, Equation (1) can be written as

(14)
UT'DY =P

Equation (14) is called the progressive form and Equation (15) is

the iterative form, U is the unit upper triangular matrix. D is
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a diagonal matrix. Their elements can be obtained using the fol-

lowing equations:

- I
,i./ (16)

u,:=u,;,d,,i tl- Z ,,,,,,, (17)

where mi represents the first non-zero element of the ith column

of the matrix [K] and

,n.=M1A\X m1m)

represents the half bandwidth of the ith row. The cumulative term

in Equation (17) is the inner cycle of the computation. Please

note that there is only one multiplication involved. Based on Equa-

tions (16) and (17), all the zeros outside the bandwidth do not

participate in the computation. In addition, all the non-zero ele-

ments of the ith and Jth columns smaller than mm also do not parti-

cipate in the calculation so that the (1) requirement to raise the

computational efficiency is satisfied.

The storage format of this method is the upper triangular

variable bandwidth memory. In order to overcome the disadvantage

of the variable bandwidth methods used here and abroad involving

the transfer of large amounts of useless elements for the decompo-

sition between internal and external memories, the data in the

internal memory are automatically formed into pieces and effective

columns. The criterion used to judge an effective column is that

when mj > i, column j is ineffective and when mj < J, column J is

effective. In the pieces every column is a principal column in the

decomposition. For the columns follow the pieces, only the elements

of the effective columns needed in the computation are transferred

into the internal memory. Thus, the only elements stored in the

internal memory are the ones necessary for the decomposition com-

putation each time. The amount of data exchanged between the inter-

nal and external memories is reduced.
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In the substructural analysis, we cannot proceed based on
the direct decomposition as in Equation (13) because it is necess-
ary to provide the boundary stiffness and the boundary equivalent
load of the substructure. At this time we have to use Equation

(10) which is

Kb, KaJI b, p (10)

Decomposition with respect to Equation (10) is equivalent to the

following transformation:

tjLK1 1'[( r. . (18)
twe 1J1gKe K.eA 0 t R Ph

After expansion we get

SK., K66 . 6. = P& 19

From equations

Pb=, - KiK K,.

we can get

- , K - (D-. I(U; 1) TK ,)7D,(D; ' (U;T)K0. (20 )

P, -P- I }(U U'KiX~Dt ( DV(UV)rP0 (211

Therefore, we know that f;,(UL;')rK., and D-i(U;,)rp, are the

results of decomposition of Equation (10).

2. Hyper-matrix method

The basic concept of the hyper-matrix method is to divide a
large matrix (called original level matrix) into many submatrices
(called original level submatrices) according to the rows and
columns by an equal distance. The size of the submatrix is just
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equal to the length of the logic record of the document. The

address of these submatrices can be stored in the auxiliary memory

which is directly accessible. We can arrange these submatrices

according to corresponding position in the original level matrix

to obtain a second level address index matrix (the address of a

submatrix whose elements are all zero is defined as zero). If the

order of the second level address index matrix is still too high,

we can use the above described method to divide further to obtain

a third level address index matrix.

On the basis of the byper-matrix method concept, the stiff-

ness matrix and load matrix in Equation (10) can be organized

according to third order hyper-matrix method and then carry out

trigonometrical decompositon. That is:

Ki K2, (22)

(K=rKO K ai I...

C K ,# K .J I K ., , K ., t.. K ., .K.,K 1,*.K 2. .

Psi Pt ".. Pt,

P I P l "".. P ala

P! , .* 1 (23)

% Pot , P,. 2  ... Pa' l

where K1(I, j-l, 2, ... , , 1) and p,(i * t. 2.... nt, K 1, 2.

are the original level submatrices of [K] and LP], respectively.
n is the original level piece number of the substructural inter-

nal degree of freedom. n2 is the original level piece number of

the total substructural degree of freedom. n is the original

piece number of the condition under load.
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Consider the piece breaking form in Equation (22), and let
(K)-LDLr B (24)

where

,-1 01. o00

Further, satisfy the following equations:

K#-DL (25)

Ka - L,DLlT (26)

then

(27)
kJ

"..K.-LDLLi (28)

Let the division of L and D be the same as that for K and

expand K, L and D according to Equation (26) in terms of original

level submatrices and also let

-,,= L,,D,, (29)

kti-ifK - Lt (30)

q=1

where "e.'min(j-1. ") , then

,;vj=k,, (31)

where i-1. 2..... i, i-I, 2, ... , x2, There are three situations

with respect to iJ :

(1) i, j > nl, from Equation (27), we know the KiJ at this

time is the original level submatrix of KB.

(2) 1 - J, i < nI. From Equations C29), (30) and (31), we

know

I0D,tL4 -
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This equation is the corrected CHOLESKEY

trigonometrical decomposition of the original level main diagonal

submatrix.

(3) i>j. j lJ=min( i--1. - ) From Equation (31), we

can find LiJ and then obtain 1.1. from Equation (29).

The hyper-matrix method has less amount of data transfer

between the internal and external memories. It is suitable to

solve for a larger structure with a relatively smaller internal

memory and it has the advantage of a simpler program design.

A FAMILY OF TAPERED BEAM CONFORMING ELEMENTS AND ITS APPLICATION

TO BEAM NATURAL VIBRATION ANALYSIS

Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Zhu Dechao

ABSTRACT

This paper gives the explicit expressions for the

stiffness and mass matrices of the tapered beam elements

with displacement functions based on the third, fifth

and seventh order polynomial, respectively. In addition,

a general method for evaluating the expressions of the

stiffness and mass matrices of even higher order tapered

beam elements with arbitrary odd power is also given.

Then by means of these high order conforming elements, we

calculated the first five natural frequencies and vibra-

tional modes for the six types of linear tapered beams

under suspending arm support, two-ended simple support and

two-ended fixed support conditions. The results indicate

that under all conditions, the higher order elements exhi-

bit better convergence than the lower order elements.
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However, if boundary conditions of imposing forces

are applied, then under the conditions of using fewer

elements with deeper tapered beams, the results obtained

from the high order elements are not better than those

obtained from the lower order elements.

I. IN.TRODUCTION

The beam is an important structural element. As for the use

of the finite element method to calculate the natural vibration

problem of the beam, there have been many published papers in this

area. In a recent paper C31, the natural vibration problem of the

linear tapered suspending beam was calculated using high order ele-

ments (the displacement function of the element corresponds to

fifth and seventh order polynominals). Its results indicate that

under certain conditions the use of high order element cannot com-

pensate for the loss in accuracy due to the roughness of segmenta-

tion. It is especially worth our attention that, for conically

shaped or other deeply tapered beams, when a few elements are used,

the results obtained using higher order elements are poorer than

those with lower order elements. This completely is a surprise to

everyone. In clarity, this problem is one of the purposes of this

paper.

Starting from the variational principle, this paper first reviews

the continuity and boundary conditions which should and must be sat-

isfied by the finite element displacement method. In addition, on

the basis of the above it gives the explicit expressions for the

stiffness and mass matrices of tapered beam conforming elements with

elemental displacement functions corresponding to the third, fifth

and seventh order polynominal. Since the conforming elements can

vigorously treat the problem based on the variational principle, the

Received in February 1980
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results obtained from high order elements are satisfactory. It

has better convergence than low order elements. Furthermore,

because high power polynominal displacement function can better

reflect the distortion characteristics of tapered beams, the deeper

the taper of the beam is the more significant the advantage of the

high order elements becomes. For example, for a conically shaped

suspending beam, with merely one element, a seventh power high

order element can give the first few natural frequencies with suffi-

cient accuracy. As for the type of high order elements used in [3],

because the boundary conditions imposed exceed the range required by

the variational principle, under certain conditions the results

obtained using high order elements are not better than those using

lower order elements. The deeper the beam taper is, the more sig-

nificant this disadvantage becomes and it further deviates from the

rational of using high order elements.

II. VARIATIONAL FORM OF THE BEAM NATURAL VIBRATION PROBLEM

As we commonly know that the natural vibration angular frequency

W of the Bernoulli beam and the Rayleigh quotient have the following

relation:

W'=S1 .( 0 /-v( d'i )dx
_ I p__ (1

-IpAwdx

where x is the longitudinal coordinate of the beam; I, wx . EJ(x),

PA(x) are the length, the bending, the bending stiffness and the

unit length mass of the beam respectively. St represents the

stationary value of the generalized function.

In Equation (1), w is an independent variable function. Accord-

ing to the variational principle, we only have to satisfy its dis-

placement boundary conditions which are for

fixed supported end: = 0(2) 0dx (2)

simple supported end: w-O
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Under the above conditions, after carrying out variational

operations and partial integrations, we can prove without too much

difficulty that the variation Equation (1) and the natural vibra-

tion equilibrium differential equation and its imposed boundary con-

ditions are completely equivalent [4I].

Furthermore, it is common knowledge that' because the highest

order of the derivative of' the variable function w Is 2, therefore,

it is required that w has CO continuity In the selection of variable

function In the finite element method. We might as well call those

finite elements which totally satisfy or merely satisfy the displace-

ment boundary conditions and the C' continuity requirement as con-

forming elements and call the finite elements which exceed the range

of boundary conditions and continuity requirements as excessively

conforming elements.

Apparently, excessively conforming elements are not suitable

for use under the conditions that the elasticity or the inertia char-

acteristic of the beam is changing abruptly (that is corresponding

to the conditions that the properties of the materials or the shape

of the cros-sectional section change suddenly or there is concen-

tration of mass in the structure). It is because at the locations

where those changes occur, higher order derivatives actually are

not continuous and using excessively conforming elements may even

lead to the convergence toward an inaccurate solution. In that

case, what is the comparison between the effect of using excessively

conforming elements with that of the conforming elements for beams

with continuous elasticity and inertia? This is also an interest-

ing problem in this paper.

III. THE FAMILY OF CONFORMING BEAM ELEMENTS

For high order polynominal displacement functions, they can be

matched with various types of nodal parameter combinations and Figure

1 shows some of the examples. Corresponding to the fifth and
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and seventh order polynominal displacement functions, [3] adopted

the form shown in Figure la to establish two kinds of high order

beam elements. Because it is required that high order derivatives

must be continuous at the junctions of neighboring elements (i.e.,
d~w

for fifth order displacement functions it is required that dil

is continuous and for the seventh order displacement function, bothd'w d'w-j and d- are continuous), as well as that the imposed

boundary conditions must be satisfied, therefore, this is a type of

excessively conforming elements. In this paper we will use the

symbols (TB57) and (TB7) to represent the fifth and seventh order

excessively conforming elements with the imposition of boundary con-

ditions and use (TB5) and (TB7) to represent the corresponding ele-

ments when boundary conditions are imposed. Actually, all we have

to consider is that the higher order derivatives are internal nodal

parameters of the elements and do not force them to be continuous

at the junctions. This way we can also obtain the corresponding con-

forming elements. Of course, in order to reduce the bandwidth of

the final beam matrix, it is better to rearrange the nodal para-

meters into a proper sequence. The explicit expressions for the

stiffness and mass matrices of (TB5) and (TB7) have already been

given in [3].

dw

. dw d~w
w dw .w dPw

Figure 1

Key: 1--3rd order power; 2--5th order power; 3--seventh order power

For the convenience of the establishment of the family of con-

forming elements corresponding to an arbitrary high odd power poly-
nominal displacement function, this paper suggests that we adopt the

same nodal parameter combination as shown in Figure lb. Assuming
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an element has n nodal points, with the exception of the two nodal

points located at the two ends of the element, the remaining are

internal nodal points of the element. Every nodal point is

assigned by two nodal parameters w and dw respectively. Thus,
dx

there are a total of 2n nodal parameters. The corresponding dis-

placement function is a (2n-l) power polynominal which can be

expressed as £5]:

W (X)" - [H 01(i ) w (x j) + H .I( g )- -(T )d 3

.1,

where w(xi) and dw(xi) represent the displacement and its deriva-dx
tive of the element at the ith nodal point which are the two nodal

parameters at the ith nodal point, Hji(x) is an n point first under

Hermitian intrapolation function and its actual expression is:

1 - dLj(xj) ( X -XI)]A( )

(im- , 2..-, ,) (4)
H 1 (x) (x -xg)(L,( x))'

where

f( x-x,)

L,(_)- (i. j-1, 2..... (5)

ft (x,-x,)

which is a Lagrange intrapolation function.

Using the characteristics of the Hermitian intrapolation

function, we know that the Hermitian intrapolation function for

each torm in Equation (3) is the shape function of the correspond-

ing nodal parameter. For the conveience of the calculation which

follows, we are rewriting Equation (3) into:

w (x) -xMW (6)

where x=L I x xj ... x"p,

= dw, dznj ,j T represents a matrix transformation

W- d; .x symbol.
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H is the matrix formed by an array of the coefficients of

the Hermitian intrapolation function.

When the nodal points are evenly distributed, we can use

Equations (5) and (4) to directly derive the following results

where L is the length of the element.

(1) Third order polynominal, n = 2

- 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
3 2 3 1 (7 a))

Lz
2 1 2 1

7 ' - P Vi

C2) Fifth order polynominal, n = 3

1 0 0 0 0 0.
0 1 0 0 0 0

23 6 16 8 7 1
L2  - - L -T'

H _ 13 _ 32 32 34 5 (7 (b))
V L' L L1 L2 Lz

68 ,o,2 16 40 52 s
L L' -L3 L4 LL

24 16 24 4
Ls L' 0 -1 -y D
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(.3) Seventh order polynominal, n 4

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

291 44 108 243 54 48 4
S L 0 L L' L y L

1691 193 972 864 2187 513 476 40
--  D L3  LT 3L L'

I 4230 432 4860 2619 7290 1836 1800 153 ( Cc))
4 L - - - 71- L 4 - . L' - L _ 3

1 5418 522 8991 3807 11178 3078 3231 279
r L -f V - - ,

3483 324 7290 2673 8019 2430 2754 243
Lo Ls  L L6 L5 L T L L5

891 81 2187 729 2187 729 891 81
L7 Li L - L

The elements established according to Equation (6) because

it is only required for w and dw- to be continuous at the end

points, it is then a type of conforming elements which are repre-

sented by TB3, TB5 and TB7 in this paper, respectively. Similarly,

we can easily obtain a high order conforming element family.

IV. THE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES OF

TAPERED BEAM ELEMENT

For linearly tapered beam elements, its cross-sectional area

(A(x) and the rotational inertia J(x) about the axis of center of

gravity can always be expressed as:

A4 (x ) , A . + a @ + C X

(8)

I x)=..,(1+--+: L(X) X + + .)

where Am 1 and Jm-i are the cross-sectional area and rotational

inertia of the mth element on its left side respectively. All the
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coefficients ai and ai are not difficult to calculate based on the

actual situation.

Therefore, the mass matrix M and the stiffness matrix K of

the tapered beam element can be calculated according to:

M~A...1(L 1 +at I~ + a2_-.)XdX1 (9)
K=EL...HrfP XI + 03 -- + ~fy~7+ 0, ) d'xT d^x 3

where p and E are density and elastic modules, respectively.
Actually, by using a simple computation program we can calculate
the results of Equation (9). Because of the symmetry of the matrix,
we are only going to write the upper triangular portion.

1. TB3
m,-V (936+216a1 +76az)

m1, 1-VL(132+42a+ 17a.)
MI3 - V (324+ 162aI+92a,)

m, 4=VL(- 78- 36a,- 19a,)

m:. , VLI(24 +g9al 4a,)
m.,=VL(78+ 42aj +25aj)
M,, ==VLI( - 18- -go., -5a, )

m,, V (936 + 720a, + 580a)

m,,=1L(- 132-90a-65ca)

in,== VL'(24+ 5a 1+ iOa,)

The above are elements of the mass matrix and V=PA..,/2520,

1,,= 1 (1260+6300 ,+5040,+4410,+ 3960,) !L'
k11 =, I ( 6 30+2100 1+1471 1+12603+1140,)/LI

= (630+4200,+3570.+3150,+ 2820,), L'
J,.= 1 (420+ 1050,-+560,+ 420,+ 361 4)/L

k,,= -ki,

k4 = 1 (210-4- 1050,+910+840,+ 8TI1,JiL

k, 4 - -k,,

k.4- I (420+315R],+2660z|+2310,+ 2o4Ol,)/L
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The above are the elements of the stiffness matrix and j =E..,/to5.

2. TB5

m,,V (54392+5616a, + 108a,)

m 1,-VL(2964+442a, + llla)

m,,= V (22880+ 7280a, +3328a.)

m,= VL(-4160- 312U, + 288at)

m:, = V (6812 + 3406a, + 2428a.)

Mno= I L( - 754 - 312 1 - 201a8)

m. = VL (208 + 39a, + 12a:)

m.= T'L (2288 + 832a, + 416(A.)

In 'L-( - 312 + 48a.)

7.. =VL(754 + 442a, + 331c.)

m=VL( -78 - 39t -27a 2 )

M1 3= 1" (146432 + 73216u, + 39936a.)
m31= VL (3328a, + 3328a.)

m, = V (22880+ 15600a, + 11648a.)

m, = VL (- 2288 - 1456a, - 1040a8)

m,, = VL 2 (3328 + 1664a, + 1024a)

m4 6 = VL (4160 + 3848a, + 3248a,)

m, = VLZ( - 312- 312u - 264a.)

rn65 =- V (54392+ 48776u. +44268al)

m5 = V L ( - 2964- 2522a, - 2191Q,,)

m.,=VL1 (208+1698a 4 142at)

where V =PA..,/360360

k,,= 1 (504108 +93654, + 477840,+ 327690,+ 260280,)/LI
k, = I (112662+124740,+5907.+42900s+35460 4 )/L2

k,3 = I ( - 354816- 190080, + 232320.+ 3643203+ 4118404)/LO

4,,= I (190080+570240, +3854401+314160,+276480,)/LI

k,,= I ( -149292-74646,-'7101603-6920103- 721205) L

k,,= , (23958+146520,+149490 1 +152790,+154260.)/LI
k, = J (32868 + 2673, + 8800, + 5940, + 4920,)/L
k= (-88704- 31680, + 36960t+ 62800 + 58080.)/LI

k2 4,- , (31680--63360, +48400 +42240,+381605)iL

k,, = f (- 23958- 93060, - 96030,- 95700,- 93540,)/L

k20 = 1 (3762+ 188 1 , '- 20350..+ 21120, +21420,)/L

k,= I (709632 + 3548 t 60, + 2703360, + 2280960, + 2027520,) ILI

k,- J (760320, + 760323 + 718080= + 675840.)/Ll
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k= I (-354816- 3358080, -293568 2 -- 2645280s-2439360,)/L'

ks f= J (88704 + 855365, + 786720, + 733920,+ 691680,)/L
k, = I (126720 + 633600, + 47872%, +401280,+ 35328j,)/L
k, = I ( - 190080 - 333056 1, - 1145765, - 1032240a- 952320.)/ L.
k4s = 1 (3168 0 - 25344 0, + 238480t + 229680s + 222960,)/L
ksb= J (50 4108 + 410454 0, + 364 5840, + 33372901+ 3111480,) /LI

k, = J ( - 112662 - 1001880, - 93621 ,- 886710,- 845940,)/L1L

ko,= 1 (32868 -t- 30195 + 284020,+ 2689503 + 255720,)/L

where i =El../3465

3. TB7

?,-- V (17304912+ 104759 1, + 130754a.)

m, I = VL (536520 + 46461 a, + 7663a)
M, - V (4420170 + 1036881a, + 407025a1 )

m,, = VL ( - 1690956 - 145503a, + 20466a.)
M,,- V (4230144 + 1003833aI + 505926a.)

m,r" fL(- 561816 + 43605a I + 98037a2)
MIT, V (1174734+587367a, +473239a2)
m.,- VL(- 76296- 29835a t.- 22172a,)

m,,-ovL'(21218+ 2295a, + 488ao)

m.,-VL(264384+ 70227a, +30618a,)

m.-VL'(- 79866 - 5967a, + 2403a.)

tn.. =fvL(231336 70227a1 + 39609a 2)
Mr2$'VL'(- 22032+967a, + 83701,)

m., - VL(76296 + 46461z, + 38798a:)
m,='vL'(- 4590-2295a,- 1807a2)
n,3 - V (48183984+17065161a, +6849684a.)
m.-VL(- 892296 + 334611a, + 387099a.)
in,- V (14053662 + 7026831 a + 4192 179a 2 )
mes-VL(-446148+ 334 6 1 1a, + 498636a,)

n.,- V (4230144+3226311a,+ 2728404a2 )
men-VL(-23133- 161109a,- 130491 a,)
mrn4 -VL'(793152+ 210681az, + 91854a.)
m =. VL(446148+ 780759a, +616734a)

m,,=VL'(322218 +1611 0 9r2 + 129033x 2)
mi, -VL(561816 + 605421G, + 550989a)
M4 ,- vL'(- 22032- 27999l,- 25596a2 )
ms- V (48183984+31118823a, +20903346a.)
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mo=VL(892296+ 1226907a 1 + 117111 9a.)

m,, - V(4420170 + 3383289a, + 2753433a:)

msl=IL(-264384-194157a,- 1545 1Su.)

m. = VL'(793152+58247 1 a, - 463644a,)

m.,-VL(1690956+1545453a+1379.184fI )

m.= VL'(-79866- 73899a, - 65529a,)

m,,-V(17304912+ 1625732]a, -153.1018 Ia.)

m78 -VL(-536520-490059a, - 451261,x.)

m,, ".'LV(212i64-1R921a, + 17114az.)

where r P.q.,L/196035810

k-= 1 (934670880-4-76109190P,+-2808,lf-J 121T0111 .1- - '" 192;T01,0 /

J t 129573160 + 590077801-- 20220660±+ 15055203 - 13306320,) L'

It = J - 197026830-T62t060453±+86"83711.-,-868676-WO 3 +8304330;'i,

k, = I (3?89958".0+4074794]l31 +23S67946..+199986573,+ 1826874013,) 1.

k -= 1 -562!)33800-51.160110I,-292795560.-219268620, 1672034413' /-

k .= J (150l15680+441185940,+ 39776670:+377884446s+360106561,)/L,

k,7 = (-174710250-873551250,-850929030.-839617920,-82567026i3,) 'L2

k.,= / (16988400+ 100925370, 101846880.+ 103311990,+ 104227920.)/ L

ki.. = J (23051808 + 8580780,-1795200,+ 1236240, -1097280,)/L

= J (-51175800+34401510,+71194140.+72127260s+688176 0 4)//-

k = J (34856.106+244822513,+ 1799253P- 16246980s+ 1507086ij,)/L

k = ( -61410960-24450660,-21534660,-17845920,-1388016,),, 1'

k.,.= J ( 15466464 +32664060 + 32344920s.31181760,-29782080,),/L

k'7= J ( - 16988400- 68958630, - 69880140, - 69336540, - 682437604)/ L

k,= J ( 1612962 + 8064810, + 8372550:+ 8526420 + 8607780.)/L

k33 J ( 1658095920 + 898135290, + 6594592320,+ 5477385240, + 4832570160,),/L

..= 1 (214938360+ 1581332220, +1271915460,+I 106971920, + 00225836,)!/L
k~s j ( -898135290- 4490676450 ,- 2564498070,-1601408880,- 10451673010, )/I-.3

k,= j (383818500-+ 2909344230, + 247454676 + 2219848740, +2044670040.)/L

k -,= ( -562933800- 5114736900, -4892931360s-- 4744652760,- 461783592,)/L3

A, = . (61410960+589658940,+58674294 ,+587515680,+58801140],)/L'

k ,= J (169221312 + 431582580, + 288071640, -240263820, -215725680. 4)/L

k,= - J (- 383818500- 928840770, - 49404330,- 313943850,- 21336372W,)/LI

k., = J (114804378 + 574021890, + 494196390, + 454283643 + 425808900,)/L
k,. = J ( - 150115680 - 10599708603, - 1016551620,=- 993014640,= - 971582040,) /.

k,, = J ( 15166464 + 12200058, + 121681440, +-122525460, 3+123132960,) 'L

k = (1658095920+ 7599606300, + 5212845720s + 3943292220,"+ 3146130720,)/L-

k,, - 1 (-214938360 -56801380,- 258634620- 114161400, - 29918160I)/LI
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k1= (-l97026830- 259432 8750,-235555209,-2122614720,- 19337599804 )/Ls

k,.= j (51175800+ 546159510,+509366880,+473507370,+441890640.)iL
kes= j 169221312+1 260630540,+1117119600,+ O21416480,+94898304 O)/L

k.,= I ( -318995820-2782478790,-2613678840 -2483571780,-23748584 40,/ L
k., - J (34 85 6406 +32 408 1810 + 317592 090, +312 84 79 20,+308 673 180,)/IL

h,,= j (934670880 + 858261690, +8099412480,+ 7706885400,+ 7377266160,)/L
k78- 1 ( - 129575160 -1236743820, - 1197956700,- 1164335040,- 1134129960,/Lz
k,, -J (23051808 +2219373001+ 215151720,+ 208925100,+ 203118480)/L

where J =1J.._,/1441440

V. COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to compare the results obtained using the conforming

elements with those using the excessively conforming elements and

to examine the effect of the imposed boundary conditions, we cal-

culated the natural vibration characteristics of six types of rec-

tangular cross-sectional linear tapered beams under certain support

conditions. Due to the limitation of pages, the following is a

list of some typical results. In Tables 1 to 6, part of the results

of suspending arm beam, double ended simple support beam and double

ended fixed support beam with dimensionless angular frequency

a- -02 VA/EJ are presented where pA and EJ are parameters of the

cross-section at the bottom of the beam. In those tables a and B

represent the cross-sectional width to height ratio at the tip and

the bottom, respectively. NE represents the number of elements used.

NF represents the net total degree of freedom. The bracket repre-

sents the results of the excessively conforming elements after the

imposition of boundary conditions [3]. In Tables 7 to 9, part of

the vibration mode results obtained using TB7 to calculate the sus-

pending arm beam are given. Tables 7 and 8 give the conditions at

the two extremes, respectively. They are the nodal parameters at the

cross-sections on the bottom, in the middle and at the end of the

first and second orders of the dimensionless vibration modes for

conical and even suspending arm beams. In Table 9, the results of

fifth order dimensionless vibration mode at various cross-sections

are given. On the cross-section where two elements are next to each
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other, two seconc and third order derivative values obtained accord-

ing to different elements are given in order to compare the con-

tinuity of the higher order derivatives.

TABLE 1. NATURAL FREQUENCY OF CONICAL SUSPENDING ARM BEAM a=6=0

/x NE i NF I I

T3 .2 6.3517 2S.1142
cT(8 8.74:06 23.18407 6P.85968

TB5) 1 4 8.71926 21.16104
1 43CTB7] 4 .75096 22.8 025 11. 3700 693 0

(TBT) 1 6 8.71926 21.14567 18.46463 62 13 191oQ 1110

TB7 1 6 8.71926 2.14567 39 46463 62.03181 109 1410

TB3 2 4 8.72368 21.71782 41.92 55 94.8600

(TBs) 2 6 8.72021 21.25307 40.39639 72.27633 l29.1l9 4

"8 2 8 8.71926 11.14598 38.47467 61.27990 91 47960

CTBT) 2 6 8.72089 21.27920 40.25180 70.13591 117875-18

(TBT) 2 10 8.71926 21.14566 38.45379 60.68204 F7 9 5$

TB7 2 12 8.71926 21.11566 38. S5378 A0.69090 47

TB5 3 12 8.71926 21 14568 18 t5598 60.7?151 *$ 3;

(TB7) 3 14 8.71926 21.14566 38. 06377 60 680'1 $7 A1 3

TB7 3 18 8.71926 21.14566 38 t5377 660 7 $317o

T B3 4 8 8.71961 21.20345 39.10222 2.7 C 9 2 7 11

(T85) 4 12 8.71927 21.14939 38.54472 61 57 21 12 2,'.t7

TBS 4 I1 8.71926 21.11506 38.4504 ro #5m6n1 87 993

cTBT) 4 16 1 8.71936 21.15169 38.57220 I nq 91 " M.

(TB7) 4 1s 8.71926 21.11566 38 15377 CI 9AM I 7 A 'I

T3- 4 24 8.71926 21.14566 39.45377 6n I A 47 - I I

7 a 0 8 .7192 21.146 38.453

Key: 1--element; 2--first order; 3--second order; 4--third
order; 5--fourth order; 6--fifth order; 7--accurate solution
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TABLE 2. NATURAL FREQUENCY OF THE UNIFORM SUSPENDING ARM
BEAM a=- 0

NE NF It

TB3 1 2 3.53270 34.80661

['Hli) 1 3 3.51602 22.22655 64.76539

115 1 I1 3.31602 22.15783

1 1 3.51602 22.03545 I 1778 136.21112
'IlJ7) 1 6 3.51602 22 03480 :1.71629 128.3893 223.5514

"U7 1 6 j 3.51602 2203480 61.71629 128.3893 223.5514

T83 2 4 3.51772 22.22151 75.15707 218.1381

6'['35 3.51602 22.03474 61.87149 123.2772 206.4655

TW 2 8 3.51602 22.03464 61.78096 122.5857 203.8610

[TB73 2 a 3.51602 22.03449 81.69746 120.9361 200.0271

(T87) 2 10 3.51602 22,03449 61.6975 120.9184 199.9074

TH7 1z 3.51602 22.03449 61.69731 120.9101 199.9062

'r l 3 12 3.51602 22.03450 61.69820 120.9983 200.6371

fl37 3 14 3,51602 22.03449 61.69721 120.9020 199.8628

B-, 3 18 3,51602 22.03449 61.69721 120.9020 199.8615

Tli 4 8 3.51613 22.06019 62.174t2 122.6560 228.1377
CT8is 12 3.51602 22.03449 61.69763 120.9065 200.1347
Trb5 4 5 16 3.51602 22.03449 61.69742 120.9047 199.9800

cTB7 4 16 3.51602 22.03449 61.69719 120.9022 199.8597
(TB7) 4 18 3.51602 22.03449 61.69721 120.9019 99.8697

TH7 4 24 3.51602 22.03449 61.69721 120.9019 199.8596

7 
iE a 3.51602 22.03449 61.69717 120.9010 199.8595

Key: 1--element; 2--first order; 3--second oraer; 4--tn±iza orae:';
5--fourtil order; 6--fifta order; 7--accurate solution
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TABLE 3. NATURAL FREQUENCY OF THE DOUBLE END SIMPLE SUPPORT
CONICAL BEAM a=80O

1 2. 1 4-
i NE NF It If

TBs 1 2.08544 19.9628
(TB1) 1 6 1.470:4 1740871

TB7 1 6 1 1.47084 17.40871

TBS 2 a 1.37528 17.71500 37.27749 68.07741 120.3890
(TB7) 2 10 1.02854 18.36602 34.5106 59.21249 92.64039

TB7 2 12 1.00360 1 .31783 34.36167 58.83210 91.55356

i
TBs 3 12 1.09878 1 8.50480 34.96012 60.47847 95 45769

(TB7T 3 12 1.26687 i 16.90177 36.06196 62.51789 97.86165

(TB7) 3 14 0.829911 16.02978 33.50040 56.68121 86.22648

TB7 3 is 0.609006 15.99869 33.41023 58.47287 85.78722

TB5 4 I 16 0.9130 16.21001 34.03882 57.99904 $9.24791

(TB7) 4 18 I 0 714344 15.86809 33 03487 55.61990 84.01120

TU7 4 24 0.69i L 6 15.81537 32.97028 55.47633 83.72831

Key: 1--element; 2--first order 3--second order; 4--third order;
5--fourth order; 6--fifth order

TABLE 4. NATURAL FREQUENCY OF DOUBLE END SIMPLE SUPPORT
TAPERED BEAM c=O, $=1

TBs I 4 9.26806 39.35791

(TB7) 1 8 9.26775 39.14187

TB7 1 6 9.26775 39.14187

TBS 2 8 9.28776 39.14383 88.89302 158.5249 258.8534

(TB7) 2 10 9.26775 39.14024 8.51708 157.6319 247.0560

TB7 2 12 0.28775 39.14024 88.51688 157.8271 246.6728

TB5 3 12 9.26776 39.14032 88.$2866 157.7543 247.8269

CTB7) $ 12 9.27175 39.17198 68.62429 157.8775 246.9732

(TB) 3 14 9.26770 39.14024 A8.51651 157.6204 246.1670

TB s 18 9.2677 39.14024 88.51851 157.6203 246.1600

TBS 1 15 9.26775 39.14028 88.51724 157.6465 218.5850

(TBTn i 18 9.26775 39.14024 88.51851 157.6201 246.1590

TB7 4 24 9.26776 39.14024 88.51651 157.6201 246.158A

Key: 1--element; 2--first order; 3--second order; 4--third ordpr;
5--fourtb order; 6--fifth order
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TABLE 5. NATURAL FREQUENCY OF DOUBLE END FIX SUPPORT
CONICAL BEAMS a-=0

INE NF -- r6

TB5 1 2 15.67724 61.68786
(T1B7 1 4 11.85050 33.01927

TB7 1 4! 11.85050 33.01927

TB5 2 6 11.42549 30.8580 64.23691 121.2606 228.3332

(TBT) 2 6 10.23016 26.35448 51.02326 96.957 , 139.9.148

TB7 2 10 10.15240 26.07739 50.28704 85.03259 134.9414

TBs 3 10 I10.43559 27.07015 52.76716 90.03410 I 143.1205

(TB7) 3 12 9.70621 24.52313 t. 36655 76,1009" 115.2326

TB? 3 16 9.65592 24.35079 45.95214 7S.235.4 1 .1. is.26

TBs 4 14 9.98151 25.46343 48.62950 00.6192r, 123.1514

(TB7) 4 6 9.45322 23.66025 44.31312 71 9077R 107 1101

T37 4 22 9.41629 23.53479 44.0933 71.3292: 20 614

Key: 1--element; 2--first order; 3--second order; 4--third orcer;

5--fourth order;; 6--fifth order

TABLE 6. NATURAL FREQUENCY OF UNIFORM DOUBLE END FIX SUPPORT
BEAMS a=a=1.0

- .3 !i .S

T) 2 22.41994 62.92453 1
(T117) 22 37375 61.69325

1lB7 1 4 22.37375 61.69325

TH1.; 2 , 22.3733i 61.73254 122.2430 202.6946 321.8728

(TUT) 2 d 22.37329 61.67:99 120.9226 199.9169 1 300.6265

TU7 2 to 22.37329 61.67296 120.9129 199.9154 299.0739

TR5 3 10 22.37330 61.67315 120.9505 200.4706 303.3402

(TIM7 3 12 22.37329 61.67282 120.9035 199.861 208.6645

1I7 3 16 22.37329 61.67282 12.9036 199.8615 298.S915

Tit- 1 14 22.37329 61.67299 120.9047 199.9619 299.0478

T117 1 26 22.37329 61.67282 120.9034 199.8596 298.5575

1" 7 4 22 22.37329 61.67282 120.9034 199,8596 268.5567

Key: 1--element; 2--first order; 3--second order; 4--third order;
5--fourth order; 6--fifth order
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TABLE 7. FIRST ORDER VIBRATION MODE OF A SUSPENDING
CONICAL BEAM aw6=0

NEj 2 1 1
-6 12 10 24

dxl 0..8885 805 0.8866 .89865

d .1.875568 1.18757 1. 7557

w 0.15318 9,616 0.16316

dx - 0.70656 0.166$ 0.75686

1 Iz 2.5124t.616:4 2.51524dx

dxy 2.51524 2. 6164 2.51524

daw

IS' +dxa  4.97500 ~ 4.87604 4.97504
d3 w
d- 4.97504 4.07504 4.97504

w
zE_ d - 2 87613 2.87615 2.67615 r 2.4 615

C4 I -Z-- 6.33503 8.33545 6.33546 6.33546dxl

"I dzl
I -jd 10.92723 10.93281 10.93303 10 93303

Key: 1--cross-section; 2--bottom; 3--middle; 4-- free end
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TABLE 8. SECOND ORDER VIBRATION MODE OF SUSPENDING
CONICAL BEAMS a=8=0

NE 1 2

NF__ 1. 12 24 l

W=- d2° -0.73545 -0.73102 0.73396
dx - 733

d3t 0.3265 0.38935 -0.39472 -0 ,3948A
dis

V -0.06074 -0.06074 -. 06071

S-0.03363 -0.03363 -0.03363 t
ds

* 2.15214 2. .S235 2.15235

idsw 2.15233 2. t5235 2. 15235

sdw 19.55613 19.57092 19.57136

i19.5563 1957193 19.67149

dw 7.04006 7.05085 7.0512 7.05102

11. -1.00994 37.25440 37.26114 37.26157

- r-r  153.99387 157.44316 157.6311' 157. 0030

Key: 1--cross-section; 2--bottom; 3--middle; 4-- free end
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TABLE 9. FIFTH ORDER VIBRATION MODE OF SUSPENDING
CONICAL BEAMS NE=6, NF=36

x/1 0 16 2/6 3/f; 4/6 5,1A I

a 0. 0.0047 0.0835 -o.0100l 0.01114 -0.0271 i 0

dw. 0.0354 -0. no19 -0.312 0.23n -I.144l t 2927
d.;

dt w
dxt 0.5197 -0.2131 -0.71614 1 579 -1.417 I 21Zt r2.2

"d-w - 0 .2 131 - 0 .7 1AP 9 .2,7 I O IQ - t 2 5

dx'

ds -2.171 -6 095 3.864 17.99 - 4.2 421 112:1

-6 105 3.854 1 A.1A -72 r12 125.7

Based on the numerical results, we can obtain the following

conclusions:

1. When the same number of elements is used, higher order

elements always have better convergence of low order elements. Even

when only one TB7 element is used, we can get the frequency value

with pretty high accuracy. However, under the conditions that few

elements are used and the taper is deep, the results obtained using

high order elements are not as good as those using low order ele-

ments after boundary conditions are imposed. In addition, conform-

ing elements always bring about better results than excessively

conforming elements, especially for beams with deep tapers.

2. For the same net number of degree of freedom, the results

obtained using conforming high order elements are also better than
those using conforming low order elements. Under the conditions

that the beams are tapered, the results of conforming high order

elements are better than those of excessively conforming elements

after the boundary conditions are imposed. When the beam is rela-

tively more uniform, although the latter gives better results yet
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the difference is very small. If we consider that only fewer ele-

ments are required for high order conforming elements to reach the

same total number of degree of' freedom and the average bandwidth

is also narrower, it still has its advantages. But, if boundary

conditions are not imposed, then for beams with sudden changes in

characteristics the results of excessively conforming elements are

going to be better than those of conforming elements. It is inter-

esting to note that this difference increases as the degree of

taper increases.

3. [3] speculated that sometimes the results of high order

elements are poor due to the taper in the beam. We believe that

this is only a superficial cause. Since boundary conditions exceed-

ing the requirements of the variational principle were imposed in

[3], we believe that it is the true reason why the results become

poor.

)4. The most controversial point of the conforming elements is

that higher order derivatives may not be continuous at the neigh-

boring point between two elements. But from Tables 7 and 8, we can

see that only few TB7 elements can satisfy the continuity require-

ments of the high order derivatives of first and second order vibra-

tion modes with sufficient accuracy. Even for fifth order vibration

modes, as shown in Table 9, as long as the number of total degree of

freedom is maintained at 7 to 8 times that of the number of order,

then the continuity of high order derivatives can still be satisfied

very well. On the other hand, we can estimate the accuracy of the

calculated results from the degree that the continuity is satisfied.

It is not necessary to carry out the checking through the increase

of the number of elements used. Apparently, the latter method is

more time consuming. Using excessively conforming elements, although

superficially the continuity of the high order derivatives can be

maintained, yet based on the characteristics of' the Rayleigh quotient

we know that the deviation of the vibration mode is greater than that
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of the frequency by one order of magnitude. If its frequency

deviation is greater than that of the conforming elements, then

its vibration mode actually is going to be greater than that of

the conforming elements.

The results for other support conditions indicate that the

above conclusions are also valid. Therefore, by summarizing the

above situation and considering that beams in actual engineering

very frequently have some kind of discontinuity, we believe that

the use of high order conforming elements is even worthwhile recom-

mending and boundary conditions should not be imposed.
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Abstract

The explicit expressions for the stiffness and mass matrices of the tapered

beam conforming elements with displacement functions based on the 3rd.

5th and 7th order polynomial respectively are given, and a general method

for evaluating the stiffness and mass matrices of even higher order beam

element with arbitrary odd power is also developed. Then by means of

these elements are calculated the first five natural frequencies and corr-

esponding modes of these elements are calculated the first five natural

frequencies and corresponding modes of the linearly tapered beams with

rectangular cross section in six manners under various boundary conditions

(e. g. fixed-fixed, simply supported-simply supported, cantilever. etc. )
Numerical results are presented for several typical cases. The results indicate

that the higher order element exhibits better convergence than the lower

order element in all cases without imposition of natural boundary conditions.

Otherwise the higher order element would lead to worse rrsul's !ban lw

lower order element for deeply tapered hears with a few elements use,

in calculation Hence, it may he concluded that the reason for the worse
convergence of the higher order element in some cases is the imposition f

the natural boundary conditions in advance, but it is not necessary for

the displacement variational principle.
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CALCULATION OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FLOW FIELD AND COWL PRESSURE
DRAG IN THE SUPERSONIC AXISYMMETRIC NOSE INLETS

Power Plant Reserarch Laboratory, Beijing Research Institute,

Precision Machinery Corporation of China

Zhou Weimin and Xa Suiwen

ABSTRACT

In order to calculate the flow field of the super-

sonic axisymmetric nose inlet, a general program is com-

piled using the finite difference method. This program

is suitable for the direct problem of aerodynamic design

of inlets such as the pitot-type, single cone, bi-cone,

triple cone, and isoentropic cone, etc. Because in the

calculation of inviscid flow field in the let "separation

singularity" difference method and implicit-explicit diff-

erence scheme are used, results of calculation obtained

reach a second order accuracy at boundary points, internal

points and near singular points. This program can provide

the required internal and external flow characteristics in

the inlet.

This paper lists five examples and compares the results

obtained using the characteristic line method and the exper-

imental results. The extent of agreement is satisfactory.

Received in April, 1980
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS

L--characteristic length

Z--axial component of the cylindrical coordinate system
(relative to L)

R--radial component of the cylindrical coordinate system
(relative to L)

V,--velocity of incoming flow from a distance ahead

p,--density of incoming flow from a distance ahead

u--velocity component in the Z direction (relative to V.)

v--velocity component in the R direction (relative to V.)

p--static pressure (relative to V0)

p.--static pressure of incoming flow from a distance ahead

po--total pressure of incoming flow from a distance ahead

p--density (relative to P.)

a--speed of sound (relative to V,)

Cda--added drag coefficient per unit area

C --total cowl pressure drag coefficient (relative to the
P inlet area)

C p--pressure coefficient

F H--flow flux coefficient of the inlet

LM--total number of boundaries in the flow field

M1-- Mach number in front of the compression angle or the
expansion angle

M2 --Mach number after the compression angle wave

P-- pr.

go--ratio of local total pressure to total incoming flow
pressure

Ro--inlet radius of exponent type of cowl

Amax--outlet radius of exponent type of cowl

Z--the ratio of Z to the total length of the cowl for
exponent type of cowl

3--angle between the direction of the flow and the Z axis

l--angle between the direction of flow before the compression
angle shock wave and the Z axis

n2--angle between the direction of flow after the compression
angle shock wave and the Z axis
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e -angle between compression angle shock wave and the

0direction of flow in front of' the wave

c--exponent in Equation (13)

PB__ tangential interrupted lower side pressure

PU--tangential interrupted upper side pressure

I. INTRODUCTION

Supersonic inlet is an important part of a jet engine. It

has great influence on the function of the combustion chamber and

the propulsion of the engine. In general, a great deal of accur-

ate flow field calculation must be used to determine its aerody-

namic characteristics. The aerodynamic shape is chosen by compar-

ing the internal and external characteristics.

In other countries, the classic method to calculate the in-

viscid flow field of the supersonic inlets is the method of char-

acteristics [1,2]. However, we have not yet seen any published

information on the calculation of cowl pressure drag under non-

design conditions. We considered the fact that in the calculation

of the external flow field of' the cowl we must solve the singular

point problems at the interceptions of various types of interrupted

surfaces. It is not easy to treat these problems using the method

of characteristics. Therefore, we chose the difference method pro-

posed by Chu Youyeh [3] and compiled the computation program for
the supersonic inviscid internal and external flow fields at zero

attack angle (domestic 111 machine BCY language) to satisfactorily

solve the computational problem of the entire flow field. Regard-

less whether it is on the boundaries, at the internal points, and

near the singular points, the accuracy all reaches the second order

and it saves computer time. Using this program, it is possible to

simultaneously calculate the internal and external flow fields of the

inlets and internal flow and external drag characteristics which is

very practical in the design and model selection of the inlets.
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II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD

The difference method proposed by Chu Youyeh [3] adopts a

curvilinear coordinate system which makes all the necessary bound-

aries (including various breaks) the coordinates. Accurate

interruption conditions are used to leap over breaks so there is

no difference at the breaks. In the meantime, the mixed use of

implicit-explicit difference scheme has the advantages of smaller

break error, larger allowable step and higher accuracy.

1. Basic equations and boundary conditions

In the cylindrical coordinate system, the equations to des-

cribe inviscid thermally nonconductive axisymmetric steady turbulent

flow are:

. al .1 o -oo " + V- a + -p

if~d -i--P

ap ap an a.,SZ + V - - -d Z A'

Introducing a new coordinate system , n and the transforma-

tion equations are:

11 h+ Tk ) ,/,, 1 ) 7 1 )

where I - 1. 2.. - 1,

1--zone symbol

F1--boundaries of characteristic lines divided by the shock

wave, tangential breaks, surfaces of objects in the flow

field.
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In the new coordinate system, the calculated zone is a rec-

tangular area and Equations (1) become:

A ax +B- (2)

where

-i_ 0
x D--

P " PvlR

V, 0 11,P 0 Vt 0 U2/P 01

A= 0 V, 0 V
P TI. P )K 0 ,P tZ P tx 0 V I

0 0 Vq -QV,. 0 0 V, -ajV 4

"4= ,%=- . n..,- -R- ,.-Z "J-=

* Equations (2) are a set first order quasi-linear hyperbolic

equations with two variables. In order to make the format and

accuracy of the boundary points the same as those of the internal

points, we used the equations compatible with Equations (2) as the
basic equations in the calculation. On the basis of the definition

of compatible equation:

U - + -- .

where
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rx. 0 0 a'Pu/R

0 0 X2  0 0

0 0 0 X. 31pv/R

V.,U VV ,/P 0 KU 0 0 V, -azV,

9 4 0

r2

-i o p(V; g 1).g 4 =ao

N t -t  - 2XJ A )
*..( Npa(V-',N)N*=aN ) -/a

It should be pointed out in the derivation Bernoulli's constant

is not used.

Boundary conditions: On the boundary of object surface, the

condition that the velocity in the normal direction is zero is

satisfied. On the shock wave boundary, the relations derived from

the dynamics on the interruption surfaces are satisfied. On the

tangential broken boundary, the conditions that the pressure is

equal on both sides and the direction of the velocity is the same

but the magnitude is different are all satisfied. On the boundaries

of the characteristics, the slope and velocity relation is satis-

fied.

2. The difference format and the solution of the series of

difference equations--a brief introduction

The difference format and the method of solving the diffprencp

equations used in the paper originate from [3]. Due to the limit-

ation of available page numbers,, only a brief introduction is given

here.
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Let us assume that the lattice distances in the n and

directions are An and AM(1= , 2,..LM- I), respectively. Let

us use fl. to represent the value of the function f at

n-KA1. ti-mAt (in the following description, the subscript

1 is omitted in the areas where no confusion results). Two steps

of calculation are required for each step of progress in the Z

direction. The first step is to obtain the value at T1+I An
2

from the value at n which is called the transition layer. The

second step is to obtain the value at n + An from those at n

and 1 +AT1 which is called the regular layer. The formats are
2

of implicit and explicit types and both are second order two-

step schemes.

(1) Difference format: Let us write any one of the equa-

tions in (3) as

U Bx+ %-ax b

where u is a four-dimensional row vector, X is still a four-

dimensional column vector, b is a pure quantity and X is either

+ X-, or 2"

Let us introduce the following symbols:

A. Implicit scheme at the transition layer.

u l,,,( 1 -T.)X.*, .,,, ( i +T) X z',. 1 2) (4)

Ai.j /+ u*9,,j (X1,, i I 1'+X.t, 1/!-112)

In this equation and the following equations, whenever the symbol

occurs, if 1>0 then choose the upper symbol and if <0,

then choose the lower symbol.

B. Implicit scheme at the regular layer:
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-TVl12-Tvf 2)X, 4- + T 7

"=.-, .,11 . *1.--. Cz I.' -TIV"' + X+7. " 11., .,.

C. Explicit scheme at the transition layer:

u-- . ,' -, 1A +u L*K I 2_ I T.1 ) X - (6

D. Explicit scheme at the regular layer:

• .FI/, I.,2± . ,,r -( "": ) Xt , ., Xt ,.. ) (7)

In addition, on the basis of Equation (7), a transition

scheme whose coefficients always vary smoothly is formed as des-

cribed in detail in [3].

E. Transition layer format in the calculation of the bound-

ary F1

/ d+(F \l) 2 (8)

F. Regular layer format in the calculation of the bound-

ary F1
F~~l(F F)""' K.F1' I= FK- - d . (9)

(2) Methods to solve the difference equation in various zones.

According to the types of boundary, there are eight kinds of

computational zones. For each zone, based on the method used in

C3], we separate Equation (3) into three groups according to the

magnitude of lXi to establish the format and to form and to solve

the set of difference equations for the zone. In order to ensure

the stability of the difference format, the implicit format can

only be used for!X1>e>0 and the explicit format can only be used

for I< e\ .\l (in the calculation e is 10- 4 or 0.9 /A).
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When the entire set of equations are explicit, they can be solved

directly. Otherwise, it is necessary to impose the boundary con-

ditions for various zones and then to seek for the solution accord-

ing to the "matrix tracing method for the unclosed linear alge-

braic equation set" proposed in [31, Naturally, in some types of

zones the solution method can be simplified. It is not going to

be further discussed here.

III. CALCULATION OF SINGULAR POINT NEIGHBORING AREAS

In the flow field of supersonic nose gas inlet, there are mul-

tiple solutions in some points. Sometimes it is even infinite,

This program satisfactorily resolved the problem of computing the

neighboring areas of these singular points.

(1) Compression angle: when the air flow meets a concave

turning angle, a shock wave is created as shown in Figure 1. We

used the following third order equation to obtain the initial

slope tgE 0, of this shock wave by letting x=tge : I

x$+A~x1+AX+A, 0 (10)

where A,-A,( I +M.), Az-(5 +6M )/(5 +M), A,5/(5 +M)/tg(5-0)

Newtonian iteration method can be used to search for the roots of

Equation (10). The initial value used is the characteristic line

corresponding to M. After teo is obtained, the other para-

meters behind the wave can be determined according to the relations
of parameters in front and behind the shock wave.

a ,

-. b ()Mu-Rav 6

Figure 1. Compression angle
Key: 1--shock wave; 2--axial direction; 3--the first family of
shock waves; 4--axial direction; 5--shock wave; 6--second family
of shock waves
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(2) Expansion angle: When the gas flow runs into a convex

turning angle, a center expansion wave is created as shown in

Figure 2. The flow parameters in the expansion region fluctuate

violently. A slight mishandling in the process will easily cause

the accuracy to decrease drastically. We obtained very good cal-

culation accuracy based on the following method.

When the calculation progresses to the expansion angle, the

program immediately provides a signal to add two characteristic

boundaries in the flow field whose slopes are:

tgb, ±tgarc sin 1 ), tg6= tg(b ± arc sin ) (11)

where b =±(a-a,), M.-Vi +L D. is obtained using the Newton-

ian iteration method for the following equation:

arctg(KO.)_ -KarctgO.±Kb+ c o (121

where Kv/76-. C -arctg(K,8,)+KarctKi13, ,=VMI-1 . In Equa-

tions (11) and (12), "+" corresponds to Figure 2a and "-" corres-

ponds to Figure 2b.

fast

be

Figure 2. The expansion angle

Key: 1--expansicn wave; 2--axial direction; 3--the first family;
4--expansion wave; 5--the second family

In order to obtain the parameters of the corresponding radial

lines in the expansion region within the angle (,-.) , we used

the separation point method as follows (using Figure 2a as an

example):
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Wo--arctg(( I -/N)tg(6 1 +a,) + i tg(,+a,)/N) -"

i-0, 1...,N, N is the total number of points separated

Then we used the Newtonian iteration method to determine the cor-

responding 8t from the following equation:

arctg(KA1 )-Klarctg 0i+K .+Klarctg + C = 0

7-----, Mt is the Mach number on the radial line.

The other parameters can be obtained from the characteristics.

(3) Superposition of two families of shock waves:

When calculating the external flow field of the inlet under

non-design Mach number, it creates the intersection of two first

families of shock waves and the intersection between the first

family shock wave and the tangential interruption. At this time

there may be two different flow structures at the intersection.

In the program, from the intensities of the two shock waves and the

local Mach number, the final structure can be determined. When the

computation progresses to the interception, the initial parameters

at the interception can be solved according to the following pro-

cedure:

A. Using the initial value of e5 to determine the structure
of the flow field: let us take the flow direction and parameters

on the lower side of the upper boundary of zone (III) as oeand the

parameters on the lower side of the tangential interruption and

solve for the compression angle and determine the parameters in

zone (VI). If p,>pr , then the structure in Figure 3a is chosen.

Otherwise, the structure in Figure 3b is selected.

B. Correction of 85: Let us take ,' where Le

is the correction quantity ("+" corresponds to Figure 3a, "- cor-

responds to Figure 3b).
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/ 'I

.2

Figure 3. The intersection of two first families of shock waves
Key: 1--progressive line of calculation; 2--shock wave; 3--(VI);
4--tangential interruption; 5--axial direction; 6--(V); 7--(111);
8--expansion wave; 9--shock wave; 10--reflected wave is an expan-
sion wave; 1l--progressive line of calculation; 12--shock wave;
13--tangential interruption; 14--(VI); 15--axial direction; 16--(V);
17--(111); 18--compression wave; 19--shock wave; 20--reflected wave
is a compression wave

C. Solving for the compression angle and then determining

the parameters in Zone (VI).

D. Solving for the compression or expansion angle to deter-

mine the parameters in Zone MV.

E. Evaluating whether (05) - (-01) - P, I<e, is valid (cI
is a small quantity). If not valid, then use the following equa-

tion to correct 5 :
0 ",* ' *,= ,, -,F(O,, )(0,, ,-) F(0,..,,))

1= ,2,... repeat until procedure Cn-E all converge.

The procedures to solve the flow field structure of an inter-
secting tangential interruption with shock waves are similar as the

ones described above.

(4) Hanging shock waveln In an isoentropic cone or quasi-

isoentropic cone inlet, under non-desilgn working conditins, a
eanging shock wave is created in the flow field due to the inter-

section of characteristics. Its unique property is that its initial

position is unknown. We used an "automatic formation and strength-
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ening of shock waves" method in one program to obtain relatively

satisfactory results. As we progress along the n direction, when

the characteristics have a tendency to intersect each other, the

variations of parameters begin to be violent. Therefore, we added

an upper and a lower characteristic boundaries and also increased

the density of the lattice in this region. At the point where

the characteristics are about to intersect, we introduced a zero

intensity shock wave boundary. Its initial slope is taken as the

slope of the characteristic line. The parameters on both sides are

taken as the local parameters. As we continued to calculate down-

stream, the shock waves would automatically form and intensify.

IV. FORMATION OF THE SOLUTION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE PROGRAM

Using the solution of the steady differential equation of a

conical flow to obtain the critical value, we then used the differ-

ence method to calculate the flow field in front of the cross-sec-

tion of the inlet and further obtain the solution of the internal

flow field in the tube and the external flow field outside the cowl.

This program can be used to calculate the flow fields of single-

cone, bicone, triple-cone, isoentropic cone, quasi-isoentropic and

pitot-type inlets. The surfaces of the object, including the center

conical surface, inner and outer walls of the cowl, can be formed by

sectional curves. The number of sections has no limits. Each sec-

tion can be one of the following seven types of curves: circular

arc, elliptical arc, hyperbolic curves, third order polynomial,

quadratic polynomial, linear line and scattered points (using third

order spline interpolation).

The program can automatically determine whether the calculation

has progressed to reach the front fringe and various singular points,

etc., and automatically ascertain the flow field structure at that

point.
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The input parameters are the geometric parameters of the

surface of the object and the Mach number of the incoming flow,

Output parameters: In the flow field in front of the inlet,

it can output Z, R, M, 0, P, &, F, ,., along the stream line.

Along the characteristics, we can output Z, R. M, 9, P. - In the

external flow field outside the cowl, we can output

Z, R, M, 9, P, Pa, C,, C4, In the internal flow field,

we can output Z, R, M, 9, , o In addition, it can print the

Bernoulli constant to verify the accuracy.

The direction of the progress and the step length can be

adjusted by the control desk at any time and the radial step length

is automatically adjusted by the program according to the magni-

tude of the zone area and the degree of variation of the parameters.

V. EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION

In order to evaluate the practicability of the program, a few

actual examples were computed and the results were compared with

those obtained using the method of characteristics or the experi-

mental data.

Example 1. Calculation of the isoentropic center cone flow

field with concentrating focus at M.=3.25 : The computation states

are M--3.25 and 2.75. When M-=3.25 the position of the focus

concentrating point of the characteristics of the entire flow field

(regardless whether radial or axial) are the same to the third

place after the decimal point is the same as the one obtained using

the method of the characteristics. When M.-2.45 , the calculated

hanging shock wave is as shown in Figure 4. Because there is no

actual available example using the method of characteristics for the

hanging shock wave of an isoentropic cone inlet, we made a compari-

son of the initial point of the hanging shock wave calculated using

the conventional characteristics method (only the initial point was
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calculatednot the hanging shock wave) with our results. It can

be seen from the figure that the hanging shock wave calculated

using the difference method accurately passed through the initial

point of the banging shock wave obtained using the method of char-

acteristics. The intensity of the shock wave after this point

becomes very weak.

Example 2. The calculation of internal flow field of a single

cone mixed type inlet with M.=3.5 : The coordinates of the shape

of the surface are shown in [4]. In the calculation, the center

cone surface and the inner surface of the cowl were treated using

the third order spline intrapolation method by sections based on

the requirements of the shape of the surface as discussed in [4].

The results of the calculation are shown in Figures 5 and 6. From

the figures, it indicates that the positions of the shock wave

reflection points and the shock wave intensities agree very well

with those of the characteristics method before the third reflection.

After the third reflection, only very small differences appear.

But there are still some differences when compared with the experi-

mental results [5]. The reason apparently is due to the strong

interference between the shock wave and the adhesion layer in the

internal flow field where viscosity can no longer be omitted.

Example 3. The calculation of the cowl pressure drag in the

exponent type of inlet. The equation of the shape of the surface is

R=R...,-(Rf.x-R,)( i - )°  (13)

The parameters used in the calculation are RR,... =0.742 a =6,12,

M.= 2,2.5, 3.0,4.0.

The corresponding results obtained using the method of char-

acteristics and this calculation are compared and shown in Figures

7 and 8. From the figures it shows that the two methods coincide

very well.
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R

! M.= 2.7S

0.5

0 12.0 Z

Figure 4. Hanging shock wave of isoentropic center cone
under non-design conditions

Key: 1--initial point of the hanging shock wave obtained using
the method of characteristics

R

1.0- O

28 32 4.0 4. 4

Figure 5. Series of waves of internal flow field of a single-
cone mixed type inlet with M,=3.5
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0. .

0..

0.3

0.2

.03 .0 3. 2 3.4 36 -3j 4.0 4 4 .2

-1 (b)- p.,94

Figure 6. Pressure distribution of the internal flow
field of a single cone mixed type inlet with M.,3.5

Key: 1--results from the method of characteristics; 2--calculated
results of this work; 3--experimental value [5]; 4--inner surface
of the cowl; 5--results from the method of characteristics [4];
6--calculated results of this work; 7--experimental value [5];
8--center conical surface
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C,

0.5 / 0.5

0.4.0

O.Z 6.12

0.3 0..0..2--

10 1.2 1.4 i's 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.5

Figure 7. Cowl pressure Figure 8. Cowl pressure drag
distribution of an exponent of an exponent type inlet with
type inlet with M.-2.0 M.-3.0

Key: 1--calculated result in this work; 2--calculated result using
the method of characteristics [6]; 3--local area/inlet area;
4-- calculated result in this work; 5--calculated result using the
method of characteristics [6]; 6--local area/inlet area

Example 4. Calculation of cowl pressure drag in a quasi-

elliptically shaped inlet [7].

The experimental results in [7] are the origin of the experi-

mental curve of the external drag of the inlets adopted by the

American Handbook of Aerodynamics [8]. We calculated the external

flow field and pressure drag of cowls 1, 5 and 9 in that literature.

The coordinates of the external shape are given in [7]. Figure 9

gives the calculated results of cowls 1 and 5 as well as the cal-

culated results of the shock wave expansion method and the experi-

mental values. From the figure, the calculated results in this

work are very close to the experimental values. For the cowl 9

with a. large external angle (340) at the front fringe of the cowl,

as everybody knows, it is not advisable to use either the linear
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method or the shock wave expansion method to calculate the press-

ure drag. Figure 10 gives the distribution of the calculated par-

tial pressure coefficient of cowl 9 in this work and the correspond-

ing experimental values. From the figure, it shows that the two

methods coincide very well. The results calculated using the shock
wave expansion method, however, differ significantly from the

experimental values. When M,=3.88 and 4.9, the calculated CDp for

cowl 9 are 0.182 and 0.169, respectively. They are very close to

the experimental values (0.180 and 0.175, respectively).
C I

Coo,

O.d 0 0.9

0.12. .. S.

0.10 ~~~0.? 2mt~a~v

0.08 " 0.1

0.04".
o~~o :'.o Mo go 401.. .

Figure 9. Cowl pressure o.2"
drag coefficient of a
quasi-elliptical inlet 0.-

0 1.0 2.0 3. o. Z

Figure 10. Cowl pressure drag distri-
bution of a cuasi-elliotical inlet

Key: 1--experimental values; 2--calculated results using the shock
wave expansion method; 3--calculated results in this work; 4--cowl
5 (front fringe external angle = 270431, ratio of inlet and outlet
area - 0.65); 5--cowl 1 (front fringe external angle = 190401,
ratio of inlet and outlet area = 0.8); 6--calculated results in
this work; 7--results of the shock wave expansion method; 8--exper-
imental values; 9--cowl 9 (front fringe external angle = 340 ratio
of inlet and outlet ratio = 0.5)

Example 5. Calculation of cowl pressure drag distribution of

single cone external pressure type inlets. The coordinates of the
surface shape are shown in [9]. This program was used to calculate

the external flow field outside the cowl and the cowl pressure dis-
tribution when M0-l.99. Figure 11 is a comparison of the calculated
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results of the cowl pressure distribution with the experimental

values. From the figure, it shows that the calculated results

agree with the experimental values very well near the front fringe

which has a determining effect on the cowl pressure drag. It shows

significant improvement over the calculated results obtained using

the linear theory used in the original reference.

In addition to the comparison with the results obtained using

the method of characteristics and the experimental data, we calcul-

ated the Bernoulli constants for all the lattice points to check
the accuracy of the results based on the conservation of energy of

the uniform incoming flow which requires the Bernoulli constant

(-L~l+,'+3.5/P-constant) everywhere in the flow field should

be equal to the value of the incoming flow. With respect to the

expansion angle, compression angle and regions before and after the

intersection of two shock waves where the accuracy cannot be easily

ensured, the Bernoulli constant at the lattice point of the flow

field deviates from the incoming flow value by 104 %,10-5. In the

calculation of the f'low field with hanging shock waves, near the

hanging shock wave the maximum deviation is about 5x1- 4. The max-

imum deviation everywhere in the flow field is less than 10-5.

It has been emphasized in Section II that the equations in

each zone in the layer along the progressing direction are divided

into three groups. For the second group of equations, an explicit

format was used. Therefore, the second group of equations exist in

a certain region, the step length of this layer is controlled ty
the program based on the stability requirements. Otherwise, the

step length is adjusted by the control desk according to the slope

variation of the surface of the object. The calculated results

indicate that larger step length _ an be used where the variation

of the slope is small (assuming the first cone length of the center

cone is 1.0 then the step length is 0.01-0.05) Otherwise, rela-

tively smaller step length (0.005\,0.01) must be used.
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Figure 11. Cowl pressure distribution of a 250 single
cone external type inlet

Key: 1--experimental values; 2--calculated results using the
linear theory; 3--calculated results in this work; 4--inlet
diameter

The iterative method was used many times in the calculation.

In order to ensure that the accuracy of tbe results is not affected

by the iterative error, we took the iterative error to be 10-8

(relative error).

For scattered point type of surface, due to the limitation of

the length of the program, we only considered the multi-section

third order sampling intrapolation value. The calculated results

indicate that it satisfies the requirements in the treatment of

some scattered point type of surface but the accuracy of the

Bernoulli constant decreases (the maximum error in the example is

2'3x10 3),

VI. CONCLUSIONS

1. This program uses the "separation singularity" difference

method whose results agree very well with those using the method

of' characteristics.

2. The calculated results in the work agree with the experi-

mental values satisfactorily.
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3. Because the program can be applied to various types and

shapes of inlets and to calculate the internal and external flow

fields as well as the cowl pressure drag under design and non-

design conditions, it is very practical in the aerodynamic design

and selection of inlets.

Comrade Zhang Paushen has participated in part of the work,

We wish to express our thanks.

During the compilation of the program, Comrades Chu Youyee,

Chung Sichang and Chen Bingmoo from the Computation Center of the

Chinese Academy of Science provided enthusiastic guidance and

assistance. The authors wish to express their thanks.
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Abstract

A general program using finite-difference method is written to calculate

the flow field of supersonic axisymmetric nose inlet. This program is suit:able

to the direct problem of aerodynamic design of inlets e.g. pitot-type.

single-cone. bicone, triple-cone and isintropic cone etc. Since "seperation

singularity" difference method and inplicit-explicit difference scheme are

adopted in the calculation of inviscid flow field in the inlet. results of

cplculation are obtained with second order accuracy at boundary points

and internal points, as well as near singular points. Thic program can

offer required internal and external flow characteristics of inlet-.

Numerical results for five examples are in satisfactory agre,'mnt with

corresponrling results ohtained from the method of characteri-lic- and

-xperimpntal data.
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THE METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE FUEL CONCENTRATION FIELD IN THE

DOWNSTREAM POSITIONS OF THE PRESSURE JET ATOMIZER IN THE HIGH

TEMPERATURE GAS STREAM

Fu Weikiao, Tsingbua University

ABSTRACT

Based on an analysis on a large number of exper-

imental results, this paper finds that the fuel con-

centration distribution (total concentration which is

the sum of gas phase and liquid phase concentrations)

in the downstream positions of a direct flow type jet

atomizer in the high temperature gas stream is a nor-

mal distribution. According to this concept, the for-

mula for the calculation of the fuel concentration dis-

tribution in the downstream positions of direct flow

type of jet atomizer in the high temperature gas stream

with certain accuracy is derived which is suitable for

engineering design purposes. Thus, a simpler method

can be used to carry out the preliminary calculation of

such full concentration field problems.

TABLE OF SYMBOLS

Cy C z--fuel flow densities in the y and z directions, respectively.
y (usually called as fuel density), (kg/cm2 sec)

cix- -- fuel concentration obtained experimentally (kg/cm 2 sec)

max--maximum fuel concentration (kg/cm 2 sec)

GT--fuel flow rate (kg/sec)

1--average square displacements in the y and z directions,
respectively (mm)

ApT--pressure difference of the nozzle of the atomizer (kg/cm 2)

Received in February 1980
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tT, tB--temperatures of the fuel and air, respectively (OC)

W--gas flow velocity (m/sec)

Z x--position of maximum fuel concentration value in the Z-
direction (mm)

8--the sharp angle formed between the direction of the fuel
jet (against the direction of the gas flow) and the
direction of the gas flow (degrees)

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the simplicity of the structure and ease of arrange-

ment and adjustment, the direct flow type Jet atomizer is widely

used in compression combustion chambers both here and abroad. The

fuel concentration distribution in the downstream positions of

the pressure jet atomizer has great influence over the stability

of the flame as well as the combustion efficiency. Therefore, the

prediction of the fuel concentration distribution downstream from

the atomizer is very important for the arrangement of the atomizer

and the determination of the relative position between the atomizer

and the stabilizer. Henceforth, to solve the calculation formula

for the fuel concentration field downstream from the atomizer is

imperative to the design and adjustment of compressed combustion

chambers. However, until this moment, there has not been any pub-

lished method for calculating the fuel concentration field down-

stream from the direct flow type jet atomizer which can be used for

engineering design purposes. Although in [1] this method is very

difficult to be used in the actual design calculation. Its main

problems are that the distribution of the diameter of the fuel drop-

lets at the outlet of the atomizer and the initial velocity of the

fuel droplet are difficult to determine. Besides, the friction

coefficient of the evaporation of the fuel droplet is also hard to

determine. In addition, the physical parameters in the calculation

of the evaporation are also hard to define. Therefore, the results

of calculation hav a cert- n degree of arbitrariness. Because

there are many facto" aiiecting the distribution of the fuel con-

centration (such as the velocity of the incoming flow, temperature,
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pressure, diameter of the nozzle, fuel characteristics and its

temperature, nozzle pressure difference, relative position of the

direction of the fuel jet, and the gas flow, etc.), it is very

difficult to calculate the fuel concentration field downstream of

a direct flow type jet atomizer. We discovered after analyzing a

large amount of experimental data that the fuel concentration dis-

tribution in the downstream positions of a direct flow type atom-

izer coincides with a normal distribution.

This paper gives the formula to calculate this fuel concen-

tration distribution on the basis of this idea. Preliminary results

indicate that the agreement between the calculated results and the

experimental data is good. Thus, a simpler method can be used to

preliminarily solve a complicated calculation of the distribution

of total fuel concentration problem. Its shortcoming is that the

range of experimental parameters is not wide enough. Therefore,

the application of this method is limited to certain situations. If

the range of parameters can be widened continuously, the method pro-

posed in this paper can be applied to calculate under the condi-

tions of wider parametric range. This method may be a simple an~d

effective way to resolve the problem of calculating the fuel con-

centration distribution downstream from the atomizer in high temper-

ature gas flow. Therefore, it is presented here for the reference

of further research, in the fuel concentration field downstream

from the direct flow type pressure jet atomizer by relevant insti-

tutions.

11. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments were carried out under the following conditions:

*(1) diameters of the nozzle are 0.5 and 0.75 mm; (2) the fuel is

* kerosene; (3) the environmental pressure is a constant pressure;

(4) the gas flow velocity distribution is uniform.
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The following parameters are changed: the incoming flow

velocity W, the incoming flow temperature t B2 the nozzle pressure

difference APT' the nozzle diameter dc, the fuel temperature t T1
the axial distance x and fuel jet direction 6 (mainly for the exper-

iment in which the fuel jet direction is perpendicular to the gas

flow direction but experiments were also carried out when the fuel

jet is against the gas flow and a 4J50 angle with the gas flow

direction). The measured quantity is the total concentration which

is the concentration of the gas phase and the liquid phase combined.

In the experiments the coordinate system such as the one shown

in Figure 1 was used with the origin located at the nozzle. The

measurements were carried out at the cross-sections where x = 100,

160 and 220 mm. The fuel concentration distributions along both y

and z directions were determined in every cross-section. The exper-

imental results are shown in Figures 17 and 18 where the symbol "0"

is an experimental point (due to limited page space, the other exper-

imental curves under different working conditions are similar and

will be omitted). The axial distance x = 220 mm (for x = 100 and

160 mmn, the concentration distributions are not shwon in the figures.

Their shapes are similar to that at x = 220 mm).

III. FORMULAS FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE FUEL CONCENTRATION

DISTRIBUTION AND ITS APPLICABLE RANGE

After analyzing Figures 17 and 18 as well as other experiment-

al results, a certain law was found to be obeyed. This law is that

no matter how the variations of the parameters are, the fuel con-

centration along the y direction or the z direction is a normal

distribution (in the figures "A"f and the solid line are calculated

based on the normal distribution Equations (1) and (2), and 'IS" is

an experimental point. The two agree very well for all the work-

ing conditions. Therefore, the experimental results indicate that

the concentration distribution appears to be a normal distribution).
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The fuel concentration distribution in the z-direction is wider

and the distribution in the y direction is narrower (as shown in

Figure 2). Because at high temperatures most fuel drops have

already been evaporated to the gas phase after x > 100 mm, at this

time diffusion of the turbulent flow has a major effect. Thus, it

is similar to a single point source diffusion. Therefore, the

concentration exhibits a normal distribution. On the other hand,
if under low temperature conditions then because the fuel drops

cannot evaporate, the turbulent flow diffusion does not have too

much effect on the fuel drops (especially to large drops). The

distribution of the fuel dropsc then primarily depends on the initial

conditions of the nozzle and its motion trajectory. Therefore,

the distribution in general will not appear as a normal distribution.

The discovery of the law of normal distribution of the fuel concen-

tration at high temperatures is very important. It may provide a

simpler method to calculate the fuel concentration distribution.

Because it has been verified experimentally that the fuel con-

centration distributions along the y and z directions in the down-

stream positions of the direct flow type atomizer coincide with

the normal distribution at any cross-section at x > 100 mmn, the fuel

concentration distribution along y and z directions can be expressed

using the following equations:

c.-c,..e(2)

The problem now is summarized as how to determine the rela-

tionships of 1 y l 1 and c max with various parameters. Because these

unknown quantities are related to the incoming flow temperature,

velocity, pressure, diameter of the nozzle, pressure difference,

property and temperature of the fuel and the direction of the fuel

yet, if their mutual relationships can be found, then the problem
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Figure 1 Figure 2. Fuel concentration
distribution in downstream of a
direct flow type of pressure jet
atomizer

is solved. The effects of various parameters on 1y and 1z can be

obtained from the experimental curves in Figures 17 and 18. The

results are shown in Figures 3-14. From these figures, we found

another important law which is that the variations of 1y and 1z

with the parameters are all linear in relation. Thus, it is poss-

ible to obtain the relationship expressions using experimental

results. Since the relationships are all linear, the relationships

of 1y and l, with respect to various parameters can be expressed as

I " ae +ax + a217 + asAPr+a4W + atm+ aO + ad. (3)

1.- b, + b,x + b17 + bAPr + b,W + b,t+b,o+ b,d, (.4)

where aoa,.,a,, , ...... b, are all constants. They can be

determined from the slopes of the straight lines in Figures 3-14

and the results are as follows:

1, -- 0.858+0.0608X +0.01461r+ .218Ap+0.03W(5

-0.0489 0 +8.6d.

1,=21.82+0.0715 x +0.02737+0. 518A P-0.134W

+ O. 0041a- 0. 0222 0 + 6d,

where the units are
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IT,1t1-*Cl

APr- kq/an2

W rn/sec
d. - mn

0- degree

The 1y and Iz calculated using Equation (51 are very close

to the experimental results (the comparison of the two is omitted).

In the above, the relationships between the various para-

meters and 1y as well as 1z are given. But, in order to calculate

cy and cz, we must know Cmax which is also related to the various

parameters. Its calculation equation can be derived from ly, 1 z
and the conservation of fuel along the cross-section (see Figure 2).

G7-SJcodF-SO c0

Based on the relationship of the equi-concentration curve in

Figure 2, the relation between the long and short radii of the

ellipse can be obtained:

Since, c,-.

Therefore,

Henceforth, z=

Substituting it into the integral, we get

G7., c....L u.,( ( )'c ( ' c.nsfe"T)d~5~G, S" d e-()a

i.e., lz and 1y do not vary with y and z and the proof is omitted.
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Integrating the above equation, we get

(;, g c,,,..1.

there fore (6)

GT is already known and l Iz can be calculated using

Equation (5). The lack of agreement between the Cmax calculated

using Equation (6) and the Cmax (exp.) obtained experimentally is

due to measurement error (Note: the maximum value Cmax in the

C74- Z plot is indeed the maximum value of the fuel concentration

which is specially assured in our experiments. But the peak value

on the ,o-Y plot is not necessarily the maximum because the z

coordinate is arbitrarily chosen which may not coincide with the z

at the maximum).

Finally, we must determine the position z max of the maximum

of fuel concentration distribution which also corresponds to the

penetration depth of the fuel (refer to Figure 1). The variations

of Zmax with various parameters are shown in Figure 15. From
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Figure 15 we know that z max varies linearly with flow velocity,

temperature, fuel temperature, aperture and the fuel jet direc-

tion. Its variation with the nozzle pressure differential is an

exponent relation. Therefore, the law of variation of Zmax with

the parameters can be expresced as:

z.-Ga,+ar +a,(aAp,+ b )"+aW+a,+a.O +ad.
- 0- +altr+asP+a 4W+a 1,+aO+g,d,

where P-(aap,+b)-,' and the constants a, b, and m can be deter-

mined experimentally because when the other parameters remain

unchanged, then the relation between z max and AP can be expressed

as:

z... - A(aAPr+ b)

where A is a constant. Taking the logarithm on both sides, we get:

In zu.-nA+fm In(aAPr+ b)

Therefore, the relationship between In z... and ln(ap+b) should

be linear where zmax and _\p are given experimentally. When the

values of a and b are properly chosen then it is possible to arrange

the experimental results into the linear relation between Inz-ft.

and l,,(aNp+ b ) . For example, if we take a - /atmj, b=-0.56,

then the linear relationship is obtained as shown in Figure 16.

Its slope m-0.306. Thus we get

P p7-o.56

Similarly, it is possible to determine other constants from

the slopes and intercepts of the straight lines in Figures 15 and

16.
Z - "" -0.'11 r+37.9 1- '  "\ p - 0 ' 5 6 ) ' '

( 6 (7)

-u.17W -'-O.o651,+O.1780 +10.8d.
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The units used in the equation are: Zmax=Tn; Ap=kg/cm2;

Wm/sec; tTstB- C; dc-mm; e-degree.

1 N" t

i1 2o 30 o0 50 0o 7 o so 90 0 -0 -
400 SO0 600 t 8 (t)
4 s 1 10 12 14 15 Apr(OM,( "P ) 3

100 120 150 170 W(*/It) I/
65 0 90 10o 110 120 W C)

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 0.9 d.(-.* ) 5

Figure 15. Relationships between zmax and tB, ", Ws
tT, 0 and dc .

Key: l--Zmax (cm); 2--degree; 3--(kg/cm 2 ); 4--(m/sec); 5--(mm)

Experimental results indicate that the variation of Zmax along

the x direction is not very large when the other parameters remained

unchanged. Therefore, it is possible to assume that it does not

vary and to take its average value to represent it.

The calculated value using Equation (M) has very little diff-

erence with the experimental value) therefore, it can be used on the

calculation.

Caution: In our consideration of the effect of the flow temp-

erature tBon Zmax' from Figure 5 we can see that when the tempera-

ture is greater than 500 0 C, then Zmax remains unchanged. There-

fore, when tB > 5000C we can calculate using Equation (7) based on
t - 5000C.
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Figure 16. The relation between Inz... and In( r- o°se)

The applicable range of this method is as follows:

400"C<,<600Co, 100 m/sec < W < 170 m/sec

70C<1<120C " 4 kg/cm2 <ANr<15; kg/cm2

100 mm <x<220. mm; 0.4 mm < dc < 0.9 mm

0* < 0 <90"

However, from the tendency of the straight lines in Figures 3-14,

we can see that the linear variations of 1 and 1z with the para-

meters are good and the slopes of variation are not large. There-

fore, it should be possible to extend the range of parameters as

described above. During the extension, it should be noticed that:

(1) when extending in the direction of decreasing nozzle pressure

differential, according to p..L(&..-O.56 we know that

when Ap,-3. 36  , P =0). Therefore,

when ,Np,< 3.36 we should still take P 
= 0; C2) during the exten-

sion of the range of parameters, the calculated values of ly, 1 z

and Zmax should not be negative. They should all be greater or

equal to zero to be reasonable. For example, when 6N-6 kg/cm

tT= 700 C, t= 400 0C and W = 200 m/sec, the calculated value of

Zmax'-8.1 mm at this time which is unreasonable. It should be taken

as Zmx0 to be reasonable. In other words, at this time the nozzle
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pressure differential is small and the gas flow velocity is larger,

therefore, the penetration depth of the fuel is zero, Or, we can

say that the fuel is turned around the moment it leaves the nozzle.

Equation (7) indicates that if the flow speed in the compression

combustion chamber is large, in order to allow the fuel to reach a

certain penetration depth, we must then raise the pressure differ-

ential of the nozzle. Similarly, it is known from Equation (5)

that when the flow velocity is too large then 1z becomes very small.

This means that the distr.h)itior of fuel concentration is concen-

trated thus creating a loca'tzed fuel rich situation affecting the

efficiency. Therefore, the _ow parameters in the combustion cham-

ber and the parameters of the nozzle (e.g., aperture, fuel press-

ure, fuel jet direction, f~iel temperature, etc.) must be reasonably

matched to obtain a reasonable concentration distribution. With

this method for the calculation of the fuel concentration, this

work can be performed to obtain a preliminary nozzle arrangement in

the combustion chamber before adjustment tests in order to minimize

the blindness in the original trial. It also can reduce the time

period of adjustment for the combustion chamber and save some ex-

pense in the adjustment. Therefore, it is necessary to preliminar-

ily estimate the fuel concentration in the design of compression

combustion chambers.

The procedures to calculate the fuel concentration distribution

in downstream positions of a direct flow type pressure jet atomizer

(the fuel concentration distribution at the y-y cross-section as

shown in Figure 2) are as follows:

(1) based on the work conditions to calculate Iy' lz Cmax

and zmax using Equations (5), (6) and (7).

(2) calculate the following:

c.., IMc.. e-(f )' c..,e ( 1,

(3) calculate the concentration along the z direction:
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When the value of y, Is varied from 0 to oowe can calculate
the fuel concentration at any point in space.

The results obtained based on the method introduced in this
work are shown as "x" in Figures 17 and 18 (the calculated results

under other work conditions are similar and, therefore, omitted).
They agree very well with the experimental results.

On the basis of the introduction in fill and the indication of

our experimental results (omitted), the fuel concentration field
downstream from multiple atomizers can be formed by the super-

position of the concentration fields of the single atomizers. Thus,
the calculation of the fuel concentration field downstream from
the nozzle becomes more meaningful. When such a fuel concentration

field is known, it can be used to estimate the fuel concentration
distribution downstream from the atomizer ring in the compressed
combustion chamber.
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Key: l--(kg/cm 2.sec); 2--sequence number; 3--mm; 4--mm;
5--experimental value; 6--calculated value in this work;
7--mm; 8--(kg/cm 2.sec); 9--sequence number; 10--mm;
11--mm; 12--experimental value; 13--calculated value in
this work; 14--mm
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Abstract

It has been found from quite a number of experimental results that

the distribution of the fuel concentration (the total concentration i. e. the

resultant concentration of both vapour and liquid phases) is normal distri-

bution. According to this idea, the formula for calculation of the fuel

concentration is obtained. This formula is useful for engineering purpose

with desirable accuracy. Thus, the calculation of such fuel concentration

field may be carried out in a simpler way.
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A VEHICLE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
FORMING THE ERROR SIGNAL BY WAY

OF THE OPTIMAL ROTATION AXIS

Dai Zongli Si Ruohua (Beiiing Insditute of Control Engineering)

Bi Dachuan (Instiltde of System Science and Mathematical
Science Academia Sinica)

Abstract

This paper deals with a method forming the error signal to control
the direction of the longitudinal axis of a vehicle by way of the optimal
rotation axis. In order to control rotation around the longitudinal axis. the
ways to form the error signals in the case of roll stability and slope sta-
bility are considered. The analytical formulae are developed in detail. As
examples of application of this method we have also discussed how to form
the error signals sensored by a three gimbal platform or a group of stra-
pdown rate gyros mounted in the vehicle. Corresponding block diagrams

are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The function of the vehicle attitude control system is to con-

trol the rotational motion of aeronautical vehicles to reach the

required attitude. We are going to separate the attitude control

problem into the control of the direction of the longitudinal axis

of the aeronautical vehicle and the control of the rotation around

the longitudinal axis. The emphasis of this paper is to discuss

the formation of the error signal using the optimal rotational axis

method to control the direction of the longitudinal axis. As for

the control of the rotation arcund the longitudinal axis itself, it

mainly discussed the forming of the error signal under roll stability

Received April 16, 1979
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and slope stability conditions. These error signals reflect the

difference between the attitude of the vehicle required by the

control and the actual attitude of the vehicle. These signals

are then decomposed on the tilt axis, deviation axis and roll axis

in the body coordinate system and the control channels of the atti-

tude control system control the rotation motion of their correspond-

ing axes according to the components of these error signals until

the error signal becomes zero and the actual attitude of the aero-

nautical vehicle reaches the required attitude.

In the example of the forming of the error signals by a three

gimbal platform and a strap-down rate gyro given to explain the

actual application of this method, we only give the corresponding

system structural theory diagram. As for the design problem such

as the selection of the system parameters, we are not going to dis-

cuss it in this paper.

This method should be applicable to various aeronautical vehicles

and various stages of the flight. When the required attitude angles

vary significantly for the aeronautical vehicle, the use of this

method has an even larger advantage.

We have carried out a simulated calculation on a system using

a reaction nozzle as the attitude control of the vehicle structural

space of an aircraft by this method, to control the direction of the

longitudinal axis of the vehicle to rotate by 900 in different

directions. The calculated result indicates that the system charac-

teristics are good.

II. THE COORDINATE SYSTEM

1. Launching point inertia coordinate system: Z,-oxFyzF

The origin of the coordinate system is located at the launching

point of the aeronautical vehicle. The oxF axis is on the horizontal
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plane pointing at the launching direction. The oy, axis is per-

pendicular to the horizontal plane and pointing upward. The ozf

axis forms a right handed coordinate system with Jxi and oyF

axes.

2. Body coordinate system: ZL-oxys,

(1) Definition: The origin of the coordinate system is located

at the center of mass of the aeronautical vehicle. The oxI axis

is in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the aeronautical

vehicle. The oy I axis is on the longitudinal symmetry plane of the

vehicle and perpendicular to the ox1 axis. The oz1 axis forms a

right handed coordinate system with ox1 and oy I axes. Oxl, oy I and

oz1 axes are also called the roll axis, deviation axis and the tilt

axis, respectively.

(2) Relationship with the coordinate system ZF

From now we are only going to discuss the rotational trans-

formation relationships between coordinate systems. Therefore, the

same symbol o is used as the origiq of all the coordinate systems.

The relations between the coordinate system Z, and ZF can be ex-

pressed as

I(1
Z, = P

B=(b,,] i- I, 2, 3
i-1, 2,3
j1. 2, 3

where x,, yl and zI are the projections of a vector on the corres-

ponding axes in the Z1 coordinate system. The matrix B is the

coordinate transformation matrix from the ZF coordinate system to

the Z1 coordinate system.

The matrix B can be expressed by the attitude angles. Let €,

and y be the tilt angle, the deviation angle and the roll angle,
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respectively. It is also to make the transformation from the Z

to the Z coordinate system to begin with the tilt and then the

deviation and finally the roll (as shown in Figure 1). The matrix

B expressed in terms of the attitude angles can be written as

B IBz-(Y 3)( ) (2)

where

r 1  0 01
(Y)= 1 0 Cos Y sin Yl

0 0sin Y cos Y A

S cos1P sCiOq P

C-sncp cosP 0 

L. 0 0 l I

a'F

tt

after calculation, we get Figure 1. Transformation relation-
ship between the ZI and ZF coordi-
nate systems

b,, -cos cos

b . = cos si IIP
b,,= -sin

b., =sin Y sint cos (P -coo Y sin Il
I.: Sil Y ittt sin q) + YCos Y Cos

b, = sil Y ovs

b3, Mcos Y sin i coS TP +sin Y sin (P

bs-coe Ysin 'sin (V -sin Ycos qc

b8- cos Y cO S

If the element bij of the matrix B is known, and the attitude

angles are to be determined, then it is possible to derive the fol-

lowing based on the above equations:
sin* - -b,, -90" < <9o"

sin (P . _ l _ (3)
cos

COC - b.. 4
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tg - bit

or -&,1- (4)'

sin Y -" 613

Cos~

(5)
or cO Y

3 - , (5)1
tg Y - b"

b.3

3. Command coordinate system: Z,-oxys.,

Let the command attitude angles be €c' c and y and the com-

mand coordinate systems Z is defined as the coordinate system

which satisfies the following relations with the ZF coordinate

system, i.e. (see Figure 2)x. l-x,
Y. C Y ( W .LYf -  (6)

where

1 0 0 - -7
r - ]- 0 Co 4 "t. sin Y,, . .' "

0 -AinY, COs y.

Ceo.i.. 0 -sink

0 1 0

Lsin ip, 0 Cos 0J Figure 2. Relationships

r cos P si T, 0 between the command coordi-
T.)= -sin rp, O 0 nate system and the launching

0 I point inertia (coordinate

I) 0 1 "system)

The command attitude angles are the attitude angles the flight

control systems of the vehicle wishes to reach. They are the input

quantities in the attitude control system. The function of the

attitude control system is to control the attitude angles of the

aeronautical vehicle so that they reach the values of those of the

command attitude an'gles. Therefore, OXc, oyc and ozc axes are the

directions of the corresponding axes of the ideal body coordinate
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system when the aeronautical vehicle reaches the required attitude.

III. THE ERROR SIGNALS CONTROLLING THE DIRECTION OF THE

LONGITUDINAL AXIS

1. Basic concept of the optimal rotation axis method

In order to transform the longitudinal axis ox1 of the aero-

nautical axis to the oxc direction, it can be accomplished by

rotating around a fixed rotation axis E by an angle a. Apparently,

the direction of this axis E is perpendicular to the ox1 and ox c

aces and the angle a is the angle between the oxc and ox1 axes

(see Figure 3). It is the smallest angle to rotate the ox1 axis

to the oxc direction. We call the E axis as the optimal rotation

axis.

Let f be the unit vector on the E axis. We use a! as the error

signal and then decompose cE onto the body coordinate system Z1

which forms the error signals in the direction of the axes in the

body coordinate system. Through the various attitude control chan-

nels to eliminate them until a = 0, then ox1 axis is being con-

trolled to the ox direction. Thus this error signal forming method

is called the optimal rotation axis method for the control of the

direction of the longitudinal axis. We simply called it the opti-

mal rotation axis method.

EI/

Figure 3. Schematic diagram C
of the optimal rotation axis

Key: 1-- E axis

C L X

2. Derivation of the error signal equations

Let us take a unit vector x on the ox1 axis and also a unit

vector xc on the oxc axis (see Figure 3). We first find the
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expressions of their projections in the ZI coordinate system.
The projections of T in the Z1 coordinate system is 1,0, 0, so its

projection in the Z1 coordinate system expressed as x1z1 is

i1 ,= C I, 0, 0 )1 (7)

T represents the transformation of matrix. Let the projection of

xc in the Z1 coordinate system be Cxl, C t and C and the pro-
jection in the Z1 coordinate system can be expressed as

xat= -(C1, C719 C8131,

We are going to derive the expression of x,, The projection of
the vector xC in the Zc coordinate system is 1,0, 0. The projec-

tion in the Zc coordinate system can be expressed as

-. C I ,0, 0Y

The projection in the coordinate system ZF is C",, c,., c,1,

The projection in the Z F coordinate system can be expressed as

-iz, (=C .F, O.I. c.,IT

From Equation (6), there is

then F (qp,%)?(ro . Ty5 ,o,

cm~ T -sn(: 01 [Cos 0 i 0 0 isill If. Cos q 0 1 0 cosoY. -sinY. 0
L o 0 1 L Sill 0 Cos 0 sil, Y. Cosy. L J

r cOS W. COS ,

sji qP. Ms~ (8)
-Sill *.

From Equation (1), there is

*~ [C,: = C= 41.~15 ('Sl
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With the expressions for i,,, and x., , Equations (7) and

(9), the E axis and angle a can be obtained. Let the unit vectors

of the three axes of the Z coordinate system be x,. ,1, From

the definition of the vector product

Is9lla 4Zi- iX iX.

The calculation in the Z1 coordinate system has

i, 9, i, 
( 0

Istis a Te, X.,, 1 0 0 (0
C.1 C,1 C"l i

Considering model that Isin al is R.,1,×Xj then,

So Equation (10) can be written as

2 yI'+ V " 1_(2 Z

2C , 4 l1 ( I 1 )

From the definition of the dot product

Cosa X4

the calculation in the Z coordinate system has

cosa -x,, 1 .!=c., (12)

ta i ga-larccos c.jI a <,,.In"
taking

Multiplying Equations (11) and (12), we then obtain the pro-

jection expression of the error signal to control the direction of

the longitudinal axis in the Z coordinate system:

c- C !arcCOSC.19+ In rc C , (13)c;,+c,, 1  c,. ; ce ,I( 3

From Equation (13), we can see that the longitudinal axis

direction control error signal does not have a component in the

ox1 axis direction. The error signals in the oyI and oz, axes are

s,. 8, respectively:
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co- -7l. _ ar " c, 1 (1 4)

C t- -- larc e, c., (15)

3. Simplification of equations

We use Isin a1Z as the error signal then Equation (10) is a
simple form of the expression of the projection in the Z1 body
coordinate system of the error signals which control the direction

of the longitudinal axis. Therefore, the error signals are

E,= -C., (16)

cr=c,, (17)

When the command attitude angles T. . are given, then the

error signals . ,° control the direction of the longitudinal

axis according to Equations (9) as well as (16) and (17) (or Equa-

tions (14) and (15)).

The calculated results indicate that the characteristics of
the system do not have any difference between the one obtained using

the simple error signal Equations (16) and (17) and that using the

complicated Equations (14) and (15). Therefore, we chose Equations

(6) and (17).

IV. THE ERROR SIGNAL TO CONTROL THE ROTATION AROUND THE

LONGITUDINAL AXIS

1. General conditions

The longitudinal axis direction control error signal does not

have a component in the oxI axis direction. Similarly, the error

signal to control the rotation around the longitudinal axis does not

have any component on the oyI and oz, axes. Therefore, the roll
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control channel and the tilt-deviation control channel are inde-

pendent.

If the roll angle command yc is given, then the difference

between y c and y can be used as the error signal ex which can be

used to control rotation around the longitudinal axis, i.e.,

E.-Y._ Y(18)

Under many conditions, the control requirement of the roll

angle is frequently not given. Only the command attitude angles
To. s. are given and the control of the rotation around the long-

itudinal axis is carried out according to a certain method of

stabilization.

2. Slope stability

The definition of slope stability is to require one of the

axes in the body coordinate system of the aeronautical vehicle to

remain parallel to a fixed plane during the course of the flight.

For example, the commonly used one is to require the oy1 axis to

remain parallel to the launch plane ( XFOYF Yplane). This corres-

ponds to Y.*_ 0 According to Equation (18)
,=- Y (19)

Substituting the tg y in Equation (5)' into Equation (19), we get

arctg b-, (19)'

We can also use tg y to replace the y of Equation (19) and plug

tg y into Equation (5)', then the error signal can be written as

- b3, (19)"

3. Roll stability

The definition of roll stability is that it is required for

the integral of the rotational angular velocity around the longi-

tudinal axis of the aeronautical vehicle during the flight, i.e.,
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,dt -O

then the error signal becomes

-
(201

V. ERROR SIGNAL ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FORMED BY SENSORED

SIGNALS USING A THREE GIMBAL PLATFORM AND A GROUP OF STRAP-

DOWN RATE GYROS

1. General description

As an example, we will separately discuss the ways to calcu-

late the matrix B and the attitude control signals according to their

sensored signals when a three gimbal platform and a group of strap-

down rate gyros are mounted in the vehicle. In addition, the cor-

responding theoretical structural diagrams of the attitude control

system are also given.

2. Attitude control error signals formed by the frame angle

signals of a three gimbal platform

(1) The mounting of the platform and the calculation of the

matrix B.

( i '

xriA ./- /*|

Figure 4. "he Relationship Between the Figure 5. The Relationship Between the
Initial State Corrdinate System Z1 and Zk Flight Corrdinate System Zk -rith Z1 and Zp
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We used the platform frame structure and the mounting arrange-

ment as shown in Figure 4 as an example to provide the equations

to calculate the matrix B. In the critical state, the ZK coordi-

nate system is parallel to the Z1 coordinate system where ZK is

the coordinate system of the platform frame axes (the origin of

this coordinate system 0 is located at the intersection of the

internal-external frame axis and the platform body axis, oxK axis

is solidly connected to the internal frame axis, oyK axis is solidly

connected to the external frame axis, OJK axis is solidly connected

to the platform body axis). During launching the coordinate system

z1 is parallel to ZF or it is rotated by 90* around ozF. In flight,

the relations between the coordinate systems ZK, Z1 and ZF are as

shown in Figure 5 where aT is the turning angle of the platform

internal frame corresponding to the platform body axis, a. is the

turning angle of the platform external frame corresponding to the

internal frame axis, and BW is the turning angle of the aeronautical

vehicle corresponding to the platform external frame axis; they are

the frame angles of the platform. The matrix B can be expressed

using the platform frame angles as

B-BK CW)(N) COT) (21)
where

r Cos 0. 0 -snO
COW) - 0 1

sin Div 0 LOs R.,[1 0 0 1
(ON) - 0 ('f'PNS isn ON

0 - 1?1in N etK P.,

[ csOr sin 3T 0
(07)- -sin Or coOIr 0

0 0 J

After calculation the elements of the matrix B are
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b,,-cos cos 0r -"In R,, sin 0:, ,in (lr

b,:-co 0. %in P.7 -sin i,, sin IN cos 13r

6,,- -sin B. ens %

b., -cos - cos 1,

b:s-sin Or
b,,-sin O. cos 07r+sin R,. emn 0,. -in Or

b3 , - sin 0. sin PTr--sitn N COS S0 coM hr
b 3 = coS Ow COS ON,

(2) Error signals to control the direction of the longi-

tudinal axis

, are still calculated according to Equations (9), (.16) and

(17). The matrix B in Equation (9) is calculated based on (21).

(3) Error signals to control the rotation around the longi-
tudinal axis

,i, under slope stability

Substituting the correseponding elements of matrix Bk in
Equation (19)", we get

Cos Ow (22)

when we consider ON= 0 , E,=0, then the above equation can be sim-

plified as e.= - (23)

under roll stability

In order to obtain ex, we must add another rate gyro which is
sensitive to the signal wxl to the signals wxl in Equation (20) or
to carry out complicated data processing with respect to the frame
angle signals, In general, roll stability is not used for such a
three gimbal platform because the frame looking phenomenon may occur.
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(4) Principle structural diagram of the attitude control

system

We are only providing the principle structural diagram of the

attitude control system under slope stability conditions (Figure 6).

L, I-- - - - - - - -

I it Jo
ftsa) it *bail

Figure 6. Principle structural diagram of the attitude ccntrol
system of aeronautical vehicles with platforms under slope
stability conditions
Key: 1--calculate.. .(Equation..; 2--calcualte matrix..(Equation..;
3--calculate..(Equation..; 4--calculate..(Equation..; 5--calculate..
(Equation..; 6--tilt channel; 7--deviation channel; 8--roll
channel; 9--rotational dynamics of the aeronautical vehicle;
10--platform

c., *. are the system input, /. T, ON, Ow are the feedback sig-

nals. Through calculation the error signals . t are formed.

On the basis of these error signals (sometimes angular velocity

feedback signals are also required and it is shown in the fizure),

the roll channel, deviation channel and the tilt channel control

the executing mechanisms according to certain control regularities
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to form the control torques I..Wv,. M.. around the three axes of the

body coordinate system of the aeronautical vehicle. These torques

control the rotational motion of the vehicle. The variation of

attitude of the vehicle is obtained from the error signals calcul-

ated using the platform sensored and platform sensored frame angle

signals as the feedback signals.

3. Attitude control error signals formed using strapdown rate

gyro sensored signals

(1) Using the rate gyro sensored signals to calculate the

matrix B.

A group of strapdown type of rate gyros are used to sensor

the angular velocities .,,, Co,, C,. along the coordinates of the

body coordinate system. From these signals we can solve based on

Equation (24) for the transformation of the four element numbers
q (q =CqG q, q. q,)7). from the ZF coordinate system to the ZI

coordinate system and then use Equation (25) to calculate the matrix

B expressed by the elements of the four element number. The rela-

tionship between the four element number q and the angular velo-

cities , ,,. Co., satisfy the following differential equation

q, q,(24)

0 , 0 , -0) 0,![ q,

The matrix B can be expressed by the equation using the four

element number q as

B CBq =br) (25)

where
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b,~ ~ 2 (q r2q~3

bj.= 2 (qjq,.-q~q3)

b13= 2 (qlql -qtq:)

635- 2 (a2qj-Iq~q,)

bs,= 2 (qjq,+q~q!)

b32 2 (q2q3-q,)

(2) Error signals to control the direction of' the longi-

tudinal axis

_ - b

(03P,(25)) I MA 1.,

Figure 7. Principal structural diagram of an attitude control
system with strapdown rate gyros under slope stability conditions
KEY: l--calculate..(Equation..; 2--calculate. .(Equation..;
3 -..calculate the four element number (solve equation (241l));
4--calculate. .(Equation..; '--calculate.. (Equation..;
6--calculate..(Equation..; 7--tilt channel; 8--deviation channel;
9--roll channel; 10--rotational aerodynamics of aeronautical
vehicles; ll--strapdown rate gyro; l2 --w kl signals; 13--w l signals;
14 --w Z1 signalsy
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t,, e, are still calculated based on Equations (9),

(16) and (17). The matrix B in Equation (9) can be calculated

using Equation (9).

(3) Error signals to control the rotation around the longi-

tudinal axis

j_ under slope stability

E is still calculated according to Equation (19)" where b 2 3
and b35 are calculated based on Equation (25).

. under roll stability

ex is calculated according to Equation (20) when w,, is the ,

signals sensored by the strapdown rate gyros.

(4) Principal structural diagram of the attitude control

system

The principal structural diagrams of the attitude control sys-

tems under slope and roll stability are shown in Figures 7 and 8

respectively.
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Figure 8. -ia - tutua diga of an atitd contro
syste for aaeoatClvhcewt.trponrtyo

undr ollstbiltyconiton

Key:1--alcuate.. (quaion.; 2-caculae.. (Eqatin..
3--clcuatethefou elmenA ume0sov quto (4)

4--calculate.B . Euton.b-clclt. Eqain.
6--caj~uulatI C. .euto.;7-it hne;8-eito

signals;. Pr-nst alostratra gyroso a tttdecnto

syte GforgeWCvr,"einPicpe o an arnui lve iclewth Gudne tr oln Syt rte Lur

3- c )ulP.ate, th Ne e hodr elrermn Dnuitel (ontolv yteqatti onptu (24));

4--cal uuIariun .. A (Equtin .. ; v--l S u a1 1970 pp 13-11

6--alulte.. (qutin.; 7-tltchnnl;8-127aio

channel;~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 9-rl hne;;0Iott'a eoyaiso



ON THE APPLICATION OF SELF-ADAPTIVE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM BASED

ON ENERGY BALANCE THEORY

Li Lichun

Institute of Automatic Flight Control System

ABSTRACT

The application of the self-adaptive control theory

in the flight control of aircraft has been studied for

many years both here and abroad. However, there are

very few plans which are actually practical. On the

basis of the requirements of the development of our

domestic flight control of aircraft, we carried out an

actual experiment on the energy balance theory plan and

offered an improved practical scheme. It was prelimin-

arily established through experiments and flight tests

that this scheme does not require test signals, is

str-ctuil!y simple, has better ccnveyance in adjusting

parameters and basically is not affected by the input

signal. It is more hopeful to be used in applications.

This paper briefly described the selection of the scheme,

design analysis, developmental experiments and major

results of the flight tests for the open loop system.

The design principle has been discussed in depth.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of self-adaptive flight control, there must have

been several tens of plans previously proposed or currently under

study abroad. In our country, we have also carried out several

Received in February of 1979
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studies. The major problems exposed can be summarized as:

The excitation of the required test signals causing undesired

aircraft motion;

the poor certainty of the adjusted parameters, one defined

flight attitude can correspond to several adjusted values;

the self-adaptivity is affected by the input forms;

the unsatisfactory convergence and following up of the

adjusted parameters;

the stability problems brought about to the entire system

by the self-adaptative controller, and

the complexity of the structure which makes it hard to

materialize.

Because there are no satisfactory solutions to these problems,

despite that the self-adaptive technology was presented for over

20 years, the flight control system still follows the atmospheric

data program adjustment method. Lately due to the appearance of

the excess degree electric transfer and the constant control plann-

ing flight control systems, the program adjustment method was found

to be difficult to satisfy various requirements of the new systems.

Therefore, the need for a' self-adaptive control system is becoming

more and more urgent.

On the basis of our analysis, we selected the self-adaptive

system based on the energy balance theory to carry out a study on

its practicality and improvements. It was applied to the self-

stabilizing system and the automatic piloting device of high per-

formance aircrafts. Through a wide range of development experiments

and principle test flights, it indicated that the major self-

adaptivity of the scheme can coincide with the requirements of the

design. It does not require test signals, is structurally simple

and is easy to realize. It is a hopeful practical plan. The core

of the plaa is the energy balance detector which detests the high

frequency and low frequency energy components in the feedback or
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error signals of the system under control. The adjustable ele-

ment increases (when the low frequency energy dominates) or

decreases (when the high frequency energy dominates) the gain of

the system according to the difference of these two energies to

bring the high and low frequency energies to a balance. Through

the assurance in the design, the energy balance principle is basic-

ally in agreement with the flight quality targets.

II. SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT SCHEME

The original energy balance plan (i.e., the early Marx system

[1]) cannot satisfy the practical requirements of flight control.

The scheme [2] obtained after applied research abroad still has many

problems. They are mainly attributed to the effect of manipulation

format as well as the poor convergence and abnormality of the

adjusted parameters during the interference by wind, etc. The

improved plan provided by this study can be explained by the long-

itudinal direction control-stabilization system as shown in Figure 1.

The upper half of the diagram is a dynamic state control-stabiliza-

tion system. The stabilization feedback circuit is used to in-

crease the short cycle resistance and the electric control (increas-

ing control) feedback circuit is used to compensate the loss of the

dynamic state manipulation reaction after stabilization. The lower

half is a self-adaptive control device. The major improvements can

be summarized as the following:

(1) When it is applied to the automatic stabilization system,

the input signals of the self-adaptive control device should not be

the error signals of the system. This is because they contain a

larger steady state component which is disadvantagenous for spectral

analysis. The feedback signals (from the gyros) should be used as

the signal source for the energy detector.

(2) The gains of the control and the stabilization signals

should be adjusted according to the same pattern. This not only
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can simplify the structure but also is the desired form for flight

quality.

(3) In order to decrease the effect of the manipulation

format, a front load filter was installed.

(4) A second variable gain return circuit was installed in

the band filter to provide a variable (floating) energy balance

point to improve the convergence of the adjusted parameters.

(5) The combination of the second variable gain circuit and

the nonlinear electronic variable gain amplifier can make the

energy balance point and the optimal gain value to be basically

the same.

(6) Based on the characteristics of the domestic aircraft, we

properly equipped the band filter with the basic parameters to make

it possess good adaptivity and generality.

These improvements have already been materialized in early

sample products. They were successfully proven through simulated

ground tests and open-loop test flights.

Figure 1. Self-adaptive longi-
tudinal direction control- rF* 6stabilization system i ---

Key: 1--lever displacement sen- _ L
zing device; 2--filter;
3--serving device; 4-- variable fa PC"

gain; 5--control-stabilization 2
system; 6--calibration device; 

m

7--high passage; 8--rate gyro;
9--integral; 10--absolute value; --- "
11--absolute value; 12--low it ,
frequency band; 13--high fre- V _W_
quency band; 14-- front filter;
15--second variable gain;
16--self-adaptive control U, _

device
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III. DESIGN ANALYSIS

1. Analysis of the main system

The control-stabilization system shown in Figure 1 is easy

to design using the common dynamic state analysis methods, such

as the frequency method and the root trace method, etc. Since

our major concern is the self-adaptive back circuit, the design

of the main system is not discussed in detail here. But, for

those which serve as the basis of the design of the self-adaptive

back circuit, they are still explained here.

The system analysis block diagram corresponding to the struc-

ture shown in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. In order to simplify

the description, let us neglect the states of the auxiliary lifter,

rate gyros and the calibrater. Since the control back circuit only

has the function of manipulation compensation, it will not affect

the stability of the system ; in the dynamic analysis we only have

to add a stabilization back circuit to the system.

Figure 2. System analysis diagram Figure 3. Schematic diagram
of the root trace of the stabi-

lization back circuit
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The close circuit transfer function of the stabilization

back circuit is:

i( ) M_ - i ~ I L P T )P'T1c,- 1 +I

I ~ ~ ~ +#- +K.KP (P+#*-

(1)

where K,-KcK,T,o) , K:-KWa, Ke-Kc.K,. The root trace

schematic diagram of this simplified fifth order system is as shown

in Figure 3. For the energy balance self-adaptive design, the major

concern is the stability of the boundary of the main system (the

intersection of the root trace and the imaginary axis) and the

relationship between the open loop gain (KD) and the quality of

the dynamic state. The calculated results obtained from the two

boundary conditions of the selected high performance aircraft are

shown in Table 1 (close loop main root). Under the constant gain

conditions, when KD=l, a barely acceptable dynamic state quality can

be obtained. For the high altitude small dynamic pressure boundary

condition, the resistance is still not sufficient which means the

gain is small, while for the medium altitude large dynamic pressure

boundary condition the resistance is too large and the stability

storage is insufficient (only 6 dB gain storage) which means the

gain is too large. Apparently, if the gain of the former can be

increased to about KD= 2 , and the gain of the latter condition can be

decreased to about KD=0. 5 (gain storage reaches 12 dB), then it is

possible to obtain more ideal dynamic state quality. This is the

basic problem which should be solved in the self-adaptive control

method. In addition, the self-adaptive control system should reflect

the maximum high frequency energy from the self-resonance point

((0630) of the main system in order to rapidly decrease the

system gain under special conditions to assure the safety of the flight.
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TABLE 1

I '-2012, M. .- 5.. H.12S. .M '2.S
K, --- . _0 0._2.

0.2 , 0.2 t' 1 5

1.00 3.37 036 2.3t 0.79 14.0

4.00 340 1.33 0.06 - -

Key: 1--kilometer

2. Analysis of the self-adaptive back circuit

(1) Design of the energy balance detector

The energy balance detector actually measures the energy spec-

trum of the signals through sensing the frequency and the resist-

ance of the input signals. The energy balance guideline should be

properly determined based on the requirements of the flight quality

and the dynamic characteristics of the main system, Under the

actual conditions in our study, the natural frequency distribution

characteristics under various flight conditions are shown in Figure

4. They also represent the common characteristics of high perfor-

mance aircraft. The flight conditions with medium frequencies can

give ideal flight qualities with proper open loop gain values.

Therefore, it is proper to choose the condition wn=5 and KD=l as

the energy balance condition. For that it is necessary to make the

frequency characteristics of the high frequency and low frequency

band filters intersect at w=5 radian/sec. Furthermore, it has also

taken into consideration that the effects of the low frequency band

filter on the minimum working frequency and the high frequency band

filter on the self-resonance frequency of the system should be the

strongest, respectively. From there we can preliminarily determine

the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the energy balance detec-

tor which should be as shown in Figure 5. It should be noticed that
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in order to avoid the gust interference an excessively high fre-

quency energy is taken which is located in the frequency band

above the self-resonance frequency of the system. The amplitude-

frequency characteristics should be decreased according to a pro-

per slope. On the basis of the above consideration, the design of

the transfer functions of the two types of band filters is:

high frequency band W.( p) K,1 P

CON (2)
low frequency band wL(p)= - Kr

where CDm-30, Wm 5 (the final adjustment is 3), .,=,.5, T0.5,

In order to assure the working stability of the self-adaptive back

circuit, the resistance of the band filter should be sufficiently

large. But excessively high resistance would decrease the dis-

tinguishability of the flight condition. Therefore, it was chosen

to be 0.5 as a compromise.

, S., AA

A,

-~ ~ 1 77 0 - e

P 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 (i/ sec
.5 . 1.5 2.

Figure 4. Distribution char- Figure 5. Amplitude-frequency
acteristics of the natural characteristics of the energy
frequency balance detector
Key: 1--kilometer
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(2) The design of the characteristics of the adjusted

parameters and the improvements in convergence

Under the conditions that the front filter of the self-adaptive

back circuit is not taken into consideration, the relationship

between the energy difference between the high frequency and low

frequency energies contained in the input signals and the adjusted

gain can be calculated according to the following equation

AK -' p w.,.(p)I..)d

where AK--self-adaptive adjusted parameter increment; Kl--gain of

the integrator; Wy l/x(P)--transfer function of the main system

feedback with respect to the input. The main system feedback trans-

fer function under the conditions studied is

,,(- -x 1-4(P)RI?(P)=, (.( PSP ) A(I'c ) (4)

Substituting Equation (1) into (4 ) and carrying out some proper

simplification steps, we get

W~,1,.( p)-Ko Kf( -- 5

In Equation (3), the multiplier (l/P) in front of the feedback

transfer function represents the Laplace transformation of the

step-jump input. Furthermore, Equation (3) can be finally written

in the following form: AK fA(

From Equation (6), it is possible to obtain the family of charac-

teristic curves from dAK/d-[f(u)) according to various values of

open loop gain. The covered area by the curves (algebraic sum)

is the corresponding AK value. Let us plot AR -f(KD) as the

static characteristic curves as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen
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that for small dynamic pressure boundary conditions the conver-

gence of the gain is very slow due to the small high frequency

energy amount. For large dynamic pressure boundary conditions,

because of the insufficiency of the low frequency energy, it does

not converge (gain divergence). 0.2

Figure 6. Static character- K -

istics of the adjusted
parameters. 4 4.0 K"o~sI  ,.. 0 . Ko

Key: 1--kilometer; 2--kilometer; , 0
3--mm; 4--priority gain value; " - - I
5--without second variable gain;
6--with second variable gain z~zt :

The method to improve the convergence is to install a second

variable gain in the self-adaptive feedback circuit. For example,

it can be installed in the low frequency band filter. Its mathe-

matical expression is
K,-K,(l -mAK) (7)

where m--non-linear proportionality coefficient. When the gain is

adjusted upward (AK>o) , it makes KL decrease which actually

artificially lowers the low frequency energy to promote an energy

balance. This corresponds to the formation of a variable (floatingi

energy balance point. The second variable gain can also be in-

stalled in the high frequency band filter with the same effect.

After the introduction of the second variable gain, the static char-

acteristics AK-(Ko), of the adjusted parameters can be calculated

again according to the method described previously. The results are

also shown in Figure 6 (the other group of curves). The second

variable gain characteristics determined according to Equation (7)

are actually designed to carry out compensation based on the degree

of lack of energy and then providing proper values of KL at various

AK. From the comparison of the two groups of curves in Figure 6,

it can be seen that after introducing the second variable gain, the

convergence obtained are obvious improvements. The large dynamic

pressure boundary conditions become rapidly converging from non-
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converging. However, it is more desirable to have an even faster

rate of convergence for the small dynamic pressure boundary condi-

tions. This can be achieved by adjusting partially the nonlinear

coefficient as in Equation (7) to obtain a satisfactory solution.

(3) Improvement on the effect of manipulation format

The above analysis was considered according to step-function

input. If the input of a non-step function type of signals can

cause a significant difference in the solution (general solution and

particular solution) of the characteristic equations of' the system

from the ones obtained under the step-function input conditions,
then under such an input format the self-adaptive back circuit

would not be able to function normally. This is the motion the

aircraft has, a dominant forced component, which does not reflect

its natural frequency. This situation mainly occurs in slow rate
manipulation regardless whether it is a trapezoidal wave, triangular

wave or a discrete sine wave, etc.

The most simple and effective method to reduce the effect of

the manipulation format is to install a front loading high passage

filter (H 2) at the input end of the self-adaptive control device to

filter out the extremely low frequency component of the input. The

guideline of the selection of the deflection frequency of the high
passage filter is that it should be able to crastically reduce the
extreme low frequency signals while not significantly affecting the f're-
quency spectrum characteristics of the manual working frequency band
of the system. Under the conditions studied, the normal working

frequency band of the system is 3-8 radian/sec. Therefore, we

should place the deflection frequency of the high passage filter at
near the maximum natural frequency of the aircraft (w n=8). This

means the high passage time constant is about 0.125 sec,
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IV. RESULTS OF SIMULATED TESTS

It was verified through whole real object simulation tests

that the system can effectively adjust the gain regardless of

manipulation or under small disturbance in the aircraft. It does

not require the excitation of the test signals and the adjusted

gain value is basically the same as the priority value. Figure 7

shows the regularities of adjusted parameters under repeated mani-

pulations. The parametric adjustment range is 0.36-2.0. The para-

metric adjustment sensitivity can reflect a 5 mm small lever mani-

pulation. Figure 8 is the parametric adjustment process at high

altitude at high speed with small amplitude of interference in the

aircraft (blank noise). The average gust speed is as small as 1.8

m/sec and the system can still adjust parameters normally.

0lv AAV V 'V4VAmo Vv - -VA2
I I A

4. /7 AA. . AAAV

16t "vV V Ios

/ _ i

Z.5 1504 "1.
1C - Now

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0 753

Figure 7. Regularities of Figure 8. Effect of parametric
self-adaptive adjustment of adjustment under onboard inter-
parameters ference.

Key: 1--kilometer; 2--(degree/sec); 3--(degree); 4--m/sec;
5--(sec)
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In addition, we also carried out an experimental study on

the transverse automatic piloting instruments. When the input

signals are switched to the system error signals, the self-adapt-

ive parametric adjustment is effective in a similar manner.

V. PRINCIPAL OPEN LOOP TEST FLIGHT RESULTS

It was already discovered in the simulation tests that there

is a certain ratio relation between the closed loop and open loop

conditions in the energy balance self-adaptive system. Therefore,

it is possible to indirectly verify the closed loop paramretric

adjustment characteristics through the open loop test flights.

On the selected high performance aircraft, the parts of open

loop flight test system including the rate gyro, self-adaptive con-

trol device (electronic components), control desk and the gain indi-

cator are all realized. The entire structural parameters of the

system are the values experimentally adjusted on the ground. '!o

changes were made during the test flight. Figure 9 shows the exper-

imental results of three types of representative flight conditions

(small dynamic pressure, medium dynamic pressure and large dynamic

pressure) under manual manipulation. The open loop gain (K D) in the

first condition was apparently adjusted upward. The second condi-

tion was the energy balance state, the open loop gain basically

remained unchanged (slightly upward). The gain of third state was

apparently adjusted downward. All the test flight results agree

quantitatively with the simulation tests on the ground. It can also

be shown from Figure 9 that the format of manipulation (displacement

of the lever X p) wa- actually different every time. But it has no

significant effect on the normal parametric adjustment capability.

Figure 10 is the flight record of a low altitude interference flow

flight. The flight altitude is below 2000 meters and the form of

the interference flow is the medium or small discrete gust of

Ax.<tO.49 . The corresponding tilt angular velocity.ai"±2.5

degree/sec. The interference flow Is more obvious in the middle and
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rear sections of the figure. In addition, there was a gentle climb

correction motion by pulling the lever. We can see that under the

influence of interference flow and manipulation, the open loop gain

is closely following the variation of the flight conditon (H from

1680 to 1950 m, Vi from 590 to 512 km/hour).

SV

x t

to 1 15 0 5 10#/ is 0 1 15 t (0)
(a)-H 19.7 J 2.M - 1.63 (b)H=16.8,iMM1.7S (c)JH-13.7e% M-1.75

Figure 9. Open loop test flight results under classified
conditions

Key: 1--volt; 2--degree/sec; 3--mm; 4--km; 5--(sec)
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a,

Figure 10. Test flight results of low altitude flight with
interference flow
Key: 1--sec

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Through the present stage of study, the major conclusions are

as follows:

(1) There is a certain relevancy between the energy balance

principle and the flight quality. The main design consideration

is to make the energy balance obey the requirements of the flight

quality.

(2) The improved plan is mainly to solve the convergence of

the adjustment of parameters, the effect of the manipulation format

and other practical problems. This plan is effective when applied

to the longitudinal direction system. For a transverse system,

it is effective in the same manner with respect to the adjustment

of a single parameter or multiple parameters of similar principle.
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(3) The work to follow is the closed loop flight demon-

stration and the application verification.
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Abstract

In this paper an adaptive flight control system for the longitudinal axis

based on energy balance theory is described. A practical improved scheme and

design details are presented, and preliminary evaluation from simulation and

flight tests is made. The system exhibits better convergence in adjustine para-

meters and better performance of following up without testing signal. The

system's architecture is simple and practicable. Selection of the scheme. design

analysis, and brief results of the flight test for the op,,n loop system. ,.sp(*-

cially convergence of adjusting parameters and how to iinpiove the effect of

the input signal types are discussed.
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DIGITAL FILTER NETWORK DESIGN BY USING OBSERVERS

Beijing Electrical Engineering Design Department

Zhong Fuzhong

ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a method to design digital

filter networks using "observers"I. This method is to

first provide the required close loop system pole pos-

itions and then obtain the digital filter network which

satisfies the system characteristics. The commonly

used logarithmic frequency method is to choose a certain

network depending on the experience of the designer ont

the basis of the characteristics of the open loop logar-

ithmic frequency and then to approach the desired ideal

characteristics of the system using the engineering

graphic method. Apparently, the former relies on digital

simulation calculations which heavily depends on the

realization of network digital computer while the latter

method counts solely on the experience of the designer

which lays stress on the physical realization of the net-

work.

In addition, this paper used the state vector and

matrix vector representation to describe a problem in

order to make it more convenient for the numerical program

calculation of the digital network design. Thus, it is

also more convenient to modify the design and to redesign

for the cross-type of networks.

Received in January of 1979
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I. THE PRESENTATION OF THE PROBLEM

Before discussing the design of a digital filter network

using "observers", let us review the attitude control problems in

a simulation system as shown in Figure 1. This is a principle

block diagram for an elastic tilt channel attitude control system

with weak resistance and static instability.

Let us assume the state vectors of the system to be:

x-X+Bu (1)
y -mX (2)

u - -a'X (3)

where X--n x 1 dimensional state spatial vector

A--n x 1 dimensional system characteristics matrix

B--n x 1 dimensional system input sensored matrix

mT_-1 x n dimensional system output sensored matrix

Y,u--input and output of the system, respectively

a --system gain vector

Figure 1. Principle block 01609 OJU b U?5 X.

diagram of the attitude
control system

Key: 1--basic standard signal;
2--follower amplifier; 3--
aeronautical vehicle; 4--E
measuring combination

The so-called attitude control of the system is to obtain the

relevant state components of the system (the object) using the mea-

suring devices to force a feedback control in order to ensure the

stability of the attitude of the system so that the pre-assigned

mission of the flight can be accomplished. In the usual realiza-

tion, in order to obtain better low frequency response and suffi-

cient margin for high frequency stability, a combined calibration

device must be introduced into the system. When comparing the simu-

lation calibration network with the high reliability "digital filter
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network" realized using a digital computer, it has disadvantages

of structural complexity, poor reliability, limitation in physical

realization, poor adaptability, etc., so that the satisfactory

state response of the entire trajectory cannot be obtained. Here

we raise the following questions: can we directly establish the

relationship between the system required close loop pole positions

and the gain vector a'? Next, can we realize the indirect mea-

surement of the state of the system? A bint is given from the

"Kalman filter" concept: a "mathematical device" is installed on

the system to estimate the state of the system in order to obtain

the advanced signal of the system state component to realize the

feedback to ensure system stability. Let us call this "mathematical

device" realized by computer software as the "observer" [1]. The

input of the "observer" is the direct sampling of the system's out-

put and its output is the estimated value of the state of the system

as shown in Figure 2.

M a Arnu X

Figure 2. Object/observer close loop control

Key: 1--command input; 2--follower amplifier; 3--aeronautical
vehicle; n--maintenance electric circuit; 5--observer

The control scheme at this time is

I(-4)

where a -sysemgain vector
k--estimated value of the state of the system

Apparently, at and at are all gain vectors of the system. But

TT

a has some new meaning: that is a is determined by the given
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close loop object pole positions through which the relationships

between the control Uk with the system requires close loop object

pole positions and the estimated values of the state of the system.

Since the requirements of the system are directly reflected in the

control signals to increase the flexibility of the system design,

so that it is possible to design a satisfactory network to properly

compensate the system characteristics.

II. DIGITAL FILTER NETWORK DESIGN USING "OBSERVERS" [1]

The data sampling system corresponding to the Equation (1)

system is:
X ,,= ., (5)

YX - (6)

where D--the state transformation matrix of the system.

(7)
*L'C"(SI-A)"]A t Vexp(AT)

( 70( 1 Bd: (8)

The model of the observer is believed to be

+ b ,(9)

where . .,=1XK- \" (10)
y.= m' ,(I1)

b--gain vector of the observer

The physical meaning of the observation function (91 is: the

estimate value ., of the state of the system at time tk+l is

equal to extrapolated estimated value .i,, at that time plus a

compensation term. The degree of compensation is determined by

the gain vector b of the observer. From Equations (9) to (11),

we get

C . (I -bi ),f,.+hY .,1+( I -I.. )\.j (12)

Therefore, the observer dynamic equation without the control

(Uk) feedback is:
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,..,-(I -b ' )4j +bY ., (13)

The observer characteristics matrix equation is

IZI-( I -bm')01- 0

In Equation (12), let (15)

and we obtain the close loop observer dynamic equation

k,.,( I -bm')((V- Aa)1,,+bY., (16)

Using Equations (5), (6), (9), (11) and (15), we get
.+,- ((P -Aa')Xx+ Aa'( I -6m')Rx (17 )

where Xk--error of estimated value of the observer; R=X-.

Equation (17) is the matrix vector equation of the object.

Therefore, the characteristic equation of the object is

IZI-(0-AQ')- 0 (18)

From Equations (15) and (16), the transfer function of the com-

pensator can be obtained immediately as:

.iZ) .Z Wadj(ZI-G)bZwZ ,,, (Z),=, (Z - ) Z - Zf-GI - (19)

where
G- ( I -bm')((D-4a')

At this time, the principle block diagram of the digital control

system is shown as in Figure 2.

The zero point of the compensator is:

a'adi(ZI- G)bZ 
(20)

Using the mathematical summarization method, it is not diffi-

cult to prove that Equation (20) and

aadj(ZI - ('D)bZ (21)

are equivalent [8], so Equation (19) can be transformed into:

uZ (Z) .a'adj(ZI- 0))bZ (22)
,( ) y(Z) ZI-.GI -
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The extreme points of the compensator become:

IZI- GIG P (Z)-Z*-p,Z " '-. ...... -p..,Z-p. (23)

where the coefficients p. are obtained using the "progressive

method" [81 in order to be realized using a digital computer

program, i.e.,
pi- . -I. ,, 1, , ....., . (24)

where K,-GQ,.,, Qg-Kt-pdf

Qo=l (unit matrix).

III. ACTUAL DESIGN EXAMPLES

1. Control of solid body aeronautical vehicles

Let us study the system given by Equation (1) and assume

'A ,1 X-(q. ) (25)

B 0) '=(1, 0) (26)

where e--control torque gradient

u,--aerodynamic torque coefficient

0 --tilt angle of the aeronautical vehicle

--angular speed of the tilt of the aeronautical vehicle

(1) Design objectives

In the engineering realization, an actual higher order system

is very frequently simplified to a classical second order system

with a pair of main guidance control poles. Therefore, in the S

region there is

where A-tw, Q - -w

&--system resistance coefficient

w--non-resistance natural frequency of the system.
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Now, it is required for the system to have

which corresponds to requiring that the pair of main guidance con-

trol poles are located in the Z plane:
z (27)

where T--sampling period; taking T-0.01 sec.

(2) Determine at according to the given close loop object

pole points Z1 ,2.

Using Equation (7), we obtain
(I TA

iu.T I) (28)

Again, we can obtain from Equation (8):

( 2 !L-B( ) (29)
eT

and let -(af a.)

Therefore, on the basis of Equation (18) and using the Vieta prin-

ciple [7], we get:

A,a,+Aal - 2 - (Z, + Z,)

(TA,-t,)a,+ (,.."-a.a (u. - )+Z,Z (30)

Substituting the given parameters into the equation, we get

a'l(a,, af,)-(2.313, 0.2567)

3. Determine b based on the given pole positions of the "observers"

In order to correspond to the model of the object, a second

order "observer" is chosen. Therefore, the far given pole positions

of the observer are:
Z,, - e~ °  0,55
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Using Equations (26) P d (28) as well as letting b '

then there is

( - b ' ) ( b - i - , T -T , ( 3 1 )
(\, 7"- b. 1 - Tb,]

Therefore, according to Equation (14) and using the Vieta prin-

ciple, we obtain

b + T b , 2 - ( Z , + Z )

(1 -u.T')( 1-b,)ZZ. J (32)

Plugging the given parameters into it, we get

b,=0.695, b.-20.5

(4) Transfer function of the compensator

Using the results obtained above and according to Equation

(22), we get

6.89(Z -0.925) Z
( z ) :-I. 046 Z +0. 841

2. Analysis of solid body motion with elastic bending of

aeronautical vehicles

Considering the solid body characteristics of the aeronautical

vehicle after double elastic bending, the system is given by

Equation (1) where

B-(O. ., 0, d,. 09 d,,)', M-b
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- , Ca$0 O'd. (341
\0 A ) P \ )

_. = Asa-( (3 4
" --- -P S o, -

where (A)dt

6--helm deviation angle

i wi--resistance and frequency of the ith vibrational

mode, respectively

qi--generalized coordinate

dil--generalized control parameter

ms-(K,, K, K,,, K,,, K it, ) (35)

where K,, K,a,(X,) - K a,,(X,) p,
K,, ..K,Q,(X,) ,,

K,. K,a,(X,) -K,at(X,)Ps

K P--gain of position gyro

Ks--gain of rate gyro
Li (X )--slope of the ith vibrational mode at (X P where the

position gyro is installed

ai(Xs)--slope of the ith vibrational mode at (X ) where the
rate gyro is installed.

The given pole positions of the close loop object are given in

Table 3-1.
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TABLE 3-1
first group Z.=-Iz18? second group Z. -- ae s

The given pole positions of the observer are tabulated in

Table 3-2.

TABLE 3-2

/3. 4.6 Z7.6

Key: 1--group; 2--order of observation; 3--first group;
4--second group

Afrer using the methods in 1. to obtain aTand b, and then
the transfer function of the compensator can be obtained according

to Equation (22) as:

CZ'+RZ+R.)(Zt+R,Z -R,) (I, Z+12) Z (36)
whereIM pZ p ZIZ - PZ1 - P5Z - p,

R1= -2e-0IcuS(-a,,T)9 Rome~stT ,
= -- 2e-' 7rcos (tn,, R.M -IT

P, - 1, 2,. ... 6 jare obtained fran Fcuation (23) [81.

Let (q=CZjz

I -q

Wdj)-W( q)Jr,,V =tg 2

then the logarithmic amplitude characteristics are
'VAi2OtIIt(iv)I (37)

The phase characteristics are
WOwa/fl,(iv) (38)
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200--- so580 ~ jb-8 too IN0 '00 400

0 - 3040 6 2,/

140i- 30 i-- 0.01
2-- 0,0125

120:-40 -3-T-0.0167

100. -SO

40

.-- 2 - 4 -r -i" 20 30 40 60 -6o -- 20f 3, ih'- I

Figure 3. Taking off segment. Object pole points, the first group;
observer pole points, the first group.

Key: 1--degree; 2--dB

Mhe logarithmic amplitude-phase characteristics of the digi-

tal filter network obtained according to Equations (37) and (38)

are shown in Figures 3-5.

/ 2

, __ 2 3 4 o 810 2 0 040 6080 1.00o 200 300400

200! -10

180' -20 $

160; -30 i-T - 0i

40 -40 2-T 0.012S

3-T* - 0.167
120 -50

100

so

60

402 1 S

20

1 8 34 2e 3uF o 40 60 80 100 200 100400 WB

Figure 4. Taking off segment. Object pole points, tne second :roup;

observer pole points, tne first group.

Key: 1--degree; 2--dB
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TABLE 3-3

SYSTEM OBJECT POLE OBJECT GAIN cT

REQUIREMENTS POINTS

resistance &=0.7

stability Ist group 0.9964 0.3439
time ts=O.O7 see

resistance E=0.5

stability 2nd group 2.186 0.3746
time ts=l sec sec

From Figures 3 and 4 we can see the following two points:

(1) Because the close loop object pole points of the

system are different, the low frequency characteristics of the net-

work in Figure 3 is better than that in Figure 4. We can see from

Table 3-3 that:
For the first group of object pole points the resistance is

larger and the gain is smaller than the second group which makes

the number of resonance of the system smaller and the stability

better. Therefore, Figure 3 has better low frequency compensation

characteristics when compared to Figure 4. From this we know that

the object pole points are mainly influencing the low frequency char-

acteristics of the networks.

(2) Due to the fact that the system close loop object pole

points are different, the high frequency characteristics of the net-

works shown in Figures 3 and 4 are different. This is because the

a determined by the given object pole points moves the pre-given

position of the pole point of the "observer" after the feedback of

the Uk to the "observer. For that let us take a look at the output

of the "observer" under solid body control conditions:

For simplicity, let us choose the fastest time observer which

is ZZ, nO, . Using Equation (32) to obtainb,- 1, b,-_L and then
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using Equations (13) and (31), we get

U,(Z)-Y(Z)

Z ( I -U,. ) (39)
7"Z Y(Z)

This is the output of the open loop observer.

If we make control Uk to feedback into the observer and take

a second order adjustment principle which means letting

a, a.) . The close loop observer output can be obtained

S " using Equation (16):

k,(Z)-Y(Z)

Z- (-u.T')+ e*,

'k1(Z), T(Z e 1 YZ) (40)

Comparing Equations (39) with (40), we can see that the origin

and the pole point of the observer are moved by ( e, ea. '

Due to the difference in aT (see Table 3-31, the
\ 2 ' 2'°

pole points of the observers under the two conditions are differ-

ent from Equation (40) which causes the difference in the high fre-

quency characteristics in Figures 3 and 4. From this we know that

the close loop observer pole point mainly affects the high frequency

characteristics of the network.

Summarizing the above discussion, the unified selection of pole

points and proper matching of object/observer can always find a net-

work with the satisfactory high and low frequency characteristics.

Thus, it properly treats the phenomenon that contradictory high and

low frequency characteristics exist in conventional methods.

Comparing Figure 3 with Figure 6, we can see that Figure 6 is

the logarithmic amplitude phase characteristics of a concave filter

of the stable first order elastic resonance type obtained through

Tustin transformation C4] on the basin of a continuous network.

It can be shown from the figure that: the characteristic concave
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Figure 5 C
Object pole point, 1st group; observer pole point, ist group.
Key: 1--degree; 2--dB

30

20

10
tO 20 30 40 60 60100 200 300 400 a

100 -103

80 - it

40 2--T 0. 01 1

2ul 3-T -. 01252

0 204-30 _40 6 I 1-00 Q0 00 400

-0*)0 100

i-WA-T 0.01, 3---0.01s.

Figure 6. Take-up segment. Continucus.
Key; 1--degree; 2--dB; 3--continuous;
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TABLE 3-4

3 " it "-. (db) Y WD) ' (Ab) ml(db)
*~~~IE~~ 1 S S) (21 5-idb)YI

ii 2*U 41 62

*28 41 84 31 is

faB a O 661 AteaI a4a(0%2a-9b

*via tO 10 to .6 .

Key: 1--characteristic point; 2--state; 3--indicator; 4--solid
body control; 5--amplitude margin; 6--Dbase margin y (degree);
7--elastic stability; 8--first order eiastic amplitude margin;
9--second order elastic amplitude margin; 10--remarks; ll--taking
off segment (a certain point); 12--before compensation;
13--after compensation; 14--before compensation; 15--after
compensation; 16--unstable; 17--unstable; 18--unstable; 19--
unstable; 20--considering total gain of the return circuit;21--considering the total gain of the return circuit

modulated frequency shifts to the left in an obvious manner with
increasing sampling period T. From Figure 3 it shows that the char-
acteristic concave modulated frequency of the network does not vary
significantly with increasing T. This indicates that the require-
ments of T in the method introduced in this paper is lower which
is the problem to be resolved in the digital network design,

Figures 3 and 5 are the logarithmic amplitude phase character-
istics of the networks designed for the two classical characteristic
points of a certain aeronautical vehicle respectively. From the
figure it can be shown that: although their characteristics are
different, yet the networks designed by taking T=0.0125 for the two
characteristic points are feasible. They all can obtain better com-
pensation affect (see Table 3-4). This is because that the varia-
tion of the flight parameters are already considered in the network
design. As for this point, it is also an obvious characteristic of
this method as compared to other methods.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

This method is the direct network design in discontinuous

regions. In the design proper treatment was made to the sampling

delay. Therefore, for well designed networks, it is not necessary

to consider the sampling delay compensation problem. In addition,
this method considers a larger number of factors during the

design process so that the flexibility of the network design is

high and the applicability of networks obtained is also high.

Actual design example shows that the effect of this method on the

weak resistance static unstable elastic filter is very apparent.

However, this method is also applicable to the design of other types

and systems of filter networks.

Two points should be pointed: one of them is that the network

design is carried out using a digital computer program on a computer

on the ground. A large amount of numerical simulation computations

is carried out with respect to various flight conditions and diff-
erent systems to choose the proper network. First, the network is

selected, then the network parameters are given. Then, the realiza-
tion on a computer is very simple. Next, this method at the present

moment relies on a trial method to solve the problem of properly

matching the "object/observer" pole positions. Therefore, to seek

for a better method to solve the problem is another area of research

yet to be studied.
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ON THE DERIVATION OF BEZIER'S BASIC FUNCTIONS

Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Shi Fazhong and Han Dackang

ABSTRACT

In the book entitled "Numerical Control", Prof-

essor Bdzier has given an elegant and detailed expla-

nation on the B4zier curves and curved surfaces. The

expressions of B~zier's basic functions are shown in

(2) and (3) in this paper.

B~zier curves have a number of interesting and

important geometric properties. They are the direct

deduction of the properties of the B4zier basic functions.

Up until this moment, there has not been any literature

on the derivation of these functions.

This paper proved that these basic functions can be

derived completely using three simple reasonable geometric

requirements of the B4zier curves in two different ways.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the a.ea of computer assisted geometric design (CAGD), the

method of structural curves and curved surfaces provided by Professor

P. Bdzier of France and the UNISURF system established based on this

method is one of the most successful systems acknowledzed by the

international experts. In this publication [1], B4zier introduced

the theoretical basis and applications of his method in detail.

Received in April of 1980
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Chan Kensho and Wu Jiunhen [2] have carried out an even deeper and

more rigorous study on the mathematical basis of this method.

The expression of the nth order B4zier curve is

• tlu)" d.,( U o<U<1(l

j.0
where

M U )i I
M u) (/(-) 1  d-' . (i-I,. 2, ..., .) (2)

(Iu ) - u)- 13/u

They are also called the basic function of B4zier curves.

Vectors J., J,, .. . are connected sequentially from head to

tail forming a polygon beginning at the starting point of 3,

and ending at the terminating point of a. which is also called the

characteristic polygon of B4zier curves.

From direct calculation we know that there is another express-

ion for the basic functions (see [1])

i=i

The basic functions have a series of properties (see [21 or

[3]). From them the series of important and interesting geometric

properties of B4zier curves can be derived. Among them, there are

three basic properties.

(1) If we rearrange the sides of the characteristic polygon

in the opposite direction and simultaneously change the vector

directions of all the sides, we obtain the same Bzier curve but the
orientation is opposite;

(2) the starting point (end point) of the curve is the first

vertex (also the final vertex) of the characteristic polygon;
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(3) at the starting point Cend point) of the curve the kth

order vector derivative is only dependent on the k sides of the

characteristic polygon which are closest to this vertex and inde-

pendent of any farther sides of the polygon.

But, we do not see how these basic functions are derived in

the literature.

In this paper, two different methods were used to prove that

on the basis of certain philosophy, the basic functions (f.,(u))

are uniquely defined by the three reasonable requirements (1I, (2)

and (3) of the curves.

II. THREE BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BASIC FUNCTIONS

Since in this paper the discussion is limited to nth order

B~zier curves, for simplicity of symbols, we will directly use

f(u) as /.,(u).

The three geometric properties of the curves described in the

previous section are apparently assured by the three requirements

for the basic functions (,(u))

(1) For uECO, 1) there is

MOM -, ) (4)

This is because the B4zier curves defined by the reverse order

directional characteristic polygon are defined as

ta+t/ 0tt I - U -1m-*

J.0 i-O i-
N

(2) /,(,)-i

f,( 0)-1%(o)--...f.(0 )-(1 (5)
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(3) when h-I, 2, , i-I

fil)(0)- 0 (6)

when hS-, 2, ... , ,-j
(7)fJ '( ! )- 0

The two methods to derive the basic functions are explained

in the following:

III. THE FIRST METHOD

Since f,(u), f.(m), ...,(u) are all nth order polynominals and

from property (2), we know that their constant terms are all zero,

we can assume (,(u)} as

(1(u), f2(u ), .... /(U")) z - , ." " " M (8)

wbenM is an nth order constant coefficient matrix. To define the

basic functions is actually to determine the coefficient matrix M

on the right side of Equation (8).

Using u=l to substitute into both sides of Equation (8), we

know from requirement (2) that

(I I ... I)-(I I ... I)A. (9)

which indicates that the sum of the elements of every column is

equation to 1 for the matrix M.

It is not difficult to see from property (31 that M is a lower

triangular matrix.

Let us define the following matrix

/ '(U) fr"(") ... 1( )

After taking the first, second...nth order derivatives on both

sides of Equation (8), we get
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20 3u' ... ]
W(U 0 21 6u ".. 8( -" M.... ................................

LO ... n

Therefore,

21.
W(1)- M (10)

[1 2 ...

W( 1)- 0 21 6 .. ("-I lM(1)............ .... ...... ...............
L0 0 .. 0 "1!

On the other hand, by taking the ith order derivation with

respect to u on both sides of Equation (4), we can get
f Y , ( U ) ( ' , -- . - U )

The above equation can be expressed in the matrix from

- W( I-(12)

where K is the matrix which rearranges the columns of the nth order

unit matrix in the reverse order, i.e.,

K=

Very specially using u=O into Equation (12), there is

-1
W(O)-I(1J I)K
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Substituting Equations (10) and (11) into both sides of the above

equation, we get
1 2 3 .-.

- 2 6 :(>-u
i/ l1/21. I.

1- "MK

1 2 3 ... ! i

Cl ClC21 c.3 .................. C!,

C ....... ..... -C

MK

If we let

C1 Cl ......... c!_ C ............... .c

then M should satisfy the matrix equation

M-AMK (13)

Our objective is to solve for the lower triangular matrix M which

satisfies Equation (13) and whose sum in every column is 1.

Let us assume 1-,,), 1<i, j " . Let us now compare the

elements of ith row and Jth column on both sides of Equation (13).

We noticed that the Jth column of the matrix MK happens to be the

n+l-jth column of the matrix M, so
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• - 7 , • .. ..

I Pn"" ' 0= (-- V' cf. ,,...

k
",'I (- )''CO '" 0, f* .  -- +

when M is a lower triangular matrix, if J>i, then mij=0. From

the above equation, we know

i0

which is

Here, there are - ,- )- j unknown quantities of

k (h- + - j. n) . Since j = t. 2, ". j- I. which

means that the number of equations is J-1, it is short of that of

the unknown quantities. The other equation is supplemented by con-

dition (9). Therefore, we have the group of equations

S0

In order to simplify our symbols, we use J to replace the n+i-4

in the above equations and then these equations can be expressed as

mh,;+m 1 , 1b+* . 1-. 1

C ,,., +C .,m,,0.,+ ... +C ..- 0 (14)

COO imfaI + C;'M,+.,. + ... + C:'+m., .. 0

Please note that if the superscript is larger than the subscript in

these combinations then this combination should be considered as 0.

The Cramer method is used to solve this series of linear equa-

tions. For that, we have to calculate two determinant of some

type. In order to find a unified method, we will prove the follow-

ing:
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The problem: Let us assume that kl, k2 ...k s are arbitrary

non-negative integers, then
1 '~* I

..................... If 2 1 (s - )! I<,,

cs;' C,; 1  ... cS I

Proof: Since for any non-negative integers p and q have the

relationship
C;- P(P- I (P- q + 1)

qlI

Therefore, after taking the common factor 1/i from the second row,

the common factor 1/2! from the third row, ...and the common factor

I/($- I)t from the last row, then adding the second row to the

third row, and then adding (-2) times the second row and 3 times

the third row to the fourth row..., finally the determinant becomes

A, As ... h,

1121...(s- 1) 1 At k" ... 0
k k. . ...

This is the famous Vandermonde determinant which indicates

that the conclusion of the problem is correct,

Applying the problem above to the calculation of the coeffi-

cient determinant of the series of equations in (14)

) C 1.1  ... 1 1
..................... . x 2 (n-j)

when i suits j<,, , then according to the Cramer method

there is
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i , I. , C'.; )C.

C C!. 0 C!. C

C;' Cj:o .0 C4t : C-' C: C" I

but because

C;- PI P. Cfq(P- q)I q :

There'ore, after taking the proper factors out of every row and

column from the above determinant we can get

11 1

( . + 1 )...( i -1 )( i +1)... n c ., C!., C!
m1,-- I x 2 x 3-x3(1-1 )I

C"m

Using the conclusion of the problem above to the above determinant,

we get

mr,.,=(-- 1 ),-/ "1 ___1!**

i(" -J~l J -- 1 1 21 ...-i j - I )I " ( -- -- )x i ( -+ )(i Cf- 1) 1! 2!.. -** )

1x 2 x...x(n- i)
= ( - " ~ - )~ -J "i) (- I )'" ___!-._

i!(1I-- i)j
( i-1)!x(2i)1 ( - j~ --- 1 )' C CM.

Henceforth

This agrees comriee;w" r - E .- - ;:n w.,.
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IV. THE SECOND METHOD

From Equation (6), we know that 0 is the origin of f,(u) and

it is at least J-I multiple. Similarly, from Equation (7), we

know that 1 is the origin of I'(u) and it is at least n-J multiple.

Because
i- +(n-j)=.- R

and !;(u) is an n-I order polynomial , therefore, 0 just happens

to be its J-i multiple origin and 1 is its n-j multiple origin.

Thus, we can let
/u(U ) =a'"'( 1 - "

where a is a constant to be determined and the following is the

determination of this constant. Because

I.z1(1)-1,(O)J u )du=aS fa'"( 1 -I ,

N i )r( a - J ~ ! )
-a;B( j, - j+ )=a,- F(n+ )

(a j - 1) )( a - j )
"1

heze F(x) and B(x. y) are the well known gamma and beta func-

tions, therefore

"'= ( 0 )i( n _ i),
Then

f;(U) U - u)-f,( 0)= $ 1( t )d-"nC.1. '*'( 1 /

C-1 - I ) u

n.-.f I E ( ,C: d=n.:E( P:. InC..;i J(- iI(~ ) 1'. )p+ j u~ lh1~-1 '~J0P.0
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Let i =P+ j, , then

if " ) -n . - (- I )'C..; R

- )n (i -1 )I (-i)! ,
, (-0 ( -i ) i

- 1 ) - - -_ .. ( i_-I)I U,

iMe u )= E (- I )-ci:nu,i. e. j

This completely agrees with the results in Equation (3).

This paper was completed under the guidance of Professor

Wu Jiunben. Professor Chan Kenshao of the Chinese Science Tech-
nology University also reviewed the entire paper in detail. He
also provided complete instructions on the calculation method. We
wish to express our sincere gratitude here.
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Abstract

In his book "Numerical Control" Professor P. Bezier gives an excellent
exposition of his technique in CAGD. Bezier's Basic functions f.,;( u ) are
shown in ( 2 ) and ( 3 ). Bezier's curves have a number of important and
interesting geometric properties of the basic functions. As there has been no
literature on the derivation of these basic functions sofar, this paper atte-
mpts to prove in two different ways that the expressions of basic func-
tions can be determined completely by three simple and reasonable geome-
tric properties of ule Bezier's curves.
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THE COMPLETELY SUCCESSFUL VISIT TO THE USA BY THE DELEGATION OF

CHINESE SOCIETY OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS

The delegation of the Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics with President Shen Yuen of CSAA as the leader and

Vice President Yao Ehuin of CSAA and Vice President of the Chinese

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Liu Hongchi as the

assistant leaders and a total of nine people, departed to visit

the United States of America upon invitation by the American Inst-

itute ofAeronautics and Astronautics on April 30 this year.

The delegation stayed in the US for three weeks. They attended

the "Year 2000 Global Technology" Technical Meeting sponsored by

the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. They also

visited the Lewis and Langley Research Centers of NASA, FAA, Envir-

onment Research Institute, General Electric Corporation, Lockheed

Aircraft, Grumann Aircraft Company, O'Hare International Airport,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Georgia Institute of

Technology. These are the famous scientific research institutes,

production departments and higher education institutes. In addition,

the delegation was also invited to visit the branch offices of Boeing

Company and Bendix Corporation.

The delegation was highly regarded by the American Aeronautical

and Astronautical Society and received the hospitality of many well

known scientists and related people. Both Chinese and American per-

sonnel carried out a wide range of contact and discussion on the

scientific technical problems in aeronautics and astronautics as

well as on problems in mutual communication and exchange of informa-

tion. The visit by our delegation to the US has some very good

effect on the promotion of the friendly relationship between the tech-

nical personnel in aeronautics and astronautics in China and in the

US. It also has a significant meaning in the promotion of the devel-

opment of the aeronautical and astronautical industries in our

country.
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THE VISIT TO CHINA BY THE DELEGATION OF THE JAPAN SOCIETY FOR

AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES

Upon the invitation of the Chinese Society for Aeronautics and

Astronautics, the five member delegation of the Japan Society for

Aeronautical and Space Sciences led by the former president of

the Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Science, Professor

HoChun Ni Ma and Deputy Director of Japan Institute of Aero-

nautical and Space Sciences, Dr. Wu Tien Tsun arrived in Beijing

on April 9. On April 16, they left Beijing on a visiting tour of

Shenyau, Shanghai and Hangchow. They returned to Japan on April 24.

During their visit in China, they visited the Mechanics Institute

of the Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing Aeronautics Institute,

Beijing Institute of Aerodynamics, Shenyau Li-Ming Machinery Company,

Shenyau Soong-Lin Machinery Company, Hangchow Textile Factory and

Double-Peak Commune Group. There were four technical seminars and

four special topic discussion sessions in Beijing, Shenyau and

Shanghai.

The members of the delegation of the Japan Society for Aeronauti-

cal and Space Sciences were composed of three college professors and

one engineering Ph. D. and they were all highly regarded in the tech-

nical society in Japan. They were all well prepared before their

visit to China. During the seminars and discussion sessions, they

introduced the development in aeronautical science research in Japan

as well as the advancement in aerodynamics, aeronautical engines,

control and aeronautical mechanics. They also introduced the Japan

Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences, Japan Institute of Aero-

nautics and Astronautics and the research on the development of air-

craft with short distance take-off and landing capabilities. These

reports are beneficial to our aeronautical technical staff for the

better understanding of the situation in aeronautical studies in

Japan. Their visit to China has contributed greatly to the friendly

relationship and technology exchange between Chinese and Japanese

technical members in aeronautics.
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THE CONFERENCE ON THE POLICY OF CAGD/CAM TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

The Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics (CSAA)

held a meeting on "Policy of Computer Assisted Geometrical Design

and Computer Assisted Manufacturing (CAGD/CAM) of Aircraft Tech-

nique Development" in April 1980 in Suecbow. Over 50 representa-

tives from 30 organizations attended the meeting. Most of the re-

presentatives are experts from areas such as scientific research,

education, front line in production as well as professors and engin-

eers. There were also several leading comrades participating in

the meeting. In the meeting the present status and the outlook in

future development of domestic computers, the CAD/80 international

meeting and a briefing on the establishment of the regulations in

Computer Assisted Manufacturing (CAD) were introduced. In addition,

sufficient and enthusiastic discussions were on six special topics

regarding the major problems to be resolved in the short term and

long term development of CAGD/CAM technique for the aircraft manu-

facturing industries in our country, viz., the connection between

CAGD and CAD, the equipment of digital control machinery, the

arrangement of electronic computer and the exchange type figure

displacement device, the development of applied software, the ration-

al equipment of CAGD/CAM machinery in the aircraft factory and the

coordinating relationships between higher education institutions,

research institutes and factories. We reviewed some of the accom-

plishments in the basic method research, applied program systems and

numerical control devices made by the aircraft manufacturing indus-

try in our country in the past decade using the CAGD/CAM technique.

These accomplishments were applied in development and production

work which resulted in the accumulation of some experience and the

training of technical personnel. But due to the lack of understand-

ing of the function of this advanced technique, its economical

effectiveness was also not significant. All the comrades attending

the meeting acknowledged the CAGD/CAM technique is a major reform

in the conventional technology. It is a useful tool in the fast

design and manufacturing of aircraft. It is an important landmark
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in modern aeronautical industries which should be promoted rapidly.
Therefore, everybody believed that this conference on the policy
of the CAGD/CAM technique development was very important and timely.

On the basis of comparing the situation with foreign countries

and summarizing the realization experience in our country, the
meeting led to the rational suggestion of quite a few relevant

policies of the CAGD/CAM technique development as well as the study
and discussion of the current status in our country.

The representatives acknowledged that the computer is the basic
material required in the advanced development of CAGD/CAM technique.
The selection of the model should be unified. The characteristics
should take the requirements of computer assisted design, manufact-

uring and management into consideration. It should have more abund-

ant present and potential software resources and it should be
readily available. The exchange type diagram display unit is an
important peripheral equipment required to develop this technique.

During the importing of foreign equipment, we should also select the

model in a unified manner to make the proper arrangement. In addi-
tion, work should begin promptly on the development of basic and
applied software in the display of diagrams. On the basis of the
presently available materials and techniques, a small scale practi-
cal applied software system should be established which includes

features such as geometrical model making, diagram sketching, auto-
matic compilation, simple design analysis, etc. In the future,
based on the acquisition of computers of a certain size, we should
develop a higher function and larger size exchange type CAGD/CAM

applied software system in order to be suited for the requirements
in the development of new aircraft and to increase the economical
effect of this combined technology. To be able to promote work in
this area better, the meeting recommended the establishment of a

software collaboration network to determine the guideline and

standard of the compilation of the software as well as to organize
functions such as information exchange and program evaluation.
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We also suggested the formation of short-term training courses

and lectures in order to raise the standard of the leading offi-

cials and technical personnel. Relevant higher educational insti-

tutions should try to train students both at the undergraduate and

graduate levels in this new special technical area and attempt to

investigate some new methods. Some feasibility and exploratory

experiments should be carried out in order to have a handle on

the direction of future development in this new technology.

In the latter part of the meeting, the founding of a CAGD/CAM

special topic group was suggested and future activities were planned.

It is expected that a technical meeting on the connection between

CAD and CAGD and relevant systems will be held during the second

season in 1981.
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BASIC PRINCIPLES OF MANUSCRIPTION SELECTION FOR "ACTA AERONAUTICA

ET ASTRONAUTICA SINICA"

"Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica" is a technical per-

iodical organized by the Chinese Society for Aeronautics and Astro-

nautics. It is openly published both domestically and abroad. This

journal is under the guidance of Marxism, Leninism and the thoughts

of Mao tse-tung. It fully executes the principles of the "bloom

and contend" movement to expand technical exchange in order to pro-

mote the modernization of aeronautical and astronautical technologies.

This journal is primarily designed to publish new technical

results in the areas of astronautics and aeronautics. The readers

are primarily specially trained personnel in the research, teaching,

design, production and users in aeronautical and astronautical

technologies.

(I) This Journal publishes the following type of manuscripts:

1. New accomplishments related to aeronautics and astronautics,
including creative technical papers of technology and materials in

aerodynamics, aeronautical mechanics, design and structural strength

of aeronautical vehicles, power equipment, electronic technology and

automatic control, etc., as well as results and experience in the

application of new theories and new techniques.

2. Creative technical notes, reports and commentaries in rele-

vant aeronautical and astronautical techniques.

3. Introduction and comments on literature and books in aero-

nautics and astronautics.

4. Activities of the technical communities both domestic and

abroad.
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(II) Requirements of the manuscript:

1. The analysis, computation and experimental data in the

manuscript should be accurate. Its structure should be compact.
It should be clear and based on rigorous theoretical ground. The
language should be simple and easy to understand. Each manuscript

is limited to 5000 words. Creative papers should not exceed ten

thousand words (including figures and tables).

2. The manuscript should be written in ink by pen or size

16 block paper legibly. The terminology and units should be con-
sistent throughout the paper.

3. The figures should be plotted using drafting paper accord-
ing to engineering diagram specifications. The captions should be
written by pencil. The position of the figure should be indicated

in the manuscript by drawing a block occupying three blocks. The

figure number, title and remarks should be written below the

corresponding block. Do not attach the figures to the manuscript.
They should be attached as an appendix.

4I. Equations should be written in the middle of the paper.
The sequence number of the written in ()to the right of the equa-
tion without adding a dotted line.

5. References should be listed by the sequence as they are
mentioned in the text in the end of the paper. Only major and pub-
lished references are required to be listed. The format is as

follows: Enumberl authors(s), name of the book, publisher (year),

page number. [number] authors(s), title of the article, journal
name, volume number, book number (year), page number.

6. An English abstract, an English title and the name of

authorts working institution and name in English should be included

in the manuscript. The abstract in Chinese should not exceed 300
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words. The English abstract ought to be more in detail and gen-

erally should be between 500 to 700 words.

7. If the manuscript has already been published in the open

literature, then it will not be accepted by "Acta Aeronautica et

Astronautica Sinicat'.

(III) "Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica" is a journal

published openly worldwide. We do not accept manuscripts involved

in national security. The authors are responsible to prevent

sensitive information from leaking out in the paper.

(IV) All manuscripts published in "Acta Aeronautica et

Astronautica Sinica" will be rewarded financially according to the

regulations.
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